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ALGERIA 

DROUGHT VICTIMS RECEIVE HELP FROM MILITARY HEALTH STAFF 

Algiers EL DJEICH in French Jun 85 pp 46-48 

[Article by Bouzakaria Fodil] 

[Text] For years several African countries have not known springtime, green 
growing plants, and rain because they are undergoing the rigors of drought. 
The spectre of famine is appearing on the horizon for the entire southern 
Sahara population.  In their search for basic nourishment, they have been 
forced to move to new areas in order to sustain life. These victims, among 
whom are found Nigerians and Malians who have lost all life-sustaining re- 
sources, except a few camels and small herds of cattle, have crossed the 
borders into Algeria. 

Since the beginning of this exodus in September of 1984, their number has 
continued to increase. There are now thousands of them in the wilayas of 
Adrar and Tamanrasset, more precisely in Bordj Badji Mokhtar, Tinzouitine, 
Timiouine, and Ain Guezam. The exodus began with the arrival of groups of 
Malians and Nigerians in September of 1984.  They left their country and 
arrived in Algeria after a long journey on foot or by riding on mules or 
camels which had escaped the drought.  Some were brought by commercial trucks 
which crossed the border. At the beginning, there were only about 10 to 50 
families per day, a number which would later vary between 50 and 100 
families. 

In March of 1985, the statistics at the wilaya of Tamanrasset showed that 
22,606 people had arrived in our country. 

In some cases they came from border areas and in others from interior 
villages as distant as 750 kilometers from our border. They are presently 
scattered through the wilayas of Adrar and Tamanrasset, with 1,500 at 
Tinzaouitine, 3,000 at Timizouine, and 5,000 at Bordj Badji-Mohktar; the 
greater part of them are from Mali. There are also 12,600 refugees at Ain 
Guezam, the manjority of whom are Nigerians. 

Considerable Aid 

Upon their arrival, Algeria, which still accepts the principles of 
cooperation and neighborliness, felt obliged to help and shelter them from 



this calamity. For this reason, companies of the A N P (Popular National 
Army) were quickly mobilized to prepare reception areas, tents, and supplies. 
To welcome the families, commissions were organized at the commune level to 
administer the distribution of aid. Gifts then began to arrive at the 
Social Action section of the A N P in the form of clothing, bed covers, food 
products, utensiles, and gas stoves. Total aid estimated at 41 million 
Algerian dinars was sent to Ain Guezam and other points on 2 April. After a 
visit to the refugee area by Abedelhamid Brahimi, an ex-officio member of the 
Political Bureau and prime minister, an interministerial meeting took place 
to take necessary measures for providing additional help. 

Military Health Staff Always There 

Upon their arrival in Algeria, the refugees still bore the after effects 
famine, particularly children whose health was precarious and cattle herds 
ravaged by different kinds of diseases. The commander of the 6th Military 
Region immediately designated doctors of the Military Health Staff to attend 
to the illnesses. The military doctor responsible for the sector of Ain 
Guezam told us, "We have to consider each person who comes into Algeria as a 
sick person due to malnutrition, lack of hygiene, and exhaustion.  Some of 
them have deadly, contagious diseases such as measles, tuberculosis, and 
jaundice, which are found in 90 percent of the children and 50 percent of 
the aged. There are also cases of respiratory diseases, diarrhea, and skin 
and eye diseases. We initiated an immunization program against certain 
illnesses, and we offered milk and "Sabiamine" flour for the children. We 
treat the less dangerous illnesses day and night with medicines we already 
have in our units and with those which arrive from the wilaya." 

Commenting on this medical aid, the regional director of the Military Health 
Staff said, "There are 2 doctors for each camp, and we record 50 to 60 
emergencies per day. What is important for us is the treatment of the sick, 
especially while the deadly diseases are still raging. A delegation from the 
Maillot Military Hospital in Algiers also visited the area. A seminar was 
held afterward concerning the most prevalent diseases and surgical emer- 
gencies, as well as eye diseases and diseases of animals. A delegation of 
the Algerian Red Crescent from Constantine came to the camps at Ain Guezam 
to assess the situation of the drought victims.  Four loads of medicines and 
supplies were subsequently sent to the centers. 

Impressions 

The efforts of the doctors and those responsible for the refugee work have 
not been without effect in improving conditions for the thousands of people 
who expressed their opinions about the quality of the welcome and the efforts 
furnished by Algeria to help them.  It is in this spirit that a young man who 
wanted to compare his new situation with the preceding one declared, "God 
be praised; we have been accepted as brothers; before coming here we ate 
only a few kernals of grain or chaff. Here we eat bread, we drink milk, and 
we have dates and dough." Reports by doctors from the area provide the best 
evidence of their efforts. At Timiaouine, a report from the military doctor 
responsible for that zone, dated 26 February 1985, mentions the following, 



"There has been a drop in the mortality rate since last week; we have recorded 
40 deaths from measles, against which we have initiated a vaccination program. 
A report from the doctor at Timzaouitine dated 2 March 1985 says that, "the 
number of deaths from measles has climbed to 17." 

The National Party Commissar summarized the efforts of the Military Health Staff 
as follows:  "In spite of the serious medical condition of a great number of 
people and a lack of medicines, we can say that the units of the A N P have 
put forth considerable effort and have saved a great number of human lives. 

12230 
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EGYPT 

ASSEMBLY MEMBER DISCUSSES USSR VISIT 

PM161147 Cairo AKHBAR AL-YAWM in Arabic 10 Aug 85 p 7 

['Abd al-Fattah al-Dib report from Moscow: »With the Egyptian Parliamentary 
Delegation: The 'Bright Star' in Moscow"] 

[Text] The Soviets have expressed their concern to the Egyptian parliamen- 
tary delegation regarding the "Bright Star" maneuvers which the Egyptian armed 
forces carried out with the U.S. forces in the Egyptian desert. 

Dr Muhammad 'Abdallah, chairman of the foreign relations committee at the 
People s Assembly and head of the Egyptian parliamentary delegation which 
spent a week in Moscow at the invitation of the Supreme Soviet, answered the 
Soviets very frankly. 

Dr »Abdallah told Vinogradov, head of the Soviet mission in Geneva and pre- 
viously ambassador to Egypt for 4 years, that the purpose of the joint maneu- 
vers was to train the Egyptian Army on new U.S. weapons. The maneuvers are 
limited m terms of time and the number of participants, and not a single 
American soldier taking part in them will remain in Egypt after they are 
finished. 

The Egyptian parliamentary delegation head said that these maneuvers are not 
directed against anybody and that Egypt does not wish to escalate the situa- 
tion with any of its neighbors. Rather it wants to boost its defense capabil- 
ity in order to strengthen peace, which it is seeking to achieve as well as 
seeking to defend its national security. It is inconceivable that Egypt, 
which is striving for peace on its eastern side, should want to launch a 
military confrontation on its western side. 

Smiling, Dr 'Abdallah went on: By the same token we should feel apprehension 
about the joint maneuvers you carry out with Libya at sea or in the air or 
with Syria. But we are confident that you are a peace-loving country and have 
no intentionof attacking anybody. Furthermore, Egypt does not agree to be a 
tool in anybody's hand for attacking another power and does not build its 
friendship with any state at the expense of its relations with any other. 
This is one of the principles and constants of the Egyptian policy in Presi- 
dent Muhammad Husni Mubarak's era. 



Vinogradov made no comment but moved on to discuss another topic. 

In fact the Egyptian parliamentary delegation's visit has achieved all its 
objectives. These include putting forward Egyptian views regarding current 
issues, foremost of which is the Middle East problem and the Palestinian 
problem, as well as the Egyptian view regarding the activation of relations 
between the two countries, particularly in the economic, commercial, and 
technical cooperation fields. The objective was also to underline the Egyptian 
internal and external policies under President Mubarak. 

Dr Muhammad 'Abdallah said that the visit enabled the Egyptian parliamentary 
delegation to feel that the Soviet side sincerely wants to open new horizons 
of cooperation between the two countries without.looking back to the past and 
without being oversensitive. The visit also provided both sides with the 
opportunity to submit their views fully regarding the points on which they 
agree or disagree on international problems. 

The complete frankness on both sides enabled each of them to draw a true 
picture of the situation. Despite the existence of points of disagreement, 
both sides agreed that they should not be a stumbling block to further cooper- 
ation and dialogue. 

The visit enabled the Egyptian side to submit its views at Supreme Soviet 
Presidium level and to discuss them with those responsible for foreign policy 
as well as with the specialized institutions which participate in decision- 
making. This is important for the removal of much confusion and.ambiguity. 
From the first moment we stepped onto Soviet soil we felt the Soviet Union's 
great interest in the visit. This interest took various forms: 

The Soviet Union deliberately arranged for the protocol treatment of the dele- 
gation to be at the highest level, bearing in mind that such things are cri- 
tically measured in the Soviet Union. Accommodation for the delegation was 
allocated in the Sovetskaya Hotel, which is reserved for senior visitors to 
the Soviet Union with the rank of deputy prime minister. 

The Kremlin was opened as well as some of the wings which are open only to 
leading visitors with the rank of prime minister. There was also the choice 
of the Kremlin auditorium in which talks with First Deputy Chairman Kuznetsov 
were held for 90 minutes. The Soviet side affirmed the Soviet leadership's 
particular interest in the delegation's visit and President Andrey Gromyko's 
wish to have met the delegation, had he not been outside Moscow, in the 
southern Soviet Union. For this reason he charged his first deputy to receive 
and meet the delegation on his behalf. 

The Egyptian delegation was received by Tolkunov, chairman of the USSR Supreme 
Soviet of the Soviet Union, which is one of the two councils forming the 
Supreme Soviet Presidium. 



Yazkuliyev, president of the Turkmenia and Deputy Chairman of the USSR Supreme 
Soviet Presidium, attended the luncheon given in the delegation's honor and 
the dinner given in its honor by Egyptian Ambassador Salah al-Din al-Basyuni. 
This is considered to go beyond the demands of protocol and to reflect the 
extent of Soviet interest in the Egyptian delegation. 

Anatoliy Gromyko, son of Andrey Gromyko and director of the African Studies 
Institute, cut short his Black Sea visit and came to Moscow to meet the 
delegation, after which he returned the same day to resume his vacation. 

Members of the Egyptian parliamentary delegation participated in the talks 
during the 7-day visit and "showed an extremely honorable attitude." There 
were: Sayyid Zaki, whom head of the delegation Dr 'Abdallah introduced to the 
Svoiets as one of the most long-standing political figures in Egypt, deputy 
for Cairo, and chairman of the cooperatives federation; Dr Sa'd al-Khawaliqah, 
chairman of the transport and communications committee at the People's Assembly, 
a professor at the engineering college in Alexandria University with a doctor- 
ate from a Scsveit university; Sa'd al-Din Wahbah, member of the People's 
Assembly for Cairo, doyen of cinematographers, deputy chairman of the federa- 
tion of writers, and an Egyptian thinker who has made a considerable contri- 
bution to literature and theater; Tawfiq Zaghlul, one of the most prominent 
members of the People's Assembly; Layla Hasan, deputy for al-Sharqiyah Pro- 
vince and one of the prominent female figures in the assembly; Mustafa Munji, 
an assembly member and a leading trade unionist; Ahmad Idris, assembly mem- 
ber for Cairo, originally from Aswan; Yusuf Siddiq, assembly member for Qina 
(special interest was shown in the latter two because they represent Upper 
Egypt provinces); and Sayyid Rustum, assembly member representing the opposi- 
tion Npug Party. His participation in the Egyptian delegation gave a very 
positive picture of the extent of agreement among parties on all national 
matters.  The delegation was accompanied by Colonel Mustafa Wasfi of the 
People's Assembly guard and ashraf 'Abd al-Wahhab from the protocol department. 

In all the meetings between the two sides the Egyptian delegation put the 
following facts before the Soviet side through Dr Muhammad 'Abdahhal: 

Egypt supports every effort for world peace, which is a fundamental line in 
our policy. We have submitted an initiative to make the Middle East and 
Africa nuclear-free zones. 

We believe in the peaceful solution of problems in the context of interna- 
tional legality. 

We adhere to the policy of nonalignment and refuse to give military bases to 
any country on our territory. 

We believe in the unity of the Third World. 

We believe in relations based on mutual respect and equality. 

Egypt is doing all it can to make a comprehensive and just solution the 
basis of peace in the Middle East. 



We appreciate the Soviet Union's support for Arab rights and the Palestxnian 
people's right to self-determination. We also appreciate the role the Soviet 
Snion playel in supporting the liberation movements in the area in the sixties. 

CSO: 4500/188 
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EGYPT 

JOURNALIST ON SOVIET MIDEAST VIEWS, TIES WITH EGYPT 

PM301141 London AL-MAJALLAH in Arabic 28 Aug-3 Sep 85 pp 12, 13 

['Abd al-Sattar al-Tawilah article from Moscow:  "How Do They Think in Mos- 
cow? Relations With Cairo Still an Old Soviet Wound"] 

[Text] "You want an American wife and a Russian mistress," was a phrase I 
heard from one of the most prominent CPSU Central Committee members who is 
considered an expert on Arab and Egyptian affairs. 

This phrase defines or reflects a certain trend toward Egypt by the Soviet 
policymakers.  It is the hardline trend that calls for adopting an indif- 
ferent stand andnot trying to restore Egyptian-Soviet friendship even on a 
limited scale.  This friendship, in their view, is costly for the Soviet 
Union and only means more loans and grants and then "suspicions," as they had 
actually experienced in the case of Egypt. 

I am quoting almost verbatim the words I heard in Moscow during my recent 
visit to it looking, among other things, for the reality of the Soviet atti- 
tude toward Egypt and the Middle East problem. 

It was not difficult to find out that the Soviet politicians adopt a clear 
line toward Egypt as there is a consensus on a specific policy toward the 
Middle East conflict. 

The proponents of the first line [as published] betray in their discussions 
a deep bitterness over their experience in Egypt. They show good sentiments 
and even love for the Egyptian people and talk about their good memories in 
Egypt. When I told them: Your warm feelings are probably due to the fact 
that this was the first time that you were received in a Third World country 
with warm welcome as you were during Jamal 'Abd al-Nasir's days. 

They said: We cannot deny that. 

The proponents of this view say that the Soviet Union should not take a single 
concessionary step toward the restoration of friendship with Egypt. Judging 
by past experience it is an unreliable friendship. As an example they cite 
Al-Sadat's attitude toward them and how he turned them from being friends of 
Egypt and the Arabs during the war against Israel into enemies and turned the 
Americans from foes to friends. 



But there has been change in Egypt since Al-Sadat's death. 

They see this change as superficial; the traffic is going in the same direc- 
tion and only the traffic policeman has been changed. They believe that Egypt 
is linked to the United States by an unwritten alliance. 

How is that? 

You do not attack U.S. interests in the Middle East as Jamal 'Abd al-Nsair^ 
used to do. While some 20 years ago no U.S. warship dared to drop anchor in 
an Arab port, the Americans now hold joint maneuvers with you, with Oman, 
and With Jordan. It was possible to do the same [with Sudan] during 
Numayri's regime. 

Indeed Egypt supported, participated with, and helped the United States in 
the setting up the so-called Rapid Deployment Force [RDF] in the area in 
order to threaten its countries. 

Egypt has presented and is presenting the United States as a friend of the 
Arabs and indeed a contributor to their liberation from Zionist occupation 
and even as a savior from Arab aggressions! Did not Egypt call upon the 
United States to confront the so-called Libyan aggression and threats to 
Ja*far Numayri's regime, the AWACS aircraft were dispatched and U.S. aircraft 
carriers several times came close to Libyan shores? 

How could you present the United States as a friend of the Arabs when its 
battleship New Jersey bombarded the positions of Muslims and Palestinians in 

Beirut? 

Continuing, the proponents of this view say: 

Where is Egypt when it comes to denouncing imperialist plans against world 
peace? Where is its voice when it comes to denouncing the "Star Wars" plan 
which the world countries have condemned and in which Israel will participate 
and, therefore, threaten you? 

Why does Egypt abstain from voting on a resolution on protecting Nicaragua 
from U.S. aggression? 

Kuwait's role with regard to the policy of nonalignment has now become more 
distinguished and more serious than that of Egypt. 

Does Egypt not perceive the cruise and Pershing missiles deployed in Sicily 
directed at the Middle East so as to threatne those countries in the 
event of a third world war and to persuade them to join the imperialist camp. 

Moreover, there are now thousands of U.S. military advisers and experts in 
Egypt and there is an anti-Soviet campaign in all the Egyptian media at a 
time the Soviet Union has done nothing wrong against Egypt. In fact one 
cannot imagine what would have happened to all the Arabs had not the Soviet 
Union been there to repel imperialist designs in the area as far as it is 

able. 



In fact, while not a single Soviet paper attacks what is taking place in Egypt, 
the Egyptian authorities become angry if a Soviet paper quotes lines or 
articles from an Egyptian opposition paper and they accuse the Soviet Union 
of interfering in Egypt's internal affairs. 

I told the comrades who are proponents of this view that Egypt is obliged 
to do so after having inherited a heavy legacy from Al-Sadat's era. It is 
receiving U.S. aid and food supplies. How can it compensate them and how 
can it free itself of U.S. ties? 

They replied as follows: 

The Arab world has vast resources that can compensate for any loss of aid not 
only from the United States but from any other country. 

The economic difficulties Egypt is facing are not new. It has faced them be- 
fore and the Soviet Union cooperated with it; many problems were solved and 
much was achieved. 

The proponents of this view refuse to make concessions to Egypt; they insist 
on Egypt repaying all its debts and do not care about the further deteriora- 
tion of relations. 

They say that Egypt wants to obtain any Soviet aid or concessions without 
distancing itself one step from the United States.  It wants Soviet gains with- 
out real friendship while continuing the alliance with the United States.  In 
other words Egypt wants to obtain from Russia what it cannot obtain from the 
United States without giving anything in return. There is no better example 
of this than the fact that Egypt is still appropriating the building which 
the Soviets built for their employees in Cairo and still insists on closing 
the Soviet Culture Center, and limiting the number of Soviet diplomats in 
Cairo. The Egyptian newspapers ignore the Soviet Union except in matters 
harmful to it. 

The proponents of the other view believe that: 

The Soviet Union is primarily responsible for the liberation movements and 
opposing U.S. and imperialist influence everywhere. 

Therefore, we must encourage any trend, even if small, to get rid of ties with 
the West if only on a limited scale. 

Therefore, they see in the behavior of the Egyptian leadership a sincere at- 
tempt to get rid of the ties with which Al-Sadat has burdened Egypt and re- 
stricted its independence. Therefore, it is the duty of the Soviet Union to 
adopt a positive stand toward the present Egyptian regime. 

There is no harm in the Soviet Union making some contribution to economic 
development in Egypt but cautiously, without haste and generosity as was the 
case in the past, and in accordance with the principle of mutual benefit. 

10 



Serious efforts must be made to settle relations with Egypt so that it will 
be encouraged to adhere ot the idea of convening an international conference 
to solve 'the Middle East problem in order to end the conflict in the area— 
the conflict that represents one of the world tension spots which is exhaust- 
ing some of the Soviet Union's energy. 

It has been proved in practice that the collapse of Egyptian-Soviet friend- 
ship was a great loss for the Soviet presence in the area and no relations 
of friendship with other Arab countries have compensated for it. 

There is a feeling among many in influential positions in Soviet policymaking 
circles that the Soviet allies cannot be relied upon. There is also a feeling 
of frustration over the fragmentation of those allies and the inconsistence 
of their policy and orientations. 

These are the two Soviet.views on.the question of dealing with Egypt. It 
can be said that no one view is overwhelming the other. This was evident 
during the Soviet economic delegation's negotiations with Egypt to settle 
the debts and conclude an economic protocol. 

The Soviet delegation oscillated between adopting a soft line and a hard line 
until the hard line won and so the delegation left Cairo without reaching 

a final .solution. 

Why do the Soviets not support the Palestinian-Jordanian agreement? 

Simply because they.are afraid that this will be the beginning of a settle- 
ment in the Camp David style. 

What is the Camp David style? 

Direct negotiations for partial solution of the problem with each country 

separately. 

But Egypt and Jordan have agreed on the need to convene an international 

conference. 

Most likely this is for local consumption and with the aim of putting pres- 

sure on the United States. 

Do you believe that a partial agreement can be reached providing for Israeli 
withdrawal from all the West Bank and Gaza and recognizing the Palestinxan 

people's rights? 

No. 

Why the fear then? 

Because Egypt insists on direct negotiations between a U.S. delegation and a 
Palestinian-Jordanian delegation. 

11 



This is because Egypt wants to secure a preliminary and essential step for 
the convening of any negotiations whether international or direct, namely 
U.S. and Israeli recognition of the Palestinian side, the PLO, which must 
attend the negotiations. 

The Soviets say that they are not against preliminary talks and contacts 
in this regard, even if directly, if it is true that the idea is to convene 
an international conference in order to achieve a settlement. 

What arouses Soviet suspicions is that none of Egypt, Jordan, or the PLO 
since the recent agreement are talking about the Fes resolutions or the Fes 
initiative. They are keen on these first because they emanate from an Arab 
consensus and, second, because they agree with the Soviet line on solving the 
problem. ° 

For this reason it is not surprising that the United States and Israel are 
opposed to these resolutions and ignore them. The Soviets believe that there 
is an Egyptian-Jordanian attempt to include the Soviet Union in an interna- 
tional conference simply to "rubber stamp" the agreement. 

What can force you to "rubber stamp" the agreement and who said that the 
Palestinians will accept anything less than withdrawal from all their terri- 
tory and their right to self-determination? 

The Soviets draw attention to the fact that Egypt did not declare its opposi- 
tion to Peres s five-point plan and say that Egypt, Jordan, and the PLO are 
of their own volition putting themselves under U.S. pressure and opening the 
door to further divisions within the PLO. 

From where shall we begin then? 

In the view of the Soviets the beginning should be with the unity of the Arabs, 
The Fes resolutions are Arab summit resolutions. There must be discussion 
of ways to reconcile all the Arabs and then agree on a specific slogan, 
which is an international conference to implement the Fes resolutions. 

But some of the Arab countries insist that Egypt should abrogate the Camp 
David accords, which would mean further tension and perhaps a war between 
Egypt and Israel. 

Egypt's agreement with the other Arab countries and adherence to an inter- 
national conference means abandoning the Camp David line, which is the line 
of separate solutions through direct negotiations. 

Do the Soviets support the state of no peace, no war? 

They consider this a falsehood which U.S. intelligence fabricated in order 
to make the Arabs lose confidence in the Soviet Union. It is in the inter- 
est of the Soviet Union to end the conflict in the Middle East. 
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What is the Soviets' attitude toward the massacres in the Palestinian camps? 

They oppose them. They have spoken about the matter with President Hafiz 
al-Asad when he visited Moscow last June. They have also spoken to him 
about the hijacking of U.S. airliners and expressed their condemnation of 
such actions that are counterproductive. 

What is their attitude toward the PLO under Yasir 'Arafat's leadership? 

They are for PLO unity and for this reason they did not declare their sup- 
port for 'Arafat and rejected an Egyptian proposal that he be invited to 
Moscow so as not to lose the dissident faction. 

How is their relationship with Syria and what role can it play in the con- 

flict? ';..;■' 

It is their only ally in the area and is the one that seriously supports 
the convening of an international conference. It is also capable of thwart- 
ing any plans to go back to the Camp David line. It is one of the confronta- 
tion states and part of its territory is occupied. It has influence on an 
important section of the PLO and in Lebanon. For this reason they are arming 
it so as to thwart any Israeli plan to strike at it in order to end its abil- 
ity to exert influence. It is also an important bridge to Iran which, despite 
what has happened so far, is believed by the Soviets to be the principal 
force in the Middle East hostile to the United States. 

Therefore Syria is involved in major plans concerning the world balance and 
the potentials for clashes or bargaining with the West as well as the ques- 
tion of presences in the area—the game in which Turkey has begun to play an 
active role by extending a hand to Egypt via Syria, [as published] 

How do the Soviets regard the Arab leaders' attitude toward the United States? 

All the Arab leaders are aware of and have personally experienced the harm- 
ful U.S. role against Arab interests, the simplest example of which is its 
cooperation with Israel. 

Still those Arab leaders do not take one single step forward against the 

United States. Why? ...... 

Regardless of the agreement on the long-term interests, it is clear that 
those Arab leaders are afraid of being murdered by the United States. The 
U.S. role was exposed in the destruction of Beirut. 

Do the Soviet believe that there is a solution for the Middle East problem 

in the near future? 

They do not think so. 

Why? 
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Because of Arab dismemberment, Palestinian dismemberment, and Muslim dis- 
memberment as well as the lack of a definite Arab plan.  There is no over- 
whelming power that could force Washington and Tel Aviv to make concessions. 
Therefore, what is happening now is just a waste of time or paying "lip 
service" [these two words published in English] that might last 2 or 3 years 
without any solution being reached. 

CSO: 4500/188 
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EGYPT 

LIBYANS URGED TO CONFRONT AL-QADHDHAFI 

NC260636 Cairo Voice of the Arabs in Arabic 2040 GMT 25 Aug 85 

[Station commentary] 

[Excerpts]  The name of Libyan Colonel Mu'ammar al-Qadhdhafi has become 
synonymous with the names of many pirates and thieves known for their vicious 
and unethical deeds.  Some of these thieves of history enjoyed certain char- 
acteristics which have succeeded in gaining people's sympathy. But Col Al- 
Qadhdhafi, who is playing the role of a pirate in addition to his basic mis- 
sion of spreading terror and instability, has aroused the indignation of the 
entire world for the ingratitude he has shown toward the hands that rendered 
him help and services. 

Instead of thanking those who gave assistance, Col Al-Qadhdhafi turned into 
a mad creature, biting the hand which had built all the vital installations 
which he himself tried to hold up proudly to the world as made by his own 
hands. 

It is strange that Al-Qadhdhafi, who resorts to such hellish methods and who 
is playing the role of a pirate and their, is deafening the world with his 
cries over take threats which he claims Egypt is making. He is threatening 
Tunisia and is massing troops along its borders.only because Tunisia decided 
to defend its sons. Tunisia denounced his behavior and methods in expelling 
its citizens by closing some Libyan offices which had carried out illegal 
practices in that country, threatening both its security and stability. This 
behavior can only come from a man whose selfrdeception has made him lose his 
senses. It can only come from one who believes he can play the r6le of a 
real pirate outside Libya.  Al-Qadhdhafi, however, has forgotten that his 
size and capabilities, regardless of who is supplying him with weapons, do 
not qualify him to play this aggressive role or any other role. Al-Qadhdhafi 
imagines that he has succeeded in sowing and spreading terrorism in various 
parts of the international arena. In the end, though, he will not be able 
to tread beyond his fortresses and detention camps, which are being protected 
by experts in the field of security, espionage, and terrorism. Al-Qadhdhafi 
is bountifully giving money to these experts—money that belongs to the 
Libyan people—to the extent that he has brought Libya to bankruptcy, halted 
the implementation of many projects, and failed to honor his commitments. 
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Perhaps the principal factor that has made Al-Qadhdhafi play the role of the 
pirate and theif is to add a new title to his many titles, the most famous 
of which is international terrorist, a title about which he has been boasting. 
Hence, the Libyan people must confront their ruler, Col Al-Qadhdhafi. The 
world will not remain silent for long about his behavior. Only at that point 
the Libyan people might find themselves asked to repay part of his debts. 
Thus, the Libyan people should confront Al-Qadhdhafi's practices and should 
force him to respect his neighbors, respect their rights, and return what he 
has robbed from them. The Libyan people will search for every means of help 
from the Arab nation until peace and stability are restored in the area. 

CSO: 4500/188 
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EGYPT 

VOICE OF ARABS COMMENTARY ON DAMASCUS MEETING 

NC260600 Cairo Voice of the Arabs in Arabic 1815 GMT 25 Aug 85 

[Commentary by Samir 'Abd al-Tawwab] 

[Text] At a time when we are about to celebrate the great and blessed feast 
of immolation and sacrifice, 'Id al-Adha; while Muslims are standing on 
the Jabal 'Arafat, ready to pick the embers and fling them at the devil, 
before they head to the most sacred edifice on earth, God's house, the 
sacred Ka'bah, where they will run back and forth between the Al-Safa and 
Al-Marwah hills, at the conclusion of the pilgrimage rituals; and while our 
hearts, as Muslims and Arabs, are drawn to the pilgrims in the holy land and 
share with them the prayer that the Arabs and Muslims will be brought to- 
gether in love, charity, loyalty, and harmony; Damascus is receiving the 
Libyan and Iranian foreign ministers. The two foreign ministers are not in 
Damascus to discuss Arab fragmentation or to probe its causes and try to mend 
the Arab and Islamic rift. On the contrary, they are busy consolidating 
the unholy alliance among Syria, Libya, and Iran. This alliance is aimed 
at dividing the Arabs and Muslims and at tearing apart what is left of Arab 
unity. Syria, Libya, and Iran are merely pondering the best way to strike 
at Iraq, both its people and its economy, now that Iran has failed to win 
the war against Iraq. They are seeking the best way to lash out at Iraq 
since Syrian and Libyan assistance has failed to curb the unthwarted attacks 
of the Iraqi Armed Forces, particularly the Iraqi Air Force, which dealt 
painful blows on Iran's Khark Island. 

The three midgets are meeting in Damascus not in order to promote truth, 
justice, and peace, but to sow the seeds of evil in Arab and Islamic soil. 
So much for the veneration of 'Id al-Adha. The sacredness of the feat is 
not enough to quell their Satanic designs against the Islamic world. 

Whether in Syria, Libya, or Iran, those who have sold out their consciences 
have no trouble sacrificing the interests of their countries and region. 
Those midgets meeting in Damascus have one common denominator and are pulled 
by one string. The hand pulling the string is known, and there is no need 
to go into the embarrassing details. The ultimate goal is to reduce or 
eliminate the role of the Arab and Islamic people. Hence, the prodigies 
of Damascus, Tripoli, and Tehran are not discussing the liberation of the 
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Golan Heights. Nor is the Palestinian issue featured in their lexicon. 
Likewise; they are not worried about the criminal disintegration of Lebanon. 
The fact is they want to see Lebanon mutilated and deteriorating. This is 
the reason behind Lebanon's continuing predicament, already in its 10th year. 

The homicidal Gulf War, however, will be discussed. The midgets meeting in 
Damascus want to find a way out of the dilemma posed by the valiant performance 
of the Iraqi Army and people. The Damascus meeting is a last desperate 
attempt to deal a staggering blow to Iraq. It is not an attempt to recon- 
cile the two neighboring Muslim countries, whom God forbids they fight each 
other. 

Dear Arab brothers, let's take brief note of the achievements of the three 
midgets in Syria, Libya, and Iran with regard to all Arab, Islamic, National, 
Regional, and Humane issues. We will review these achievements by means of 
a few questions that are not difficult for any Arab or Muslim to answer: 

What is the role of Iran and the other two midgets in the Gulf events in 
general and the Kuwaiti incidents in particular? 

What is the role of Syria and the other two midgets in dividing the Pales- 
tinians and wreaking havoc in Lebanon? 

What is the role of Libya and the other two midgets in sabotaging the rela- 
tions among North African countries; namely, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, and 
Mauritania? 

What is the Libyan role in the infamous dispute over the Western Sahara? 

Last but not least, what is the role of the three midgets in the rebellion in 
southern Sudan? And what of its role in supporting some of the rebels up to 
now against the legitimate Sudanese Government, causing security and economic 
disruption in the southern part of that country? 

Is Libya not primarily suspecte dof instigating this rebellion in southern 
Sudan? 

Examining a further aspect of the unholy alliance among the midgets of Damas- 
cus, Tehran, and Tripoli, namely terrorism, we can hardly point to one 
honorable Arab or Muslim who has not been scarred by feats of this unholy 
pact. 

Is there any evidence that Syria, Libya, or Iran ever had any qualms about 
harming Arabs or Muslims? Our reference here is to the ruling regimes in 
thes countries, who oppress their people, coercing them with fire and steel, 
with prisons and with murder—all methods prohibited by God Almighty. 

On the eve of the great feast, 'Id al-Adha, we cannot do better than pray to 
God Almighty that he will show them the right path, so that our Arab and 
Islamic countries are spared more troubles. 

CSO: 4500/188 
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EGYPT 

BRIEFS 

NEWS AGENCY AGREEMENT WITH GDR--Berlin, 26 Aug (MENA)--MENA and the GDR offi- 
cial news agency, ADN, signed an agreement providing for enhanced cooperation 
between them. According to ADN, the agreement, signed today in Berlin, aims 
at improving the flow of news and photograph releases between the two news 
agencies.  [Excerpt]  [Cairo MENA in Arabic 1915 GMT 26 Aug 85 NC] 

CSO: 4500/188 
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20 September 1985 

IRAQ 

WARNING AGAINST POOR USE OF GROUND WATER 

Baghdad AL-THAWRAH in Arabic 25 Jun 85 p 4 

[Article by Sa'd Ibrahim Yahya al-Sam of the General Ground Water Organiza- 
tion:  "Ground Water in Iraq and the Perils of Its Misuse"] 

[Test] Ground water is considered a main source for fresh water for it 
constitutes 97 percent of the world's fresh water. Rivers and lakes make up 
the other 3 percent. 

Before going into the perils of misusing ground water, we would like to 
refresh the memory about nature's water cycle. Water evaporates from the 
oceans and seas and rises to form clouds which return to earth as rain. After 
a rainfall, the first part of the rainfall puts back into the soil the mois- 
ture it had lost during the dry season and, as the rain keeps falling, part of 
this water flows on the ground and finds its way to rivers and lakes through 
valleys. The rest of the rainfall seeps into the ground where it reaches the 
ground-water level which begins to rise during the rainy season. 

The amount of water resulting from the rise of the ground-water level is 
called the renewable reserve.  There is also the fixed reserve.  It is the 
amount of water stored between the upper insulating stratum and the lowest 
level of the water during the dry season or after the renewed water which 
entered the stratum flows out to find its way back to the oceans via rivers, 
lakes and springs to complete nature's water cycle. 

The nature of the level terrain in Iraq and the type of soil, the water 
drainage system and the misuse of the renewable reserve had led throughout the 
years to the rise in the ground-water level which in turn has resulted in the 
destruction of large areas of land in Iraq.  These areas have turned into 
swamps due to the proximity of the ground-water level to the surface and the 
high temperatures which help evaporate this water and, consequently, increase 
its salinity. 

William Wilcockson said:  "If the flood water in the Tigris and Euphrates is 
totally controlled, the delta of these two rivers can be turned into land 
which can produce in quantities unheard of in history." 
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This statement is very true for the vast areas of Iraqi land, which, coupled 
with an abundance of water and heat, sets Iraq apart from all the other dry- 
area (Countries in the world. 

Water control in these two great rivers cannot be achieved through dams and 
installations only because ground water constitutes between 30 and 70 percent 
of the fluvial flow. 

The amount of spring water which flows to the Euphrates is equal to 3 cubic 
meters per second [cms]. Ground water is also drained into the Euphrates via 
water-bearing strata.  This drainage in the southern desert area (the area 
between al-Najaf and Basrah) amounts to 13 cms. 

To explain the damage done by this drainage, we cite some figures to figure 
out the salinity of the area located between al-Nasiriyah and al-Shanafiyah 
(on the right side of the Euphrates) where a total of 1.3 cms of ground water 
has been drained via springs with a salinity rate of about 3 grams per liter. 
Draining this water to the area causes 345 tons of salt sedimentation a day 
due to vaporization. This amount of salt is enough to destroy vast areas of 
arable land. 

To picture the ground-water salinity, we would like to note that potable water 
has less than 1 gram per liter and agricultural water may have up to 4 grams 
per liter, depending on the type of cultivated land. Sandy areas may be 
irrigated with water with a higher rate, but clay areas with low permeability 
must be irrigated with water with a lower rate. 

The above shows that ground water is the main source for raising the salinity 
rate. Tests have shown that plants which have a high resistance to salinity 
can live in land which has less than a 1 percent salinity rate.  In anything 
higher than 1 percent, these plants wilt and die. 

This shows that higher salinity rates are related to higher ground-water 
levels. To desalinize the soil, the ground-water level must be dropped be- 
cause washing the soil without dropping the ground-level leads to a rise in 
the level and, consequently, to a higher salinity rate.  Regular washing 
affects fertility. 

We can deduce from the above that the southern desert, known for its barren 
land, due to its renewed water causes a higher salinity rate in the sedimenta- 
ry plain. Keeping in mind that we are now talking about the first water- 
bearing stratum in the southern desert, what would happen if we knew that 
there are three water-bearing strata, with the third stratum containing arte- 
sian water which flows to the surface and that all this water is good for 
irrigation (having a salinity rate of between 3 and 5 grams per liter)' ^? 

Preliminary studies underway at the General Ground Water Organization, the 
Tikrit-^Samira project west of al-Tharthar, point to an abundance of water in 
the al-Jazirah area, particularly between al-Tharthar and the Euphrates 
rivers and the fact that the level of this water is between 5 meters under 
ground and 15 meters above ground. It can be produced via wells no deeper 
than 20 meters. This water is good for irrigation and can be produced by 
wind-driven pumps. 
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Everyone in Salah-al-Din Governorate knows how much damage these winds can 
cause and how many problems and difficulties are caused by the dust storms 
coming from al-Jazirah. 

However, if the ground water is used for agricultural purposes, al-Jazirah 
will be turned into a green haven and the dust storm will become a warm fresh 
breeze. 

Al-Jazirah area water (the part between al-Tharthar and the Euphrates) is 
drained into the Euphrates River and al-Tharthar. The rise in the water level 
in al-Qadisiya Dam area will hinder its flow to the Euphrates, thus leading to 
a higher water level. 

Thus we see the need for the prompt completion of the studies with a view to 
utilizing the ground water. Failure to utilize this water will lead al- 
Jazirah land to the same fate as the sedimentary plain area, not to mention 
the present damage done in the two cities of Hayt and al-Falujah due to the 
rise in the ground-water level. 

The other part of the ground-water study and investigation area of the Tikrit- 
Samira project is the area lying between Hamrin Mountain and the Tigris River 
and between al-Fathah and al-'Azim River. 

This area may be likened to Aladdin's magic lamp filled with oil but whose 
only outlet is the oil opening.  This oil opening is in fact al-Shari' Lake, 
the main outlet for draining the ground water to the al-Muthalath [i.e., 
triangle] area which contains ample quantities of ground water with a salinity 
rate of 1.6 to 6 grams per liter.  This rate goes up as the depth increases. 
This triangle area, which is almost neglected at present, can be cultivated 
through the ground water. To improve the ground-water situation, we see a 
need for better drainage first by building a tap from al-Shari' Lake to 
outside the triangle while opening a canal between the Tigris River near al- 
Fathah to al-'Azim River, thus dividing the triangle into two parts where 
water can pass during the flood season instead of it all flowing into al- 
Tharthar depression and going to waste. 

The purpose of the proposed canal is to feed the ground water and to make 
up the shortage caused by production should the ground water be used for 
agricultural purposes. Everyone is familiar with the vegetable crops produced 
by the Samira inhabitants at the present time, so what if this area is to be 
reclaimed and al-Muthalath land totally cultivated? 

Most of the country's northern areas contain very fresh ground water due to 
good water drainage.  We have to mention here al-Khazir-Kawmal Basin which is 
considered one of the excellent basins of Iraq.  Its salinity rate is between 
0.1 and 0.3 grams per liter and has two strata of ground water.  The first 
stratum is exterior and contains a large amount of ground water. The second 
one is artesian with a ground-water level of 70 meters above ground and a well 
production rate of 400 cubic meters a day. 

If the ground water in al-Khazir-Kawmal Basin is utilized—the area of flat 
land there is about 400 square km—the basin can be turned into a beautiful 
fruit and vegetable orchard instead of the present rainwater system. 
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Some may imagine that Iraq is desert land with little water due to the lack of 
rain. However, to demonstrate the possibility of utilizing the renewable 
reserve and part of the fixed reserve, we say that the producing wells in 
Iraq, since drilling started on the government wells, total 700.  If we divide 
the production of these wells over Iraq's area, the high renewable-reserve 
areas constitute about 1 percent of the total renewable reserve. In low 
renewable-reserve areas, the result is 15 percent of the total renewable 
reserve. 

As an example, we would like to point out that the U.S. utilizes ground water 
at a rate of 60 percent of its total water consumption and drills 1,200 wells 
a day. 

Therefore, determining the amount of the renewable reserve in all of the 
various water strata in Iraq is an urgent necessity.  This can only be done 
clearly and accurately through ongoing studies and investigations of the 
ground water. Even after the completion of preliminary studies, we see a need 
for constantly observing the ground water to be on top of any changes caused 
by production which we think must get underway in the areas mentioned above. 

Studies are being hindered at present because the General Ground Water 
Organization is preoccupied with private well drilling.  Private wells com- 
prise 64 percent of the total wells drilled in a month. 

Therefore, we believe the General Ground Water Organization must stop drilling 
wells less than 200 meters deep. To enable the private sector to drill wells, 
we believe the private-sector drilling companies must be subsidized through 
the importation of heavy drilling equipment with pumps and lining and fil- 
tering tubes by a government department to be sold at a reasonable price while 
fixing the costs for drilling and installing pumps. 

This helps the process of utilizing the ground water by citizens and those 
wishing to cultivate private land. Furthermore, the General Ground Water 
Organization can turn to making studies and actually supervising the work of 
the private-sector companies. 

Finally, we would like to say that scientific and well-considered ground-water 
utilization will lead to higher fertility and greater benefits from the 
Euphrates and Tigris Valley, the cradle of ancient civilization. 

12502 
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LEBANON 

PATRIARCH DISCUSSES DANGERS TO CHRISTIANITY 

Paris AL-MUSTAQBAL in Arabic 6 Jul 85 pp 17-18 

[Interview with Patriarch Ignatius Hazim by Basim al-Mu'allim in Los Angeles: 
"We Reject the Logic of the Christian Front and the Islamic Front in Lebanon"; 
date not specified] 

[Text]  In the American city of Los Angeles I met with His Beatitude Patriarch 
Ignatius Hazim who was touring a number of states visiting his congregations. 

Patriarch Hazim infuriated the American press with his bold statements about 
the crisis of the hijacked American airliner.  Some American reporters went 
almost as far as to describe the patriarch as both anti-Semitic and anti- 
Christian following his frank and candid statements about their new "crusade" 
and their anti-Arab policies, which are against all Arabs, Muslims and 
Christians alike. 

This interview with Patriarch Hazim reveals the Eastern Christian attitude 
toward the policy of the West, U.S. policy in particular. It also reveals 
this policy's hostility toward the Arabs, both Christians and Muslims. 

[Question] Your statements about the American plane hijacking and the holding 
of its passengers and crew in Beirut aroused negative reactions in the 
American press.  American officials were not happy with them. 

[Answer]  My statements were not as harsh as they alleged. They were clear. 
I repeated them yesterday and will repeat them tomorrow. Their upshot was 
that it seemed to me as though the hostage issue was detached from all the 
other frameworks in the Middle East and the other issues that were mentioned 
in general. 

I said: "How can they mention the hostages on the airplane and not mention, 
for instance, the more than 700 Lebanese held hostage?  Why did not anyone in 
the world say a single word about them?" 

I also said:  "America is Israel's ally and works for it without reservation, 
as everyone can see.  This is the reality.  O.K., you Americans, why did you 
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not do anything? Is it because the 40 persons are human beings and the 700 
persons are not?" 

Is the hijacking of 40 persons more serious than hijacking of 700 persons? 

We do not support hijacking in any form. However, we see no reason not to 
look at things clearly and objectively. 

The fact is that the 700 Lebanese hostages held in Israel are held by America 
because Israel is America. 

What are all the weapons and billions of dollars the U.S. gives to Israel for? 
Is it so Israel can dress our wounds, or is it for our entertainment? 

Why doesn't the world admit that hijacking comes under the heading of "effect" 
while the cause is American-Israeli policy toward our people. The correct 
solution is not to find a solution to the American hostage crisis only, but a 
solution to its causes as well. 

[Question] When the Americans heard this kind of talk, they were shocked 
because it was said by a Christian clergyman, specifically the head of the 
biggest church in the Arab East, at a time when they were trying to portray 
the crisis as an action by "radical Shi'ite Muslims" who are against "America, 
civilization and the Christians." How do you reply to thati I-? 

[Answer] We reject this interpretation and these theses. We know that if 
hijacking is an act of terrorism, the hijackers are not the only terrorists. 
Those who hijack more are greater terrorists than others.  We want a fair 
attitude and a humane vision toward all these issues. 

As for their claim that this act is anti-Christian, it is a false allegation 
because America does not carry the Bible for us. 

[Question]  In what sense? 

[Answer] Where is the Christian aspect in American policy toward us and our 
causes? I personally told one of the American ambassadors in our region that 
"this area for 5,000 years has had the unique distinction of being in a state 
of constant dialogue for the meeting of civilizations in it. It eliminated 
the lack of consideration for the spiritual aspects, which has contributed to 
shaping the Middle East's profound character by following short-sighted poli- 
cies and affecting changes not in anyone's interest. By this I mean American 
policies. 

"When the possibility of dialogue is removed from the Middle East, the area 
will lose a large part of its personality and its fundamental principles. The 
Middle East will not mean oili 

"There is more than oil. 

"America should be the last one to claim that those who do not agree with it 
do not agree with Christianity. It, that is, America, is the last one with 
the right to make such a claim." 
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[Question]  Your beatitude, do you not think, that the Americans, by following 
the programs and patterns we have witnessed in our area, are carrying out 
Western colonialist schemes against our people and our civilization? 

[Answer]  Force has a special logic. Wherever force is found, talk turns into 
power. America cannot turn into a private charitable organization when talk- 
ing about issues in which it has an interest. It is a superpower and there- 
fore can only talk with us or to us from above. History is clear.  Who 
consulted us about Israel's existence?  Who asked us for our opinion about 
whether it should be created?  It is as though we are not God's creatures.  In 
Oklahoma, I told them:  "As far as America is concerned, God created us by 
mistake and not by will. Others, God Almighty created because they were pure. 
This is how America deals with the human beings of our region." 

Therefore, I think that this mental attitude, which I call the attitude of 
force, cannot look upon weaker beings as equals. This is the basis of 
colonialism. 

[Question] You have met several American spiritual officials during this 
visit. How do you perceive their understanding of Christianity as put forth 
by the Arab Antiochan Church? 

[Answer]  They are not informed enough about the Eastern Church. The entire 
country of America is new.  It is new in matters of heritage and in its 
Christianity.  It is still in its infancy as far as Eastern Christianity is 
concerned. 

Ever since the Crusades, there had been a growing belief that Christianity 
came from outside the Middle East. It had to be exported to the Middle East 
from someplace. 

This is the logic of the Crusades and the missionaries, a logic which is still 
used in many fields.  I believe that to understand Christian geography and 
Christian history one must turn to history and to the human beings in 
Bethlehem, Jerusalem and South Lebanon. The Americans do not understand these 
things.  Unfortunately, some people in our Middle East are not aware of them 
either. 

I always used to be surprised at how Eastern Christianity, this power, is 
still somewhat subdued.  I hope I will not be misunderstood.  I am speaking 
the language of power as though a dialogue with Christianity is impossible 
unless it is outside the area, even though the Christianity which came from 
the outside came in the form of an adversary. 

[Question] Did not some Arab Christians play roles which constituted a poli- 
tical extension of Western civilization?  I hope my question will not be 
understood to mean that I approve of some Arab orders' insistence on conduct- 
ing a dialogue with the Christianity which came from the outside, considering 
it, the Eastern Christianity, as an extension for foreigners. 

[Answer]  Yes, and this is very unfortunate. This is a disaster.  Suffice it 
to look at the Eastern churches, our church, the Syrian Church, the Armenian 
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Church the Coptic Church, to see how they have been divided into a part 
which has remained Eastern and other parts which came from a purely Eastern 
point of departure. 

Therefore, we have Christians whose thinking goes back to points of departure 
outside the East. This is a reality and we hope to confer the original 
Eastern character on all these groups and return them to our original heri- 

tage. 

[Question] Israel benefits from this split vision and the fragmentation of 
the Christian ranks you are talking about. Do you think Israel has planned 
toward this end? 

[Answer]  My belief is that there has been a very long process that has 
prepared Western and foreign Christianity for Judaization.  I also believe 
that there are groups called Christians who are almost without a Christ and 
without a Bible because they firmly adhere to ancient times and to the Old 
Testament. This means they belong to Judaism. These groups are called 
Christian but they preach Judaism. 

World Zionism advocated this matter. These things cannot be coincidential. I 
perceive that this long-term preparation has been one of preparation for the 
existence of Israel. 

It is not enough to explain this perception to the Americans. We must 
undertake missionary roles to refute and change it. 

[Question]  Can the Antiochan Church, its size in the Americas notwithstand- 

ing, succeed in this alone? 

[Answer]  I am not speaking about our church only, but about all the Eastern 
churches and the Arabs in general.  We have 800,000 Antiochan Orthodox in the 
U.S. and Canada and more than 5 million in Central and South America.  It is 
true that we are a minority, but we are not really a minority as you can see. 
We hope to influence them in order to create an honorable nature in keeping 
with the nature of our presence in our country, an honorable, mature, 
truthful and truly patriotic nature which can then be apostolic. 

[Question] You said that "the Antiochan Church must play a universal role 
among the various Arab communities in the Americas and the mother country and 
about the role of the church there.  They have called for Christian unity in 
Lebanon.  What is your position on that? 

[Answer] The calls were not for Christian unity, but rather for the formation 
of a Christian front, namely, the adoption of belligerency and disputes. This 
has placed the Christians in one trench and the Muslims in another. Behind 
this call is sick thinking as though the Muslims and the Christians are two 
opposites which do not attract. 

We totally reject this logic. We like the call for a spiritual unity among 
the Christians and we call for unity in the universal sense among Christians 
of all sects and Muslims of all sects. Lebanon lives as one people, and 
diversity and multiplicity are two of its characteristics. This is a very 
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good thing and we believe in the need to keep Lebanon in one piece so that it 
may preserve its personality. The groups, and indeed sectarianism, in Lebanon 
are there due to our lack of the kind of government we desire, namely the 
legitimate government which speaks, alone, in the name of law and order where- 
by no one may struggle to legislate his own laws and system. 

We aspire to one citizenship for all the residents of Lebanon. 

[Question]  In view of Lebanon's current ailing situation, is this concept of 
yours anything more than rice?! 

[Answer] We do not consider the present situation to be eternal. We have the 
right to hope and to follow the road of hope. The future is not circumscribed 
within any particular conception. Therefore, allow us to hope at least 
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LEBANON 

LEADER OF HIZBALLAH DISCUSSES PARTY POLICIES 

Beirut LA REVUE DU LIBAN in French 27 Jul-3 Aug 85 pp 22-23 

[Interview with Hizballah Leader Abbas Moussawi; date and place of interview 
not specified] 

[Text] Since the repeated attacks against the Multinational Force in Beirut 
in 1983, which ultimately led to the departure of that force, the West has 
been subject to increasingly frequent acts of terrorism carried out by the 
Islamic Jihad, a movement behind which are reportedly the "Madmen of God" of 
the "Hizballah." 

What are their demands? What are their aims and goals? These are issues 
about which we directly questioned this strange party's leader, Abbas 
Moussawi, who also expressed his views on the country's present economic 
situation, at a time when it must henceforth be taken into account  

[Question] What is the origin of your party's name, the "Hizballah?" 

[Answer] This term is found in the Koran, but before I begin I would like to 
clarify a very important point: we are not a party in the traditional sense 
of the term.  Every Moslem is automatically a member of the "Hizballah," thus 
it is impossible to list our membership, for example. 

[Question] What are your main demands? In other words, why did you estab- 
lish this movement? 

[Answer] We believe that the Middle East has always been under the eye of 
two watchdogs of U.S. imperialism: the shah of Iran and Israel. Thank God 
we were able to get rid of the shah, but our program of expansion to the 
[Persian] Gulf has been delayed because of the Iraqi-Iranian War incited by 
Saddam Husayn (the Iraqi president). As for Israel, it is simply the cancer 
of the Middle East, an evil that we must find a way to get rid of. 

We are an oppressed people. We have been attacked from the air, from the sea 
and on land. Many innocent people, including women, children and the elderly, 
have been killed but the world is still unconvinced that this is a real massa- 
cre, and when these victims revolt against U.S. interests or attack Israeli 
positions, they are accused of terrorism. 
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When Israel and the United States invaded our country, they thought of it as 
though they were just taking a sightseeing tour. They are considered inno- 
cent, while the downtrodden trying to defend themselves are terrorists! As I 
have already said, we are not a party but a people who have the right to de- 
fend themselves. No one can deny it. 

[Question] A sometimes unjust defense, when you attack innocent people! 

[Answer] There are mistakes sometimes, of course, but our actions are justi- 
fiable because we are defending all Moslems in Lebanon against the United 
States and Israel.  I don't understand why the whole world becomes indignant 
if an American is killed, whereas no one reacts, for example, to the massacre 
of Bir-el-Abed or to the abuses to which southern Lebanon has been subjected. 
Why aren't these actions also considered unjust? 

The most glaring injustice committed by the United States is the falsifica- 
tion and distortion of the real facts of the Lebanese War. This is why we 
hold the United States responsible for our so-called unjust actions, which 
are only an oppressed people's acts of self-defense. We also hold Israel and 
the Lebanese Christians responsible for them. 

[Question]  To be brief, was the taking of American and French hostages in 
Lebanon an act of terrorism or of self-defense? 

[Answer]  You should put this question to the U.S. and French Governments. 
Why are they meddling in Lebanon's internal affairs? Why are they oppressing 
the Moslem people? It is they, the persecutors, who are in the wrong. 

[Question]  Do you have direct relations with those who are oppressed? 

[Answer]  With those who are oppressed and with those who are 
underprivileged. 

[Question] Are those oppressed persons responsible for taking hostages? 

[Answer] Only the United States, France and Israel are responsible, since 
they provoke such actions by their hateful policy regarding the Moslem people 
and their barbaric practices, whose consequences they must accept. 

[Question] What are your relations with the Guardians of the Iranian 
Revolution? 

[Answer] They are not the Guardians of the Iranian Revolution, they are the 
Guardians of the Islamic Revolution.  It is perfectly normal for us to main- 
tain good relations with all Moslems, since we are all brothers and are fight- 
ing for the same cause. Any attempt to separate us from our Iranian brothers 
or from Moslems in general is a crime. 

[Question]  Finally, what is your position concerning Israel? 

[AnswerJ It is clear that Israel has persecuted our people, which is why we 
have encouraged military operations against it and have helped southern 
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Lebanon's youth to arm themselves for that purpose.  In the future, we will 
wipe out every trace of Israel in Palestine. The "Hizballah" has partici- 
pated in all actions against Israeli forces in southern Lebanon, particularly 
in so-called suicide operations, which we prefer to call acts of martyrdom. 

[Question] Do you consider yourselves responsible for the departure of the 
Multinational Force from Lebanon? 

[Answer] All Moslems contributed to that victory. The two martyrs who car- 
ried out the main operations against their positions (on 23 October 1983} 
represented the opinion of all Moslems. The Multinational Force should not 
have acted the way it did: when you knock on someone's door, you must wait 

for an answer before entering. 

[Question] The issue of the Palestinian camps has been front-page news for a 
long time. Are you in favor of the self-defense of Palestinians in the camps? 

[Answer] The battle of the camps has been a war against the people. We sup- 
port Palestinian Moslems just as we support the entire population of the 
camps, women, children and the innocent, which is why we consider the bombing 
of the camps to be a crime. The bombing of the southern outskirts from posi- 
tions in the mountains was also a crime, for those inhabitants had already 

paid a heavy price. 

The battle of the camps was merely a secondary conflict and no Moslem should 
have gotten involved in it. We did everything possible to end the fighting 
and also to avoid similar clashes in the Bekaa Valley, and I think we suc- 
ceeded.  Such conflicts only serve the interests of our enemies:  Israel, the 
United States and the Kataeb. 

We are Moslems and it is our duty to protect the interests of all Moslems, 
but especially the interests of those people whose land has been pillaged by 
Israel.  We must help them through our faith but also with military resources, 
by fighting Israel. However, those weapons should not be used for bombing 
the southern outskirts or for parading in the streets of Beirut, as was the 
case before 1982. We must now appropriately plan our struggle against Israel. 

[Question] Then the Palestinians should remain armed.... 

[Answer] Lebanon is brimming with all kinds of weapons. Everyone is armed. 
Why confiscate weapons from some groups and not from others? If a decision 
is to be made in this regard, we should act with justice and disarm abso- 
lutely everyone. For we do not have the right to take weapons away from the 
Palestinians when Elie Hobeika is only 500 meters away. There have already 
been massacres in the camps and we no longer have the right to disarm them. 

[Question] A final question:  What do you think of the problem of Jezzin? 
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[Answer] That is another delayed-action bomb left behind by Israel to tar- 

a'vierLTr  ISrael retalned C°ntr01 °f the valuable asset o'jezzin with 
in Nakoiraf     M*»"-tion. with Lebanon, in order not to fail totally,  as 
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MUJAHIDIN STEP UP OFFENSIVE AGAINST KABUL 

Tehran KAYHAN INTERNATIONAL in English 14 Aug 85 p 2 

JPRS-NEA-85-121 
20 September 1985 

AFGHANISTAN 

[Text] 
The Afghan 

Mujahideen have stepped up 
their offensive against Kabul, 
bombarding the Afghan capi- 
tal with rockets and fire 
bombs. 

Hundreds of troops have 
been deployed around the 
city to repel the attacks, 
western sources said 
Tuesday. 

The diplomatic sources, 
speaking on condition they 
not be identified further said, 
reports from Kabul described 
almost nightly Mujahideen 
attacks on government and 
Soviet military installations 
in and around the city. 

Government security 
forces have conducted mas- 
sive house-to-house searches 
across the city to try to 
unearth the Mujahideen 
hideouts and arms dumps, 
they said. 

The Mujahideen offensive 
against Kabul began in late 
July with a major attack on 
the Soviet air base at Kabul 
airport. The city has come 
under repeated attack at 
night since then, and the 
Islamic freedom fighters have 
fought security troops in the 
streets in hit-and-run battles. 

The Mujahideen fired mis- 
siles last Wednesday night at 
the headquarters of the 8th 
Division of the Afghan Army 
near Kharga Lake and also 

attacked a nearby govern- 
ment artillery position. Fight- 
ing raged for more than two 
hours, with Soviet artillery 
firing repeatedly at suspected 
Mujahideen positions. 

The next night, the sources 
said the Mujahideen fired at 
least IS rockets at military 
targets in the north of the city 
and reports indicated that 70 
to T5D government solidere 
were killed or wounded. 

18 Missile Attacks 
Last Friday night, an 

attack was launched against 
the Soviet military complex 
around the Darulaman 
Palace and at least 10 missiles 
slammed into the area, the 
sources said. Six government 
soldiers were killed when the 
missile exploded near a 
guardpost, they said. 

The Mujahideen also 
attacked government out- 
posts at the outskirts of the 
city, with at least one posi- 
tion being overrun, the 
sources said. 

The communist govern- 
ment and Soviet military 
commanders have redunded 
to the attacks by sharply 
increasing security in the cap- 
ital. Security troops have 
searched thousands of build- 
ings and homes across the 
city, hunting for the Mujahi- 
deen and arms stores, the 
sources said. 

Security troops have found 
at least one cache of heavy 
weapons and feared others 
were hideen around the city, 
the sources said. 

Soviet helicopter troops 
supported by helicopter gun- 
ships have mounted strong 
search-and-destroy missions 
in rural areas near the city to 
try to hunt down the Islamic 
freedom fighters. The 
sources said Soviet armored 
columns also have been 
moving out of the city during 
the day to back up the search 
efforts, they said. 

Soviet helicopters, appa- 
rently equipped with special 
night vision equipment, have 
been flying patrols over 
Kabul at night to help Soviet 
artillery locate the positions 
of Mujahideen rocket laun- 
chers, the sources said. 
Panjsher fighting Tapered 

Off 
In other developments in 

Afghanistan, the sources said 
fighting in the Panjsher 
Valley in the north of the 
country has tapered off in 
recent days and there has 
been scattered fighting in 
other parts of the country. 

The Mujahideen appear to 
have withdrawn from the 
western city of Herat after 
weeks of fighting in order to 
avoid being encircled by 
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Soviets and government 
forces the sources said. One 
report said the Mujahideen 
had taken between 70 and 80 
Soviet and government sol* 
aiefs prisoner, the sources 
added. 

The Mujahideen are fight- 
ing to oust the communist 
government, which is sup- 
ported by an estimated 
115,000 Soviet troops. West- 
em reporters are banned 
from Afghanistan and 
reports from inside the coun- 
try can rarely be checked. 
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AFGHANISTAN 

AMERICAN MUSLIMS FIGHTING ALONGSIDE MUJAHIDIN 

Tehran KAYHAN INTERNATIONAL in English 6 Aug 85 p 4 

[Text] London, 8 Aug (Dispatches)-American Muslims are fighting alongside anti- 
government guerrillas in Afghanistan to overthrow the Soviet-backed regime, a 

British newspaper reported Monday. 

A DAILY TELEGRAPH reporter, reporting from war-torn Logar Province in Afghanistan, 
said he interviewed a Muslim U.S. army veteran from Boston who has spent the 
past 4 months helping to organize training programs for Muslim fighters. 

The TELEGRAPH also reported that U.S. Muslims have been sighted "at a number of 
locations" around Afghanistan and that guerrillas have set up a clandestine system 
to smuggle in volunteer fighters from abroad through Pakistan xnto Afghanistan. 

The TELEGRAPH reported that Akhbar Shah, a 34-year-old American Muslim from 
Boston who was in the army and marine corps, said in an interview he had seen a 
further two dozen American Muslims while travelling in Afghanistan. 

Shah, cradling a Russian AK-47 assault rifle, said he has fought against Soviet 
and Afghan troops on at least two occasions, the paper reported. 

He said on his return to the United States in the autumn he plans to complete 
a lecture tour of 10 major cities to procure financial aid and support for the 
guerrillas, the TELEGRAPH said. 

"These people need to be trained how to fight," he told the TELEGRAPH.  "Many 
American Muslims fought in Vietnam so we know how to help them. 

He said his religion obliged him to fight in a jihad or holy war against the 
Soviet occupiers of Afghanistan. 

The TELEGRAPH reported that according to fundamentalist interpretations of the 
Koran, all believers in Islam must fight in a jihad at least once in their lives. 

The Americans reportedly in Afghanistan are there independently and the TELEGRAPH 
quoted an American diplomat who refused to be identified as condemning their 

presence. 

"If they are truly fighting with the Mujahideen (the guerrillas) then they are 
playing a very dangerous game," the TELEGRAPH quoted the Pakistan-based diplomat 

as saying. 
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AFGHANISTAN 

HUNDREDS OF SOVIETS REPORTEDLY KILLED IN PANJSHER 

Tehran KAYHAN INTERNATIONAL in English 8 Aug 85 pp 1-2 

[Text] Weary 
Soviet and Afghan troops in 
dusty trucks returned to the 
capital after weeks of fighting 
in Panjsher Valley that has 
clogged Kabul's hospitals, 
western diplomats said 
Tuesday. 

"The latest Soviet and 
Afghan offensive that began 
in June into the Pansjsher 
Valley appears to be over," 
one diplomat said, adding 
that "The weary troops have 
returned to the capital in 
their dusty vehicles." 

She said a diplomat from 
Eastern Europe, based in 
Kabul, confirmed that the 
"offensive has ended." 

The diplomat's reports 
could not be independently 
verified because western 
journalists are banned from 
entering the country. 

A Soviet armored column 
of more than 250 vehicles 
returned on July 29 to the 
Soviet military complex at 
Darul Aman in Kabul from 
the northern part of Pan- 
jsher, one diplomat said, and 
Afghan troops came back 
two days later. 

Hundreds of Soviet and 
Afghan troops were killed 
and many were wounded in 
the offensive, the diplomats 
had reported earlier. 

"The medical shortage has 
been so acute in Kabul that 

foreigners have been denied 
the use of main hospitals," 
one diplomat said. 

Soviet troops, failed to dis- 
lodge or seize the military 
initiative from the Mujahi- 
deen a diplomat said.   -t 

The Soviets withdrew, the 
diplomats said, confident 
that the Mujahideen would 
not be able to mount another 
attack quickly. 

But the diplomats received 
reports that the Salang road 
— the major highway from 
the Soviet Union to Kabul — 
was closed on Aug. 1 and 2', 
probably due to Mujahideen 
attack. 

"The Soviets do not plan 
to extend their control in the 
valley but to seize the milit- 
ary initative from Mujahi- 
deen," a diplomat said. 

The strategic valley, 40 
miles (65 km) north of 
Kabul, opens onto major 
supply routes between the 
capital and the Soviet border. 
Soviet and Afghan troops last 
year occupied the lower 
valley but failed to drive out 
the Islamic freedom fighters 
from the upper valley. 

Security measures in Kabul 
were stepped up as the 
Mujahideen rocked the city 
with bomb and rocket attacks 
during the past week, the 
diplomats said. 

House-to-house searches 
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were undertaken in many 
areas for hidden weapons, 
one diplomat said. 

She said Soviet helicopters 
also conducted a large 
number of raids against sus- 
pected Mujahideen positions 
in the city. 

The Islamic fighters fired 
rockets in the Darul Aman 
area, where a Soviet military 
complex is located, hitting a 
truck and jeep and killing six 
Afghan soliden, the dip- 
lomats said. 
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COOPERATIVES TO HELP PEOPLE BECOME SELF-SUFFICIENT 

Kabul DEHQAN in Dari 28 Jun 85 p 6 

[Text] Following the victory of the great Sawr revolution, particularly in 
its new and mature stage, political power in our revolutionary country belongs 
to the workers under the leadership of the Democratic Khalq Party of Afghanis- 
tan. From the beginning of its creation, the aims and hopes of the Democratic 
Khalq Party of Afghanistan, the champion and leader of the people of 
Afghanistan, have been reflected in its progressive and revolutionary programs 
which are fully clear to the toilers of our country.  The Party has always led 
the people towards well-being and prosperity and, regarding the economy of the 
nation, has by means of careful planning, provided for the welfare of all the 
inhabitants of a free and revolutionary Afghanistan.  It has secured great 
victories for the people.  One of the most valuable gifts of the Sawr revolu- 
tion to the people is the growth and development of the cooperative movement 
in the country. 

The creation of the union of the farmers of DRA on 11 Dec 1980, 

is a guarantee of success in establishing cooperatives throughout the country. 
This strengthens the unity of peasants and workers and all other urban and rural 
laborers and is essential in strengthening the material foundations of the 
national and democratic Sawr revolution. 

The Khalq Democratic Party of Afghanistan helps the activities of cooperatives 
in accordance with the economic and political goals of the DRA government to 
improve the national economy and raise the standard of living of laborers. 
With the continuing financial help of the government of the Democratic Republic 
of Afghanistan, from the time the union of farmers cooperatives was established 
in the country up to now, 24 provincial unions, one urban union, 31 district 
and divisional unions including 170 consumer and handicraft industries' co- 
operative with a membership of 53,752 and capital share of 28.227,700 afghanis 
have been formed.  It should be noted that up to now, 200 shops for selling 
consumer goods have been established in the country.  In order to promote the 
consumers cooperative movement, 500 million Afghanis were put into circulation. 
In order to bring to maturity consumer cooperatives and thus raise the standard 
of living of laborers especially the farmers, it is planned to put into cir- 
culation 555 million Afghanis in 1364   [21 Mar 1985 - 20 Mar 1986]. 
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At present, more than 10,000 members of consumer and handicrafts industries' 
cooperatives are enrolled in groups defending the revolution, national forces 
and frontier units and militias. They are defending the revolution bravely 
with weapons. Also, in order to eradicate illiteracy more than 20,000 persons 
are enrolled in 1865 literary classes arranged through consumer and handicrafts 

industries' cooperatives. 
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AFGHANISTAN 

ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND TONS WHEAT TO BE IMPORTED 

Kabul DEHQAN in Dari 30 Jun 85 p 8 

llTlLt^l readT know'/ large quantity of wheat arrived in Kabul «»d 1  \lo.the «rehouses of the central silo. Engineer Mohammad Ya'qub, 

frrived in^u17' ^l  ^ ^^^  corresP°^nt, "The whea? which arrived m Kabul and is being transferred to warehouses was sent to our count™ 
under the 400-40020-5032-5033 agreements between our friend USSR and JDA     y 

form?50ranno TPUbl^C f Af^hanist-1-  I" the current year also "agreement 
for 150,000 tons of wheat has been signed with our friend USSR. 

By the end of this year, this wheat will be transferred to the port of (Heyratan) 

tonn t'  I8'000  t0nS °f WheSt had arrived in the P°rt °* Heyratan 50, U3 tons of which was sent to the silo in Kabul and the rest to silos in Balkh 
Pol-e Khomri and the Heyratan Port. One hundred thousand tons o? Seat re- 
ceived under the agreement with the USSR will be given as free aid 44600 tons 
as amortized debt and 5,400 will be bought outright. ' 

In the current year 155,000 tons of wheat will be made into flour in the mills 
of Kabul Pol-e Komri and Balkh and sent to the bread plant to be baked into 

™ kThtt:ffbrea^f0r distribution t0 -upon holder., the arme!j" or   and 
?n tZ\ J thousand tons of wheat is to be purchased domestically. 
Irl  h £T  year' thS Plan Calls for 184>000 tons °f ^eat to be obtained from both domestic and foreign sources." nea 
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IRRIGATION IMPROVES 750,000 HECTARES OF LAND 

Kabul DEHQAN in Dari 24 Jun 85 p 2 

[Text] In order to provide water for irrigation and solve the problems en- 
countered by farmers in obtaining water and establishing water rights, ir- 
rigation departments have been established in all the provinces, subprovinces 
and tribal areas. 

Irrigation departments have constructed irrigation systems in the villages and 
districts of the country and are safeguarding and supervizing dam-heads, the 
mouths of streams, streams and canals. 

Irrigation departments utilize the animals and manual implements of the far- 
mers to dig and dredge the streams so that there will be adequate water avail- 
able when needed for cultivation. 

The number of irrigation departments is increasing in the districts and, as of 
the end of 1363 [21 Mar 1984 - 20 Mar 1985], were irrigation departments 
established in 20 districts. These departments took active parts in the dis- 
tribution of water to the villages and hamlets. 

As reported by a source connected with the General Directorate of the Depart- 
ment of Water and Preservation and Safeguarding of Irrigation Systems, last 
year 1,223 employees of the Irrigation departments were engaged in irrigation 
services throughout the country; 194 bulldozers, shovels, transport and 
hauling facilities, mobile workshops and waterpumps of the irrigation depart- 
ments were placed at the disposal of farmers to be used for building irrigation 
systems and preserving and protecting these systems.  In 1363 [21 Mar 1984- 
20 Mar 1985], as a result of the efforts of the employees of the Irrigation 
Department and cooperation by the farmers, irrigation works and the preserva- 
tion and supervision of irrigation systems exceeded the planned number. 

Last year, 22,998,905 cubic meters of land was worked on by animal labor and 
876,508 cubic meters was done mechanically. Other work accomplished included 
123,400 cubic metres of fortifications of dam heads, 14,800 cubic meters of 
stone work, 662 cubic meters of poured concrete and 1,302 tripods were utilized 
for fortifying earthen dam heads. 

In 1363 [21 Mar 1984-20 Mar 1985], as a result of irrigation services, the 
irrigation situation of more than 700 hectares of land was improved, 211 
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peasant committees composed of those benefitting from the water were formed in 
different irrigation systems and 374 water distributors were elected by the 
farmers. The representatives of farmers committees participated actively with 
68 groups engaged in democratic agricultural reforms and confirmed the land 
ownership rights of farmers for 32,700 deeds. 

According to the aforementioned source, in the current year a plan was drawn 
up in cooperation with the local authorities to preserve and supervise irriga- 
tion systems.  According to this plan, in 1364 [21 Mar 1985-20 Mar 1986] 2,033 
million cubic meters of canals, drains and springs will be dredged and cleaned 
by means of animal labor and 795,000 cubic meters mechanically. 

In addition, the plan provides for 1,450 cubic meters of poured concrete, 
3,700 cubic meters of stone work with mortar, 6,600 cubic meters of dry [with- 
out mortar] stone work and 12,700 cubic meters of repairs and fortification of 
dam heads. 

In the current year, 52 new farmer committees were formed and 52 water 
distributors were elected by the farmers to organize irrigation matters based 
on the water rights of farmers and to supervise the irrigation systems.  Fif- 
teen new irrigation departments were created in the districts. 

Additionally, the deeds for the ownership of 50,000 pieces of land were con- 
firmed. 

According to projections based on the 1364 [21 Mar 1985-20 Mar 1986] plan, 
irrigation of 750,000 hectares of land should be improved. 
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ANALYST DISCUSSES PROBLEMS IN INDIA-PRC RELATIONS 

Madras THE HINDU in English 4 Aug 85 p 1 

(Article by G. K. Reddy] 

[Text] 

NEW DELHI, Aug. 3. : 
After an Interval of 10 months, India and China 

have started sounding each other about mutually con- 
venient dates for {he next round of official-level talks 

'in Delhi to keep up the protracted dialogue on the,: 
border problem. 

As it is their turn this time to suggest suitable dates, 
the Chinese have proposed that the talks be held: 

in October subject to Indian convenience. 
But the Government of India has Indicated that 

early November would be more suitable since the 
Prime Minister, Mr, Rajiv Gandhi, and his foreign poli- 
cy advisers will be away for almost a fortnight In 
October, attending the Commonwealth conference In 
Bahamas and later the 40th anniversary session of 
the U.N. General Assembly In New York, besides 
a brief official visit to Britain. \ 

What is really important is not the timing of the 
next round of border talks which are due to be resum- 
ed after a year, since the last round was held in Beij- 
ing in October, 1984. It is still uncertain whether the 
two sides which have been discussing over the last 
four years the principles and procedures for arriving 
at a comprehensive settlement would be able to 
come to grips with the substantive aspects of the 
border problem during the next round in Delhi. 

Chinese readiness: The Chinese are prepared to' 
continue the current series of official-level talks for'. 
what they are worth, If India is keen on carrying on , 
this dialogue as an annual ritual to provide an op- 
portunity to both sides to keep exploring the possibili- 

' ties of a negotiated settlement. But they have indicat- 
. ed their preference for elevating these talks to the 
political level, starting with an exchange of visits by - 
top leaders of the two Governments. 

In talking of a package settlement based on the 
existing positions held by the two countries in all sec- 
tors of the disputed border, the Chinese have been 
pressing for what Is called a comprehensive solution 
that could be worked out only at the highest political 
level by the two sides. They see little prospect of 
a breakthrough at the official level since both de- 
legations with their, limited briefs tend to speak de- 

. fenslvely from their entrenched positions. 
Time not ripe for Rajiv's vis»: But the Government 

of India feels that the time is not yet ripe for a visit 
to China by the Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, 
In the absence of any significant hint or gesture> from 
Beiiinq of a readiness to negotiate a fair and eq«ita,D>e 

■ border settlement that could be deemed to be a just 
1 solution, taking Into account the legitimate interests 
of both sides. The Prime Minister's advisers are not 
averse to the idea of a return visit by a Foreign Minis- 
ter of India in an appropriate context     w»Pg; 
gress is made at the next round of official-level talks 
in moving forward from semantic to substantive dis- 

■■ cussions on the basic aspects of the border dispute. 
Major stumbling block: Though Sino-lndian rela- 

tions have Improved considerably in recent years In 
other spheres, the border dispute remains a major 
stumbling block to any real progress towards com- 
plete normalisation. A new complicating factor in this | 
uneasy relationship has been the reported Chinese , 
assistance to Pakistan in developing nuclear capabi- 
lity which would seriously affect the present balance 
of power in the sub-continent. 

Bid to influence Nepal: Another sour note has been 
struck by the persistent Chinese attempts to extend 
their Influence In Nepal to the detriment oflndia s 
traditional links with this Himalayan kingdom. The am- 
bitious Chinese bid to secure the contract for building 
a new road link, connecting the Indian-built East-West 

l highway with the Chinese-built North-South road, has 
naturally caused some concern In Delhi since it would 
bring the Chinese road-building teams to the vicinity 
of Bihar border with all its political overtones. 

CSO:    4600/1855 
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[Article by G. K. Reddy] 

[Text]      TL   „' NEW DELHI, Aug^r 
The Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, today 

reviewed the performance or the Ministry of 
External Affairs at a prolonged meeting with' 
Its main functionaries as part of a wider exer- 
cise he has undertaken to assess the ac- 
complishments of his Government. 
■ The two-week long review, which commen- 
ced yesterday, with an In-depth survey of the 
working of the Departments of Electronics and 
Environment, and convered External Affairs 
and Tourism and Civil Aviation today, will ex- 
tend to all the other ministries and departments 
to give Mr. Rajiv Gandhi an Idea of the strong 
and weak points of his administration. 

The fact that the conclusion of this perfor- 
mance review will be coinciding with the end 
of the current monsoon session of Parliament 
Is causing a flutter In Congress (D circles here, 
because of the feeling that It Is probably con- 
nected with the Impending Cabinet expansion 
which will Inevitably Involve some changes in ' 
the composition of the present team. It Is also 
creating some anxiety at the higher levels of 
the bureaucracy because of the fear that some 
secretarial heads also might roll If the Prime 
Minister Is dissatisfied with the functioning of 
their ministries, whatever the Inadequacies of 
the present political dispensation. 

The review, according to knowledgeable 
people here, Is aimed at Identifying and rec- 
tifying both the structural deficiencies of the 
existing set up In several ministries, notably In 
ministries like External Affairs which have to 
deal with sensitive political issues, and the abi- 
lity and experience of those entrusted with dif- 
ficult tasks like maintenance of Internal security, 
economic management and welfare measures. 
The Prime Minister Is reported to be quite satis- 
fied with the overall performance of his Gover- 
nment in the last seven months, although he 
feels that there is need for Improvement In seve- •. 
ral spheres to live up to his electoral promises 
to the people. • :< 

The Prime Minister continues to repose con- 
siderable faith In the administrative comprehen- 
sion and political understanding displayed by 
his three senior colleagues—the Defence Mini- 
ster, Mr. P. V. Naraslmha Rao, the Finance Mini- 
ster, Mr. V. P. Singh, and the Home Minister, 
Mr. S. B. Chavan—who, as members of the 
all-powerful Political Affairs Committee headed 
by him, function as an Inner Cabinet for all prac- 
tical purposes. But the absence of an equally 
senior political personality at the helm of Ex- 
ternal Affairs, followed by the Inordinate pro- 
longation of the ad hoc allocation of Important 
ministries like Commerce and Industry to other 
Ministers already overburdened with their , 
heavy charges, has tended to deprive the Ca- 
binet of an equitable distribution of the work 
load, besides imposing additional responsibili- 
ties on a young Prime Minister who Is required 
to provide higher direction to the entire Gover- 
nment 

The review of the functioning of the various 
ministries and departments has been Initiated 
by Mr. Rajiv Gandhi to get an Idea of the many 
anomalies and deficiencies both In the choice 
of Ministers and senior officials as well as the 
allocation of work to them. But In a party like 
the Congress (I) that Is so bereft of talent, he 
has to make do with the human material at 
his disposal In running the Government. 

So what Mr. Rajiv Gandhi Is aiming at Is not 
a Cabinet of supermen, but a set of colleagues 
of average ability and integrity who can be de- 
pended upon to help Improve the Image of his 
Government by stepping up the quality of the 
administration. 

A Government that works, whether slowly 
or faster, can win and retain the confidence 
of the people not by playing musical chairs 
but by adopting a more responsive attitude. 
The Ministers, from the Prime Minister down, 
have to be more accessible, without treating 
security as a smokescreen even In these troubf- 
ous times for shunnlhg contact with the com- 
mon people. ■    ■ •    > 
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[Article by G. K. Reddy] 

[Text] *  NEW DELHI, Aug. 4. ~ 
As part of a conscious effort to Improve Cen- 

tre-State relations, the Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv - 
Gandhi, has advised Governors to insist on 
new Chief Ministers facing the Assemblies at 
the earliest possible opportunity, within a mat- 
ter of days rather than weeks, In the event of 
party splits or toppling bids leading to change, 
of governments. 

Though the decision was taken at the Gover- 
nors' conference last month, the Centre had 
kept this a secret because it evidently wanted 

, to avoid the Impression that the earlier policy 
. of giving new Chief Ministers, inducted Into. 
' office in questionable circumstances, enough! 

time to muster support, was being reversed 
with an Implied disapproval of what had been" 
done In the past. ' 

After the Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister, Mr. 
N. T. Rama Rao, was dismissed and Mr. N. 

' Bhaskara Rao installed In power by the previ- 
ous Governor, Mr. Ram Lai, without ascertai- 
ning whether the new Chief Minister had a ma- 
jority support, the then Home Minister, Mr. P. 

'. Naraslmha Rao, came out with the dis- 
ingenuous theory that the Governor was under 
no constitutional obligation to compel Mr. Bha- 
skara Rao to face the Assembly soon. The arg-: 

ument was so astonishing that even the late' 
Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi, found it difficult 
to swallow the doctrine of supremacy of the 
Governor's subjective satisfaction, during the 
stormy debate In Parliament on the subject        ;. 

The present Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv 
Gandhi, who Is relatively free from the hang- 
overs of the previous toppling operations In 

e 

' several States, where both the Congress (I) and< 
non-Congress (I) Chief Ministers had bin, affi \ 
.trarily replaced by those more acceptable to 
the Centre, has been trying to evolve better 
conventions  for  regulating  Centre-State  re- 

,  ations. It was in pursuance of this new policy 
;■ that he aHowed Mr. N. T. Rama Rao andl Mr 
; Rarnakrishna Hegde to continue in office as 

heads of caretaker governments, after thev 
.- sought dissolution of the Assemblies and opted ■■ 

tor fresh elections. 
At the recent Governors' conference, it was 

. SELf??6** "*?new Chief Min,stere '"- 
Ä?^° L^ n confr°verslal situations 

, f^,i^JSked,5 *??» Assemblies within . a stipulated period of three or four days as 
a mandatory obligation. But it was decided that 

- for practical reasons, It would be more desir- 
! SSL ° , • the Governors set an early date, 
' 3* "T9 them three °r ^r weeks to play 
" ESS?.^tngage themselves in undesirable 

tactics to contrive a majority support 
•The Prime Minister has been particularly 
«k^1 0,?um?,,ntain,n£ 8 9000' working relation- 
ttjÄ?*' r0""00"9^ (,) ChlefMinisters 
Äfk    i?*- lmPression of anv discrimination. 
Hnr1n^a^kattf k«suhe T^ on sorr,e of them - dur'"g the heat of the electoral campaigns have 
tel?S0t£n aT? ""? of ** "o^&ngresf (I Chief Ministers have been supporting his noli- 
cg on matters relating to larger ^ttonal inter- 

It is against this background that he decided 
to evolve healthy conventions for reSna 
rf!SSf °f ^'ef Mini9ters ln Sta S asTS of party splits or new coalitions. He utihsed 
to opportunity of the Governors' cc^ferenle 
to lay down the new rule '    '■"* 
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[Text]  New Delhi, 8 Atig—The Prime Minister, Mr Rajiv Gandhi, has called a 
meeting of his top foreign policy advisers for a detailed review of the 
Sino-Indian relations, before the two countries start preparing for the next 
round of official-level talks towards the end of October or in early November 
on the border dispute. 

He will be holding these in-depth discussions on China for the first time since 
his assumption of office, because he has been preoccupied all these months with 
other pressing problems. 

As he is due to meet the Chinese Premier, 
Mr. Zhao Ziang, In New York in October during 
the U.N. General Assembly session, Mr. Rajiv 
Gandhi Is keen on getting a full grasp of the 
complexities of the border problem. But, other- 
wise he has no plans to visit China before some 
progress has been made during the border 
talks at the lower level to Justify the elevation 
of the dialogue to a political level between the 
heads of the two Governments. 

Visit to Tokyo: The Prime Minister will, how- 
ever, be paying a visit to Tokyo at the end 
of November to carry forward the current ef- 
forts for closer Indo-Japanese economic co- 
operation. Despite his two-week long foreign 
trip In October which will take him to the Baha-. 
mas for the Commonwealth conference and 
then to New York for the U.N. General Assemb- 
ly's 40th anniversary session, he has decided, 
to go to Japan In November while Parliament 

will be in session because of the great Import- 
1 ance India is now attaching to industrial and 
technological cooperation with It. '■ 

A»ian dimension to policy: After his land- 
mark visits to Moscow and Washington, Mr. 
Rajiv Gandhi has been keen on giving an Asian 
dimension to his foreign policy pursuits with 
a trip to Japan, before going next year to some 
friendly African countries to demonstrate India's 

continued solidarity with them. 
It would have been more appro- 
priate to pay a brief visit to 
Beijing as well during his trip 
to Tokyo, but unfortunately, 
the border issue remains a 
major hurdle to such a gesture 
at this stage. 

At the moment, he Is concentrating heavily ; 

on the Sri Lanka tangle, taking a personal Inter- 
est In the Indian efforts under way behind the 
scenes to bring about a lasting settlement of 
the Tamil problem. He has been In frequent 
contact with the Sri Lankan President, Mr. J. 
R. Jayewardene, urging him to come forward 
with more credible proposals than a rehash of 
his old scheme for limited devolution to meet 
the legitimate demands of the Tamil people. 

Keen on quick results: An Interesting feature 
of Mr. Rajiv Gandhi's diplomatic style is that, 
as an activist, who is impatient for quicker re- 
sults, he does not want to keep any Issue In 
abeyance, If some progress could be made 
through renewed discussions. It Is this attitude 
of mind that Induced him to renew the suspend- 
ed dialogue with Pakistan, send special emissa- 
ries to Nepal, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, to 
regain the lost Initiatives and get things moving 
again. 

It would not, therefore, be surprising If he 
accepts Mr. Jayewardene's invitation and pays 

. a visit to Sri Lanka as well at an appropriate 
time, If the Thimpu talks hold out the promise 
of an accord on the Tamil problem. But It re- 
mains to be seen whether Mr. Jayewardene 
Is going to shed his rigid postures and comeo 
forward with some  imaginative, 

ideas  capable of meeting  the 

basic  Tamil demand  for  sub- 

tantial  autonomy  for   their 

linguistic  region. 

- 'Pragmatic approach: As one who has been 
I suddenly catapulted Into the pivotal position 
of a Prime Minister In the most tragic circum- 
stances, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi has very skilfully trans- 
formed his own Inexperience Into a valuable 
asset by bringing in a fresh approach to the 
country s Internal and external problems. His 
pragmatic approach to various Issues has help- 
ed him to shed the rigidities of the past and 

. display greater resilience without sacrificing the 
country's Interest. 

In dealing with the Sri Lanka Issue, however 
he has been taking a calculated risk In proceed- 
ing on the assumption that the very compul- 
sions of this highly tangled situation will con- 
strain Mr. Jayewardene to adopt a more res, 
ponslve attitude 8nd heed the Indian advice 
to arrive at an amicable settlement of the Tamil 

• problem. The next few weeks will disclose to 
what extent Mr. Rajiv Gandhi has been right 
In his assessment of the Sri Lankan President's 
Intentions. •    , 
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[Article by G. K. Reddy] 

[Text] From G. K. Roddy 
NEW DELHI, "Aug. li!" 

The Centre is working on a big cleansing 
drive on the economic front to eradicate, or 
at least curtail drastically, the many malprac- 
tices that have crept over the years Into Indian 
life, contaminating the country's politics, cor- 
roding its moral'values, creating Insufferable 
disparities and generating an atmosphere of 
permissiveness In which the profligate sections 
of society thrive on widespread corruption. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, who 
has been reviewing the performance of various 
ministries, is credited with the view that the 
fight against economic violations has to be carr- 
ied on simultaneously at the political as well 
as administrative levels, first by breaking the 
nexus among politicians, bureaucrats and the 
business classes especially the new rich that 
are able to worm their way Into the corridors 
of power and wield political Influence. 

Intensified crackdown: As the crackdown on 
the tax evaders, foreign exchange racketeers, 
hoarders and blackmarketeers Is Intensified to 
plug the loopholes In the economic system, Mr. 
Rajiv Gandhi is reported to be planning a paral- 
lel operation to stamp out political corruption 
by taking action against those misusing their 
powers of patronage for personal benefit. It 
would not be surprising if quite a few heads 
roll in the course of this drive both at the Cen- 
tre and in the States as this two-pronged drive 

, against permissiveness gathers momentum.  • 
i The Prime Minister, who has been In office 
for just seven months after his spectacular vic- 
tory In the last elections, wants to complete 
his first year with a record of solid achieve- 
ments that are not confined to political events 
like the Punjab settlement. He Is reported to 
be keen that it should be marked by an all- 
round improvement in the quality of his Gover- 
nment, making life more tolerable for the com- 
mon people. 

Harsh measures: The intention Is to come 
down heavily with harsh measures against the 
dissolute sections of society, particularly busi- 
ness classes that have not responded well to'i 
the recent budgetary concessions and continue ' 

to indulge In various malpractices. The Gover- 
nment does not propose to placate them with 
further concessions other than ratlonallsaton of 
the present tax structure, but It will continue 
to encourage genuine entrepreneurs in every 
possible way In the larger national Interest. 

The Prime Minister is reported to be greatly 
impressed by the stewardship of the Finance 
Minister, Mr. V. P. Singh, who has been taking 
some firm steps to enforce discipline on the 
economic front, Intensify tax collections and 
trackdown the evaders with searches and sei- 
zures, while doing his best to provide relief to 
the non-privileged classes of people. The two 
are known to be working in close harmony in 
pressing forward with this effort to sanitise the 
country s socio-economic system by placing 
greater emphasis on ability and Integrity In 
public administration, honesty and contentment 
In business life, and pride and accomplishment 
among professional men. 

One of the very first things that Mr. Rajiv 
Oandhl did on becoming Prime Minister was 
to end the pernicious practice of collecting vast 
sums of blackmoney from big business houses 
to fight elections. But he has yet to take follow- 
up steps to prevent kickbacks from big foreign 
deals which are no less corrupting than black 
money donations. 

Promising start: What is important is that the 
young Prime Minister with his own sense of 
values has made a promising beginning In con- 
trolling political corruption and Intensifying the 
drive against the evils of tax evasion and Black 
money generation. The many odious characters 
wno have made enormous fortunes In recent 
years by exploiting their political links are now 
being kept at a distance and denied access 
to him. 

The Prime Minister's advisers expect the full 
weight of this new crusade to be felt by the 
end of this year coinciding with the completion 

, of his first year In office. The Government is 
expected to come forward with a series of dras- 
tic measures In the next few months to make 
the impact of this cathartic operation felt at 
all levels of society with any culprits facing the 
consequences of their Infractions. 

CSO:     4600/1851 
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[Text] 
CALICUT, Aug. 3. 

Amid chants of 'taqblr' (praise of Allah), leaders 
of the Indian Union Muslim League (IUML) and the 
All-India Muslim League (AIMU today announced the 
merger of the two parties. '   ■ , 

"We have been (carrying on efforts for unity of the 
two parties in the last few days. By the grace of ' 
Allah today, we hove accomplished unity. This Is a 
historic day for us;" Mr. Ibrahim Sulalman Salt, All- 
India president of the IUML, announced at a press ' 
conference this evening. He said the decision to unite 
the parties was unainlmous. The workers of both the 
Cjrtles will now work under the banner of the Indian 

nlon Muslim League. 
Resolution adopted: Following the announcement 

of the merger by Mr. Salt, a resolution adopted by 
the top leadership of both the parties was read out 
by Mr. K. Moldeen Kutty HaJI, State President of the 
AIML. It said: "It has» been decided that the two Mus- 
lim League parties will from now on function and 
work as one. The d( Vision to work unitedly has been: 
token In the context of the strong threats Shd chal- 
lenges posed to tho Muslim minority In the country 
as well as the cropping up of divisive forces which 
would endanger the unify and Integrity of the nation." 

"In order to safeguard the Interest of the nation 
as well as those of the Muslim community, the two 
parties shall forgive land forget all that had happenee , 
In their relationship Ini the recent past and work united- 
ly under the banner cif IUML." 

Joint meeting: Mr.. Moldeen Kutty Hajl announced- 
In the resolution that a Joint meeting of the State Coun- 
cils of both the partiies would be held In Calicut on 
August 16. The meeting would decide on the future' 
organisational set-up' of the united party as well as 
other Issues necessairy to facilitate the smooth func- 
tioning of the party. Till then all public functions would 
be organised jointly. Syed Md. All Shihab Thangal, 
State President of tlhe IUML, said the League unity 
was Inevitable In the face of increasing threats to 
the Integrity of the nation and the Muslims. 

Among the top leaders present on the occasion 
were Mr B. V. Abdullah Koya, MP, Mr. Avukkader 
Kutty Naha, Deputy- Chief Minister, Mr. E. Ahmed, 
Industry Minister, and Mr. Seethi Hajl, MLA, all of 
IUML, Syed Ummer Baffakkl Thangal, Mr. C. K. P. 
Cheria Mammukeyl ,and Mr. P. M. Abu Backer, all 
of AIML. i 

The merger brings the curtain down on an 11-year 
period of rivalry between the two League factions. 
It comes as a climax to the polemics between the 
AIML and Its former oily, the CPI (M), over the Shariat. 

Split in 1974: Tho undivided Muslim League split 
In 1974 when a disisldent group met In Tellicherry 
on March 9 and 10 and decided to form the AIML. 
A key role in the rjarting of the ways was played 
by Mr. C. K. P. Cnerla Mammukeyl. The seeds of 
dissent were sown at the time of the passing away 

i of the highly respected Muslim leader, Syed Abdul 
Rahman Baffakkl Thangal in 1974. The bone of con- 
tention between the leadership and "rebels' concern- 
ed the decision regarding C. H. Mohammed Koya's 
nomination as the all-India General Secretary of the 
party. The nomination of Mr. P. K. Abdullah Koya 
as Rajya Sabha member was also resented by the 
rebels. The leadership turned down the rebels' de- 
mand to make Mr. P. M. Abu Backer, a Minister In 
the Achutha Menon Ministry. Matters came to a head 
when the rebels decided to sit with the Opposition. 
Later the AIML was formed, which became a con- 
stituent of the CPI (M) led Opposition Front 

Question of Cabinet expansion 

Our Trivandrum Special Correspondent writes: 
The Indian Union Muslim League has now become 

the second largest constituent In the ruling Front and 
with this, the question whether there will fee any ex- 
pansion of the State Cabinet to accommodate the 
new entrants has arisen.       ... _ 

The united Leaaue now has 18 members, but there 
are only three Ministers including the Deputy Chief 
Minister, Mr. K. Avukkader Kutty Naha, representing 
the IUML In the Cabinet. 

The third largest party In the ruling front, the Kerala 
Congress, with 15 members , had four Ministers be* 
fore the resignation, last month, of the Minister for 
Electricity, Mr. R. Balakrishna Pillal, following the ad- 
mission of a quo warranto writ petition against him 
In the Kerala High Court. Mr. Plllal's resignation Is 
conditional In that, according to him, he has stepped 
down "only till the case against him Is disposed of.' 

Vacancy not filled: This position was reiterated by 
his party Chairman and Revenue Minister, Mr. P. J. 
Joseph, who said the other day that till the case was 
over, the vacancy caused by Mr. Pillal's exit would 
not be filled. The portfolios handled by Mr. Plllai are 
now being looked after by the Minister for Finance, 
Mr. K. M. Manl. Besides the four Ministerial berths, 
the Kerala Congress also holds the post of the Gover- 
nment Chief Whip with Cabinet rank. As against this, 
the now 18-strong IUML has only three Ministers and 
the Deputy Speakershlp of the Assembly. 
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[Text] Trivandrum, 4 Aug—"Taqbir, taqbir," (praise be the name of Allah) 
shouted Muslims all over Kerala when the merger of the breakaway All-India 
Muslim League with the Indian Union Muslim League became known last night. 
But for the Congress (I)-led United Democratic Front Government of 
Mr K. Karunakaran in Kerala, the merger poses new problems. 

The Muslim League has now become the second largest party in the ruling front 
with 18 members, edging out the Kerala Congress with 15 members to third 
position. The strength of the UDF itself has gone up to 79 against the 
Opposition Left Democratic Front's strength of 60 in the 141-member Assembly, 
in which one seat is vacant. 

The Kerala Congress has four ministerial berths besides the post of the Chief 
Government Whip with Cabinet rank. As against this, the Muslim League has only 
three ministers, including the Deputy Chief Minister, Mr Avukaderkutty Naha, 
and the Deputy Speakership of the Assembly. 

Primary Concern 

Mr K. Moideenkutty Haji, who had been the president of the AIMUL, a constituent 
of the LDF, said the united league would not immediately stake its claim for 
additional berths in the Cabinet, for its primary concern was protection of the 
Shariat and extend it to include the criminal side also. 

Already the Karunakaran Government had sacrificed its secular credentials 
several times to carry the IUML with it. The merger has vastly increased the 
political clout of the Muslim League. 

Announcing the merger accord in Calcutta last night, Mr Moideenkutty Haji said: 
"It has been decided that the two Muslim League parties will from now on function 
and work as one.  The decision on work unitedly has been taken in the context 
of the strong threats and challenges posed to the Muslim minority in the 
country as well as the cropping up of divisive forces which would endanger the 
unity and integrity of the nation." 

CPI(M)'s Stand 

The merger of the two leagues was brought about by the CPI(M) taking a firm 
stand against the fundamentalist position of the league groups which found 
expression in the observance of "Shariat protection day" recently. 

Surprisingly, more and more Muslim women, oppressed by the rigours of the 
Shariat, are turning to the Marxists. In Malappuram District, citadel of the 
league, 15 Muslim women, led by Mrs. Aisha, a social worker, went in a proces- 
sion yesterday shouting slogans in support of the recent Supreme Court judgment 
on payment of maintenance to divorced women of their community. The Democratic 
Youth Federation of India, a Marxist front organization, has extended support to 
divorced Muslim women in indigent circumstances to file cases for maintenance 
against their former husbands, setting in motion a silent social revolution. 

CSO: 4600/1855 
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[Text]  Hyderabad, 3 Aug—The Prime Minister today emphasized the need for 
changing the police system in the country to combat terrorism, the "first and 
foremost challenge facing India," reports PTI.  "At the drop of a hat, we are 
calling in the paramilitary forces and the Army." The police system should be 
changed so that there would be no need for this, he said. 

Addressing Indian Police service probationers at the Sardar Vallabhai National 
Police Academy here, Mr Rajiv Gandhi said the challenge was "tremendous" as 
there was terrorism in most parts of the country under one garb or the other, 
and "traditional methods do not work." 

Urging the probationers to evolve new methods of thinking and technology to 
counter the various problems facing the country, Mr Gandhi said:  "As we 
develop, the primary need or promise of any government is not development of 
vast projects, but it is basically law and order." 

He said the government would wish to rely on the police entirely and urged them 
to accept the responsibility and deliver the goods. The police should function 
in such a manner that no other force should be required. 

Exhorting the probationers to discharge their duties, he regretted that 
training at the academy was not "adequately advanced" and said that it was for 
them to see what was required, find out where they had fallen short and devise 
methods to overcome the shortcomings. 

The Prime Minister said the police force was today under tremendous pressure 
as it had to face challenges like never before.  He regretted that the police 
force was not paid enough attention and was even relegated to non-Plan position. 
Adequate interest had not been taken about training procedures, methods, 
equipment and modernization of systems, besides the development of the individual 
as a person, he said.  All this had led to a "reduction in efficiency." 

Interaction and involvement, the basic requirements of any training, were "sadly 
lacking" in almost all Indian institutions.  Mr Gandhi said the government was 
trying to change all this in the next few years to make the police force much 
more effective. 
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He said the government would give all the necessary help to instill a new pride 
and thinking in the police force.  Emphasizing the need for developing the right 
attitude and equipment for dealing with present-day circumstances, he asked: 
"Do the police today need a .303 rifle to kill somebody a mile away? Don't you 
think you should devise something specifically for the police that would not kill 
innocent people indiscriminately." 

The Prime Minister arrived here this morning from Delhi by the special IAF 
aircraft on a day's visit. He was received at the airport by the Chief Minister, 
Mr N. T. Rama Rao, his Cabinet colleagues, the Speaker, Mr Narayana Rao, and 
other officials. 

Mr Gandhi was accompanied by the Defence Minister, Mr P. V. Narasimha Rao, the 
Union Minister of State for Tourism and Civil Aviation, Mr Ashok Gehlot, 
and Mr P. Shiv Shankar, M. P. 

A delegation of the Pradesh Congress (I) leaders, Mr V. Hanumantha Rao, 
joint secretary, PCC (I); Mr N. Yeltaiah, former M.P., and Mr B. Sammaiah, former 
minister, presented a memorandum to the Prime Minister on the Karamchedu 
incident.  Mr Gandhi said he had not yet received the report on the visit of the 
Union Minister of State for Home Affairs, Mrs Ramdulari Sinha, to Karamchedu. 

Later in the day, Mr Gandhi laid the foundation of a new Rs 1-crore research 
centre at the Defence Research and Development Laboratory on the outskirts of 
the city. He visited the three major defence laboratories here—the Defence 
Metallurgical Research Laboratory, the Defence Electronics Research Laboratory 
and the Defence Research and Development Laboratory. 

In an address to employees of the defence laboratories, Mr Gandhi asked Indian 
scientists abroad to return home and help the country build and march ahead. 
"We are trying to make India strong and united," he said. 

Referring to the Punjab issue, Mr Gandhi said the problem was solved and the 
State was marching towards progress. Any unresolved questions would be solved 
soon. 

Mr Rajiv Gandhi evinced interest in the work of the laboratories, where he was 
shown work on top secret projects like electronic warfare, missiles and 
armour for battle tanks.  At the DRDL, he watched the flight simulation of 
the Indian developed missile.  A sample of titanium produced at the 100-ton 
capacity plant, the first of its kind in the country, developed by the DMRL, 
was presented to the Prime Minister by the laboratory director, Dr Rama Rao 
who explained the working of the lab. He also presented the Prime Minister 
with an idol of Nataraja, cast in aluminium in the laboratory. 

The Prime Minister also spent about half-an-hour at the Hindustan Aeronautics 
Limited. He was taken around the complex and given a presentation by its 
chairman and managing director, Air Marshal M.S.D. Wollen. 
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In an informal chat with reporters at the airport, Mr Gandhi remarked that 
"India has too many festivals" when asked whether there was any proposal 
to organize a festival of India in India.  "We have so many festivals. Do 
we need any more?" 

Replying to a question, he said he would not visit Karamchedu village in 
Prakasam District, the scene of Harijan killings last month, as he had come 
mainly to visit the defence laboratories. 

The Prime Minister left Hyderabad this evening for Delhi. 

CSO: 4600/1853 
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ZAIL TELLS STAND ON INDUSTRIAL REGULATIONS 

Calcutta THE TELEGRAPH in English 4 Aug 85 p 5 

JPRS-NEA-85-121 
20 September 1985 

INDIA 

[Text] Calcutta, Aug. 3: "Industriaf' 
rules and regulations should be' 
formulated only after consulta- 
tions with the industry con- 
cerned," the President, Mr Zail 
Singh, said here today while 
addressing the 27th annual 
general meeting of the Tea Asso-- 
ciation of India (TAI) at Rabin- 
dra Sadan. ' 

"Without mentioning the Tea 
Marketing and Control Orders, 
which the.industry wants scrap-1 

ped, the President said laws, 
should not' be forced on ,the 
industry as it only led to tenden- 
cies to violate them. 

He said tea had become the 
iargest single foreign exchange 
earner for the country only be- 
cause of the efforts of the work- 
ers and they, therefore, should 
be given a share of the profits. 
The worker should be regarded 
as partner and allowed parti- 
cipation in management. This 
would also result in improved 
capital-labour relationship and 
contribute to the overall growth 
and prosperity,of the country. 

Mr Zail Singh said: "I am 
aware of the special problems of" 

* the tea industry and 1 have no 
doubt that the appropriate au-i 

■'thorities will consider them." 
Earlier, Mr P. A. Sangma, Un- 

ion minister of state for com- 
merce, safd the Tea Marketing 
and Control Order should re- 
main effective for some more 

' time. Rejecting a plea by Mr N. 
K. Daga, outgoing president of 
the association, to scrap the; 
minimum export price (MEP), 
the minister said the govern- 
ment had studied the global 
price trends as well as the pro- 
duction figures before formulat- 
ing the Order and the MEP. 

I", The MEP was constantly being 
reviewed and reduced in line 

' with the global trends. But it 
could not be scrapped as the 
objective was to export only the 
best quality tea as well as boost 
foreign exchange earnings. 

I 
While calling on the tea indus- 

try not to be motivated by short- 
term gains, Mr Sangma said the 
government was also constantly 
watching the price level at auc- 
tions and its impact on retail 
prices. 

Thanking the industry for its 
i Contribution to the development 
of Assam, Mr Hiteswar Saikia, 
chief minister of Assam, said his 

.government   had   initiated, 
schemes  to  bring  more  land 
under tea plantations and also 
increase the yeild. 

Small growers would be en- 
couraged by bringing at least 

1 2,000 hectares under tea every 
year. The state government 
would  provide  infrastrüctural 

.' facilities, loans, capital and also 
subsidised power. 

Mr Saikia said with the com- 
pletion of the Guwahati inland 

' container depot (ICD) efforts 
would, be made to send Assam's 
.entire tea exports, which is ab- 
out 70 per cent of the country's 
total tea exports, through this 
depot in containers. 

' There was also a proposal to 
build a "tea town" near */; the 

: ICD, and land had already been 
' acquired for the purpose. He 
urged the Union government to 
Upgrade the Tea Board's office 
at Guwahati and post a deputy 
chairman there. He also 
appealed  to  major  tea  com- 

i panies to shift their head offices 
to Assam in order to take advan- 
tage of the tea town. 

■ Mr Jyoti Basu, chief minister 
of West Bengal, said'the consum- 
er was bejng made to pay more 
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.for tea and it would be wrong to 
blame only the retailers for it. 

"He wanted the growers to pro- 
vide tea at reasonable prices. 
Calling for a plough-back of pro- 
fits into the tea industry, he said 
it was a pity that profits were 
being invested in other indus- 
tries, i 

The prosperity of the tea in- 
dustry was not; howecer, re- 
flected in the condition of the 
garden workers or the gardens. 
"How can eight tea gardens in 
Darjeeling remain closed in 
spite of the boom?" he re- 
marked. He also urged govern- 
ment to initiate measures to 
take over these sick gardens. 

CSO: 4600/1854 
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INDIA 

BLOC STATES MAY INVEST IN WEST BENGAL 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 6 Aug 85 pp 1, 9 

[Text]  Five Socialist countries are interested in investing in West Bengal 
in the fields of electronics, food processing and in the export processing zone 
at Falta.  During a recent visit to these countries, Mr Nirmal Bose, State's 
Minister for Industries, discussed and identified 20 projects which held 
the interest of the German Democratic Republic,  Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, 
Romania and the Soviet Union. 

Bilateral talks, which will follow, will entail the exchange of further 
information.  After scrutiny of the projects by both sides, steps would be 
taken for their implementation with the approval of the Centre. 

Briefing reporters at Writers' Buildings on Monday, Mr Bose said Romania and 
Bulgaria were interested in participating in electronics, while the USSR and 
Bulgaria were keen on food processing here.  The involvement of these countries 
will entail transfer of technology, equity participation and buy-back arrange- 
ments.  The minister said that the countries he visited were interested in 
going ahead in the joint sector with private firms here. 

Mr Bose said interesting possibilities could open up.  For instance, the 
bumper crop of potato in West Bengal over the past few years had led to distress 
sale.  In one of the countries he visited alcohol was being made from potato and 
the starch was being used in powder form in medicine and fertilizer.  Import of 
technology in this sphere could help potato cultivators. 

The minister, while in Romania, requested the deputy minister for foreign trade 
of the government of Romania to reopen the Romanian Trade Representative's 
office in Calcutta, closed in 1983. The request would be considered, the 
Romanian minister was stated to have said.  In Bulgaria, Mr Bose was told that 
the Balkan airlines had decided on a stopover in Calcutta. Mr Bose visited 
France and the Federal Republic of Germany and met representatives of a few 
leading firms. He discussed with them the possibility of their participation 
in some important projects in West Bengal. 

Mr Bose, who met Mr P. A. Sangma, Union Minister of State for Commerce in Delhi, 
on his way back said that the latter had sent instructions to the Indian embassies 
in these countries to follow up the talks the West Bengal minister had held.  The 
Czechoslovakia Consul General in Calcutta was said to have visited the Falta 
export processing zone before Mr Bose's departure for these countries. 

CSO: 4600/1857 
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ii 

MONTAZERI: EXPORT OF ISLAMIC REVOLUTION HAS AWAKENED MUSLIMS 

Tehran KEYHAN in Persian 27 Jul 85 p 3 

[Text] Dr Velayati, Foreign Minister, along with this ministry's general managers and Iran's 
charges d'affaires and ambassadors in Europe and America, met and spoke with Ayatollah al- 
'Ozma Montazeri. During this visit he discussed the sensitivity of the situation and the 
importance of their responsibility. He said: 

Brothers, do not think you are merely the country's representatives abroad.  Since our revolution 
is Islamic, you gentlemen are also considered representatives of Islam and the revolution. You 
must thus be fully aware of this mission and its great responsibility. 

Ayatollah al-'Ozma Montazeri also stressed: In our revolution, whose main criteria and goals are 
for the establishment of divine values, it is possible that situations will arise at times for people 
where there is a choice between protecting themselves or there being a certain individual in a 
position of responsibility, or preserving the values of Islam and the revolution. Under such 
circumstances, we must follow in the footsteps of our great imams and leaders, such as His 
Holiness Imam Hoseyn (Peace Be Upon Him), and place the preservation of Islamic values over 
self-protection or some special responsibility or job. 

Avoiding Narrow-Mindedness and Selfishness 

Ayatollah al-'Ozma Montazeri then discussed the avoidance of narrow-mindedness and selfishness. 
He said: The Noble Prophet (Peace Be Upon Him) and the pure imams were broad-minded, to the 
point that His Holiness Imam Mohammad Baqer (Peace Be Upon Him) was once told by someone: 
We measure individuals and classes according to our own criteria, and we reject whoever does not 
conform to our view and direction. He answered:  Such a practice is not Islamic.  Never do this, 
otherwise what would the people do and where would they go if they hope for God's mercy and are 
following the path of Islam completely.  On the same principle, Ayatollah al-'Ozma Montazeri 
asked Iran's charges d'affaires and ambassadors in Europe and America: Try to reassure those 
who for various pointless reasons have become frightened and lost and have contacted other 
countries, who are not against the revolution on the one hand but for various reasons are afraid to 
return to their country.  Notify the appropriate officials or me of their situation, so that 
arrangements may be made to attract useful manpower to the country in the form of needed 
specialists who are interested both in the country and Islam. 
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Understanding the Status of the Revolution 

His Holiness Ayatollah al-'Ozma Montazeri then discussed the status of the revolution. He said: 
We must properly understand the status of the revolution. We must confront the problems and 
shortages that the superpowers have created for our revolution systematically, patiently, and 
ambitiously. We must realize that despite all the sabotage and plots from the enemies of Islam, 
oppressed nations have become aware of the dimensions of the Islamic revolution. In reality, our 
revolution has been exported and nations are awakening. Today Muslim nations in Sudan, 
Morocco, Egypt, and elsewhere and elsewhere are awakening and growing intellectually and 
fighting idolatrous governments. You will note how Egypt's weak government has displayed its 
powerlessness in the face of the Islamic movements of the youth, the Muslim classes, the clergy, 
the Friday imams, the sermons, and mosques, which have arisen in solidarity, and how it thinks 
that it can prevent the growth and flowering of the Islamic movement in Egypt by closing the 
mosques and banning Friday prayers or demonstrations by Egyptian Muslims. It is unfortunate 
that instead of leaning on their own Muslim population, the leaders of many Muslim countries lean 
on the superpowers, America, and Israel, thus equating themselves with the despicable enemies of 
Islam. Even in their own countries, they deal harshly and angrily with their own Muslim people. 
This manner of governing can ultimately lead only to collapse and being thrown into the trash can 
of history, as it did for Namiri's government in Sudan. 

9310 
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ARMS SALES, BARTER AGREEMENT REPORTEDLY MADE WITH PORTUGAL 

Delegation for Oil Purchase 

Lisbon DIARIO DE LISBOA in Portuguese 30 Jul 85 p 24 

[Text] Portugal is going to purchase 500,000 tons of petroleum from Iran over 
the next 7 months, according to an announcement yesterday in Tehran by a 
representative of the Portuguese Institute of Foreign Trade (ICEP). 

Pinto Guimaraes, who heads the ICEP delegation visiting Iran, also said that 
Portugal intends to acquire other Iranian products as well, notably cotton and 
minerals. 

For its part, Portugal intends to export railway equipment, chemicals, and 
pharmaceutical products to Iran. 

This ICEP mission, which is the first since the revolution in that country, 
has made it possible to establish contact with Iranian authorities with a view 
to promoting trade between the two countries. 

Sale to Rescue Industry 

Lisbon TAL & QUAL in Portuguese 26 Jul 85 pp 8-9 

[Article by Ferreira Pinto] 

[Text] Ayatollah Khomeyni, the political and religious 
leader of Iran, is about to become the savior of Portuguese 
arms factories thanks to that country's first order for war 
materiel. Totaling 80 million contos, it is the largest ever 
for our country. And while reviving its deactivated arms 
industry, Portugal also has the opportunity to acquire 
petroleum, which Iran has for giving and selling, without 
having to export dollars. 

Once condemned to a slow death by the end of the colonial war, Portuguese arms 
factories are on the verge of coming back to life. The breath of life is 
coming to them from the land of Christ, the Middle East. This time the savior 
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is Khomeyni, the political and religious leader of Iran, which has ordered war 
materiel worth approximately $500 million, or about 80 million contos, from 
our paralvzed national arms industry. While short of the arms and ammunition 
they need for their 3-year-old war with neighboring Iraq, the Iranians haye 
the petroleum that Portugal needs. Is the deal closed? It very probably will 
be within just a few days—and the dollars will stay home. 

The national arms industry is currently oversized in relation to our domestic 
needs. Thanks to the Iranian order, the door is open for our war industry to 
return to "the good old days" and justify its 16,000 direct jobs. And at the 
same time that it is reviving its arms production, Portugal is also playing on 
Iran's petroleum chessboard with the possibility of beginning to receive oil 
without having to export dollars (see the table [not included]). But while 
those are the assumptions justifying the transaction from the pragmatic point 
of view, there remains the question of who is who in this deal. 

On the Portuguese side, the top billing or figurehead role goes to the 
Trafaria Explosives Company. Maj Alpoim Calvao, manager of that public-sector 
firm in which the Ministry of Finance holds 51 percent of the capital, told 
TAL & QUAL: "We sell arms for various destinations. All our contracts contain 
clauses on confidentiality which must be respected." The same kind of answer 
to justify a leaden silence was received by TAL & QUAL from the ministries 
involved in the transaction—Defense and Foreign Affairs—as well as from the 
Iranian Embassy in Lisbon. Here more than anywhere else, secrecy is the very 

soul of the deal. 

Arms, uniforms, and above all ammunition of all kinds make up the Iranian 
order, which is the largest ever for our arms industry. Portugal has limited 
itself in recent years to producing small quantities for foreign countries, 
specifically Iran and Iraq, two neighbors in the Middle East who have been 
engaged in a lengthy war. 

The monetary value of this contract with the Islamic Republic of Iran has not 
yet been completely determined. The deal now being finalized, with guarantees 
being provided by both contracting parties, covers a period of 4 years. And 
while the part already completed concerns deliveries with a value on the order 
of 80 million contos, other aspects of the deal remain open, specifically the 
possibility that the final value of the contract will come close to 200 
million contos. 

Although the Trafaria Explosives Company is the official contracting party on 
the Portuguese side, that firm lacks sufficient capacity on its own to fill an 
order of this size. The state-owned INDEP (National Defense Industry), two of 
the country's biggest foundries, and at least one firm in the electronics 
sector are also involved in supplying this war materiel, which one source 
close to the negotiations describes as "the deal of the year, if not of the 
century" in Portugal. 

Incidentally, there is an obvious degree of anxiousness to conclude this 
contract worth millions, the fear being that any interference or lack of 
confidentiality may disturb the smooth progress of negotiations in the final 
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phase. One high official at a firm involved in the deal could not restrain 
himself from suggesting to this reporter that "the news be delayed until 
sometime around September." 

The reason for this contract frenzy can be seen most clearly in the statement 
made to TAL & QUAL by the national director of armament, General Costa 
Alvares: "All exports pass through here because they require authorization by 
the Ministry of Defense. I cannot say which authorizations have been 
requested and which have been granted. Any lack of confidentiality could harm 
the economic activities of the firms." And the fact is that the national arms 
industry has already lost contracts that it thought were secure. 

INDEP, for example, was preparing to sell a certain kind of ammunition at a 
price of $140. But because the deal became known, arms dealers immediately 
contacted the purchaser and offered the same materiel for $135. A Portuguese 
dealer finally landed the sale. And who manufactured the ammunition for him? 
No one but INDEP, which filled his order at a unit price of $130. In short, 
INDEP failed to earn $10 per unit on ammunition, while the alert and well- 
informed dealer pocketed $5 for acting as middleman. 

There is also the fact that in the case of the contracts now being finalized, 
the firms involved are already negotiating purchases on the raw materials 
market to stay ahead of foreseeable price increases on those materials. Doing 
so is one of their chief sources of profit, but it also constitutes a risk 
factor: if the contracts are not finalized, the firms wind up with a big stock 
of valuable materials for which there is no guaranteed sale. 

That is also why silence is necessarily golden in the negotiations between 
Portuguese authorities and the Iranians. "All contracts of that type include 
extremely confidential material, and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs does no 
more than give an advisory opinion." And that is all that a spokesmen for the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs would tell TAL &  QUAL. 

The Secretariat of State for Defense, on the other hand, was more than evasive 
in answering the questions asked by TAL & QUAL on Monday. "The secretary of 
state has to go to Porto for a conference this weekend and cannot say anything 
right now" was the answer we got the next day from a secretary to Figueiredo 
Lopes, for whom the government's weekend apparently begins on Wednesday. Even 
simpler was the answer from the Iranian Embassy in Lisbon: "We know nothing 
about it." 6 

In short, the Portuguese must not find out that arms are being exported until 
those arms are shipped from the port of Setubal, as happened previously and as 
was reported by TAL & QUAL. And isn't the Gulf War between Iran and Iraq 
taking place a long way from here—over there in the Middle East? 

Uranium and Bombs 

A rise in imports of Iranian petroleum is one foreseeable consequence of the 
large-scale supplying of Portuguese arms to Khomeyni's country, although for 
the moment, PETROGAL [Portuguese Petroleum Company] has not received any 
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instructions from the government on that point. "Our contracts are concerned 
only with dollars and petroleum—in other words, no imports are made under the 
barter system. Obviously, PETROGAL tries to persuade its suppliers to make 
purchases in Portugal, but that aspect of it is not in the contract. lhat is 
what TAL & QUAL was told by Dr. Francisco Sarsfield Cabral, spokesman for that 
state-owned enterprise. But in any case, this would not be the first time 
that a plan for mutual payment in goods was applied to PETROGAL s imports or 
negotiated outside the company. 

In 1979, for example, Portugal wound up having to sell uranium to Iraq to 
ensure its petroleum supplies. At that time, about 40 percent of PETROGAL s 
purchases were concentrated in that Middle Eastern country. With the start of 
the Gulf War, Iraq's petroleum production declined. Uranium then served as 
the medium of exchange to ensure supplies for our country, and the deal was 
made "over PETROGAL's head." 

It is true that today's situation is quite different: not only are PETROGAL's 
sources of supply quite diversified, but the situation in the world petroleum 
market is favorable to the buyer. Even so, Portugal will probably increase 
its imports of Iranian petroleum to take advantage of the barter system and 
especially to stop the outflow of coveted dollars, which in this area are 
climbing a ladder scaled in millions. 

The Portuguese petroleum bill totaled about 340 million contos in 1984. Iran 
(like Iraq, oddly enough) contributes about 6 percent—or nearly 20 million 
contos worth—of our total oil imports. Portugal is also showing an interest 
in increasing its exports to Iran. Now in that country is a delegation from 
the Portuguese Institute of Foreign Trade, and one member of the delegation is 
a PETROGAL manager. 

11798 
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IRAQI MOJAHEDIN ROLE, SITUATION IN EGYPT. PAKISTAN 

Tehran KEYHAN in Persian 27 Jul 85 p 3 

[Text] Hojjat ol-Eslam Hakim, spokesman for the Iraq Supreme Revolutionary Council, gave a 
press conference yesterday morning.  He discussed Operation Jerusalem IV and the manner of 
participation of Mojahedin of the Supreme Revolutionary Council of Iraq's military unit in this 
operation. 

Our correspondent reports that Hojjat ol-Eslam Hakim spoke to a group of correspondents at the 
Martyr Ayatollah Sadr Institute. He discussed the recent events and the situation in Egypt, and 
Pakistan and enumerated the goals of a high-level political delegation from the Supreme Council 
to Libya and several other Arab countries. 

Operation Jerusalem IV and the Role of the Iraqi Mojahedin 

The spokesman of the Supreme Revolutionary Council of Iraq discussed recent operations by Iraqi 
Mojahedin.  He said:  These operations, which were carried out in southern Iraq, showed Iraq's 
combative ability and delivered powerful blows to the rotting body of Saddam's army.  More than 
150 square kilometers of the land of the Muslim people of Iraq were liberated and tens of Iraqi 
mercenaries were captured by our combatants, and with this successful operation the mercenary 
Iraqi army was confused and be wild-' ~<j. 

He added: During this operation only 20 combatants were martyred and 9 were wounded. 
According to intelligence obtained, the Iraqi fourth army was totally destroyed and the Hur 
cavalry brigade, one of Iraq's best military groups, was entirely destroyed. 

Hojjat ol-Eslam Hakim added:  Military commanders praised the operations of our combative 
forces. 

Journey to Libya and Several Arab Countries 

The spokesman for the supreme council then discussed the trip by a high-ranking delegation to 
several Arab countries. He said: With suitable conditions, after the astounding succession of 
operations by the combatants of Iraq against the collapsing Iraqi regime, the supreme council 
thought it appropriate to send a high-ranking delegation to meet and talk with some Arab leaders, 
including the leaders of Libya, in order to inform them of the chaotic conditions in Iraq and the 
reality of the power of Iraq's Mojahedin forces and to explain to them the political and militarv 
policies of the supreme council. 
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He added- The crimes of the Iraqi regime against the Muslim nation of Iraq and especially 
matters perlining to prisoners and the martyrs in the family of Ayatollai a^tana Seyyed 
Sohsen Hakim were among other things discussed with this country's high officials. 

Islamic Movements in Egypt and Pakistan 

The supreme council spokesmen than discussed the situation and recent events in Egypt and 
PaMstan   He said: These days a series of political and Islamic instigations have taken place in 
E^t which^are very extensive compared to the past. While the area's reactionary governments, 
KÄ^Mitinian factions, were seeking to strengthen the Camp David accords 
itypS extensive Islamic movements, led by the spiritual clergy of Islam, were showing their 
opposition to the policies of the regime in power in Egypt with this movement. 

Hojjat ol-Eslam Hakim also announced the supreme council's^^^^^J^^ 
movements and trends in Pakistan. Expressing support for them, he said: In Pakistan also 
recrmovements have been led by the clergy, and world imperialism has tried to portray this 
movement in some other way by saying it is based on religious and ethnic differences. 

He then addressed himself to the government of Pakistan. He said: We want the Pakistani regime 
fo take the emotions and Islamic feelings of the people of Pakistan into consideration. 

In conclusion the spokesman for the Supreme Revolutionary Council of Iraq was asked why 
SadSregime has not yet fallen despite deep and extensive instability in its political and 
SSdcs^Si. He said: Iraq is not alone. It has attacked us as the representative of Eastern 
and Western imperialism and it enjoys their military, political, and economic support. 

Another aspect is that the criminal regime of Iraq has been able to survive and preserve its 
despicable life only through force, terrorism, and an atmosphere of suffocation. 

9310 
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HEALTH MINISTRY DENIES IMPORT OF EXPIRED DRUGS 

Tehran KEYHAN in Persian 31 Jul 85 p 2 

[Text] The importation of old and expired drugs has been denied by the office of the Ministry of 
Health s deputy minister for pharmaceuticals. The same office also denied the purchase of anti- 
diarrhea powder (U.A.S.) from countries abroad. In this connection, it said that the National 
Pharmaceuticals Corporation only purchased 1.5 to two million packages of this drug. 

S^S^^T** Minister of Health for Pharmaceuticals, gave an exclusive interview to 
KLYHAN m which he discussed the matters above.  Continuing, he added: In recent years no 
expired drugs have been imported.  It is possible, however, that drugs brought into the country by 
importers and turned over to distributors remained in storage with the distributors beyond the 
expiration date so that by the time they reached the pharmacy they were expired   He said- 
Currently, all drugs being imported into the country are being studied by the Ministry of Health 
with regard to their quality, price, and especially their expiration dates. 

He added: I am officially asking all pharmacies to notify the Ministry of Health if they encounter 
expired drugs. 

Concerning the death of a young three-year-old boy in the city of Rudbar from drinking 
Amuxycihn Dr Nik-Nezhad said:  In such cases, the age, type of illness, reason for taking the 
child to the hospital, as well as the prescription the doctor has written for the child, must be 
studied. 

He added: The contents of a bottle of medicine cannot all be consumed at one time, and the toxic 
effects of one or two tablespoons are not enough to kill a child, but it is possible that the child had 
a high sensitivity to the drug and became ill after taking it.  Under such circumstances a 
physician must be called, or a hospital must give the child an allergy antidote. 

Concerning the reasons for importing the anti-diarrhea powder U.A.S. from Turkey when Iran is 
capable of producing this powder in sufficient quantities itself, Dr. Nik-Nezhad said: The Deputy 
Ministry for Health Care ordered five million units of U.A.S. powder in 1362 [21 Mar 1983 - 20 
Mar 1984], and accordingly we contacted the Pharmaceutical Distribution Company and ordered 
that amount. 

He added: However, since it takes six to nine months to obtain a drug including the time required 
to get the raw materials and package it, that year we were unable to produce five million units of 
U.A.b. powder. I must add, however, that despite the domestic need for U.A.S. powder since 
1361 [21 Mar 1982 - 20 Mar 1983], other than a million units which we obtained from the 
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World Health Organization and 1.5 to two million units of U.A.S. powder imported by the 
Pharmaceuticals Corporation, we have not bought any of this material, because no country was 
wüHnTt-uppt 25 to 30 million units of U.A.S powder to Iran. The Pharmaceu^£"**»° 
Company thus agreed to produce this amount of drugs, so that smce 1362 [21 Mar 1983     20 
A1 all unTts of U.A.S. powder with the Pharmaceuticals Distribution Company logo have 
been made available to consumers free. 

Dr. Nik-Nezhad discussed the shortage of pharmaceutical products in the country, especially 
cardiac drugs. He said: 

According to reports we have received, the main reason for the shortage of cardiac drugs, drugs 
thgh blood pressure, and various kinds of serums and antibiotics *%<^?J"**ZZ* 
raw materials   On the other hand, some of the country's pharmaceutical factones are not now 
c^aSe of meeting their commitments to manufacture drugs. Likewise a the^area oHmports we 
have many transportation and freight problems, and accordmg to reports, ^* ^T™** 1S 

being delayed. We hope this problem will be solved and that the shortages will be reheved. 

9310 
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VOCATIONAL TRAINING OFFICIALS REQUEST EXPANSION OF FACILITIES 

Tehran KEYHAN in Persian 31 Jul 85 p 2 

[Text] KEYHAN Cultural Service-Among the requests made by the technical and professional 
training deputies in the country's provincial education and training offices at the conclusion of 
their seminar, in a resolution addressed to the Majlis, the Council of Ministers, the Minister of 
Higher Education and Culture and other affiliated and concerned organizations were equal 
opportunity in educational programs, the procurement of credit, the creation of the necessary 
facilities for further study in higher education, the provision of scholarships for study abroad the 
elimination of financial discrimination, and equal salaries. ' 

The resolution, which declared its support for the valiant combatants and declared readiness to go 
to the fronts of the war of the Truth against the Vain, contained the following: 

As insiders in the country's technical and professional training fields, we thank our esteemed 
brother Engineer Musavi, the respected Prime Minister of the Government of the Islamic Republic 
tor his favor. He has made affirmations and recommendations, in view of the special goals for 
technical and professional education, for cooperation between the ministries, organizations and 
industrial institutions with regard to on-the-job training for technical and professional teachers and 
university students, as well as employment and priority treatment for the relevant occupations in 
the cooperatives for graduates from such training programs.  We urgently call upon the pertinent 
organizations to help provide equal opportunity in our training programs based on their needs, and 
to improve quality and to adopt an appropriate policy of expansion, by refraining from establishing 
independent training programs. 

We call upon the respected Supreme Cultural Revolution Council and the respected Ministry of 
Culture to adopt a policy of coordinating between technical and professional training and the 
relevant journeyman and expert training programs, with a specific goal for further education for 
graduates of the journeyman and expert technical and professional training centers, and for 
experts not connected with a specialty, in view of future needs, and to provide more educational 
materials in view of future needs. 

We urgently call upon the respected Ministry of Culture and Higher Education to create teacher 
training classes m technical and professional fields and procure scholarships for study abroad to 
relieve the shortage of teachers as soon as possible. 
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Another part of the resolution said: 

While declaring our complete readiness to design a plan for technical and professional training we 
call upon our representatives and the Majlis Education and Training Commission to confront this 
situation and make the appropriate decision in view of the problems and malfunctions in current 
technical and professional training organizations with the idea of assisting m the formation of new 
educational organizations by the respected Council of Ministers. 

We call upon the respected Supreme Council for Coordinating National Technical and Professional 
Training, the respected Ministries of Foreign Affairs, Commerce, and Industry, and the National 
Administrative and Employment Organization to give the Ministry of Education and Trauung its 
necessary share in the areas of scholarships for educational and vocational training pertaining to 
technical and professional education, as well as cultural exchanges and the transfer of technology 
We call upon the respected Supreme Council for Coordinating National Technical and Professional 
Training and the respected Plan and Budget Ministry, in view of the problems and financial 
restrictions in the Ministry of Education and Training, to resolve the financial bottlenecks in 
technical and professional training, which is faced with enormous costs, by obtaining credit from 
organizational budgets. 

Seminar participants then noted: In view of the policies and goals of technical and professional 
training, the planning for which in the mid-term is the responsibility of the Ministry of Education 
and Training, we call upon the Plan and Budget Ministry to provide the necessary cooperation to 
implement financial agendas, especially in the area of the high around-the-clock costs of education, 
and the right to study, which are based on necessity and were compiled * P^P^ ^P*6™5**   .. 
programs and to provide a special section in the 1365 [21 Mar 1986 - 20 Mar 1987] budget bill 
for all the funds needed for technical and professional training. 

We also call upon the nation's respected officials to equalize legal and welfare rights for specialists 
with equivalent credentials who are employed in various occupations in order to alleviate financial 
discrimination, and to take appropriate steps in this area as quickly as possible, so that there will 
be no more displacement of forces, even in government organization, than there already is. 

At the conclusion of their resolution, the technical and professional training deputies in the 
country's provincial education and training offices noted: In view of the recent measures taken by 
the ministry which leads the way in making changes in the educational system, we declare our 
readiness to participate in planning and supporting the implementation of the new system that 
will be devised. We call upon the concerned officials to set educational goals and to make use of 
the background and experience of projects such as the cadre plan, which is to be evaluated. 

In conclusion, it is noteworthy that this gathering began in Tehran on 29 Tir [20 July] and lasted 
for three days, that the technical and professional training deputies in the country s provincial 
education and training offices took part in it, and that they studied the issues and problems of the 
goals of technical and professional education. 

9310 
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BRIEFS 

DISABLED POWS RELEASED-Tehran, 9 Aug (IRNA)-Iran's Foreign Ministry issued 
an announcement in connection with the release of 29 Iranian disabled POW, 
who arrived here Wednesday.  The announcement said that following ^n's' 
unilateral release of disabled Iraqi POWs, the Iraqi regime was forced to 
release Iranian POWs (over 150 of whom have so far been'freed in three stages) 
The Foreign Ministry stressed that it would continue its efforts for the 
release of all Iranian disabled and wounded captives and their return to Iran 
under the Geneva Convention. [Text] [Tehran KAYHAN INTERNATIONAL in English 
10 Aug 85 p 2] 
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CHANCES OF WITHDRAWAL OF MARTIAL LAW TERMED 'BLEAK' 

Islamabad THE MUSLIM in English 13 Aug 85 p 8 

[Text] For- 
mer Punjab Chief Minister and 
Chairman of the defunct Pakis- 
tan Masaawat Party, Hanif 
Ramay said today there were 
bleak chances of the Armed ; 
Forces moving back to the 
barracks before the next Inde- 
pendence Day in view of the 
limping pace of civilianisation 
in the country. He was talking 
to a qroup of newsmen here, 

Hanif Ramay said the ruler« 
had culeuUtedly cnpuped the Par- 
liament In tlu< rieinorttle of com» ■■ 
min«» m delineate, the future 
political «ei-up und In fact «tier 
Jolc object wiis to perpetuate- their 
arbitrary grip over the rein» of 
powers. Criticising the Parliament, 
he bitterly, oblcctcd to the forma- 
tion of committee». Ho said the 
authorities were taking refuge 
behind a variety of pretexts and 
excuses to prolong their rule. 
Hanif Ramay quoted an interview 
of the President reportedly conten- 
ding that a period of 15 months 
would be needed to send the army 
back to the barracks. 

The former Chief Minister said 
it   was   painful   to   see   only   60 
National Assembly members signing 
a resolution to be put before the 
House by the 'Liberal Group  for 
elimination   of   Martial   Law.   He 
alleecd that the members who had 
not'siened the resolution had virtu- 
ally violated the mandate accorded 
to them by their constituents, who 
supported   them   on   the  premise . 
that  they (members) would help ■ 
restore   democratic   order   in   the | 
countrv. He urged the news media , 
to expose those who had abstained • 
from favouring the move. 

Referring to die impending In- 
dependence Day celebrations, Hanif 
Ramay said the visible fantare and 
activity to observe the ceremony in 
a befitting manner had been in fact 
sponsored by the Government and 
the masses had nothing to do with 
it as they were languishing under 
an oppressive system and crying for 

realisation of their fundamental 
lights. He alleged that though the 
nation had been emancipated from 
colonial rule yes#s ago, it was now 
governed by Yjo-colonials and 
darkness prevails all along and 
there was no ray of hope in the 
near future for the downtrodden, 

Hanif Ramay described the out- 
lawed political parties as most 
'docile and tame opposition' and 
claimed that the President was 
lucky in the sense that he had 
found such well-behaved oppo- 
nents. The most formidable oppo- . 
sition party, PPP, he pointed out. 
was now split into many groups 
and every one was attempting to 
grind his own axe, ignoring the 
integrity of the party and the need 
of the hour. He referred to a state- 
ment of the President in which he 
said that some politicians had been 
quietly asking him to prolong the 
present system. Hanif Ramay urged 
him to disclose the names of such 
persons for the information of the 
masses, 

He expressed concern at the 
deteriorating law and otdcr situu- 
lion In the country and criticised 
the administration tor It» failure to 
trap the unbridled and mlülity 
criminal!, ReferrinB to yesterday « 
eruption of violence In the city 
following the ghajtly murder ol 
nine persons, he »aid the state of 
affair reflected deep disenchant- 
ment and frustration prevailing 
among the masses who have lost 
patience after such recurring Inci- 
dents, Hanif Ramay added that the 
butchers freely operated in a city so 
close to the corridors of the powers 
and one shuddered to imagine what 
was happening in the far-flung 
areas, which are hardly ever attend- 
ed to by the rulers. 

Hanif Ramay hinted that the 
authorities wanted to create a 
situation where the Parliament was 
forced to 'pay a price for lifting 
Martial Law in the form of ratifi- 
cation of the drastic amendments 
in the 1973 document. Thereafter, 
the rulers would feel extremely 
secure and safe and would not hesi- 

tate to lift Martial Law. He warned 
them in plain words not to concen- 
trate powers in their own hands, 
reminding them of the fate of some 
deposed rulers who had done so. 
Hanif Ramay advised the Parlia- 
ment members to agree to hold 
elections after every three years en 
party basis so that real democracy 
could be restored in the country. 

According to PF1. the former 
Punjab Chief Minister said 'today 
we were preparing to celebrate 
Independence Day but we must 
ponder at this stage whether we 
really have any freedom'. 

He was convinced that if the 
nation was not introduced to tech- 
nology and expertise in computer 
and solar energy within the next 
ten years, it would be left 
thousands of years behind the co- 
mmunity of nations. 

Mr. Ramay was unhappy to 
observe that Punjab and Sind had 
been made to wrangle over the 
issue of distribution of Indus waters 
while load-shedding had severely 
damaged the economy, causing a 
loss of billions of rupees. 
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STEPS TOWARD LIFTING MARTIAL LAW REVIEWED 

Islamabad THE MUSLIN in English 17 Aug 85 p 4 

[Article by Khalid Akhtar] 

[Text] /\t |0,1st ;, (|efinile (jnlc |ias 

been   set   for   the   lifting   of 
Miiiti.il Law. Few had anticipa- 
ted      that     Prime      Minister 
Mohammad       Khan       Junejo 
would be in a position to make 
the   much  awaited  announce- 
ment retiaidint) the withdrawal 
of Martial L.T.V within a speci- 
fic period in his public address 
at Minaie-Pakistan on August 
14.  It appears that things had 
moved   rather  quickly,   if not 
unpredictably,   during the last 
few days. In any case happier 
tidings    could not have come 
for  the nation  than the cate- 
gou'cal assiiianco by the Prime 
Minister that Martial Law will 
go before January-1986. 

The Prime Minister could not 
have ninde such ;i crucial ami 
important announcement without 
the concurrence und approval of 
President Zia. Still it would have 
bee» more reassuring had the Pre- 
sident himself made a rofcrenre to 
I he lil'tinp of Martial Law, even 
it it was an indirect one, in his 
address at the Hag hoisting cere- 
mony at the Presidency 
on the Independence Dav. 
I or it is the President who, after 
all, has in decide when Martial I aw 
is to he ended. || was not long ago 
that Ihr President and the Premier 
had sadly negated each other on 
Pakistan's possible response to con- 
tinued provocations by the A fell an 
regime   the lallei thicatcning "reta- 

liation and the former ruling out 
any sneh action. It is hoped that 
President 7,ia and Piemier Junejo 
will trot contradict each other on 
the sensitive issue of time limit 
tor the withdrawal ol Martial 
Law. (July a few days ago Presi- 
dent Zia had reportedly said that 
it would take another 15 months to 
lift Martial Law. Fvcn the proceed- 
ings in the National Assembly had 
not indicated that Martial Law 
would po by the end of this year. 
1 lie N.A Committee report on new 
political parties act envisages that 
it will take 12 to 15 months for the 
registration and reactivation of 
political parties- a prc-rc<|uisilc lor 
the withdrawal of Martial Law. Hut 
Mr. Junejo's statement at Minar c- 
Pakislan has pleasantly run counter 
to all (his. How the two positions 
will be reconciled remains to be 
seen. 

PLEASANT SUP PKISE 

Mr.  Junejo's addiess of August 
14 has given the nation a pleasant 
surprise,   lie  talked  about  solving 
the   people's  problem   of clirnina- 
tinr corniplion and  above all  or 
ushering in an era ohhc duly demo- 
cratic dispensation,   this is all very 
pood   and   encouraging.    Hut   one 
would   wish   that  he  had pone a 
slcp further. What the people need 

•inore   badly   is an  assurance   that 
their   fundamental   rights   will   be 
resloted. It is very unfortunate that 
for    sometime    past     our    nileis 
have been talking about democracy 
minus people's tislits   a dichotomy 
that   is   doing   little good   to  our 
body politic. 

Ill at   the continuation of Mar- 
tial   Law   has   been     eroding   the 
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credibility of the National Assembly 
is bcyotul doubt. Ulis has streng- 
thened opposition within and out- 
side the Douse. Mr. Juncjo and Ins 
colleagues have been factor, many 
ctnbarrMsnR moments. The motion 
on the validity of PCO generated 
quite a heat in the Assembly,   he 
Chair's ruling on it could go cither 
way. And finally the opposition is 
preparing to introduce a resolution 
in the Mouse calling for withdrawal 
of Martial Law. According to latest 
reports 60 or 70 odd members have 
already   signed  the resolution and 
more may   extend their support to 
it The situation may not be alarm- 
ing  Tor  the  regime but it conic! 
certainly  turn out to be an    irri- 
tant for them. But for the time 
being Mr. Juncjo's announccmen 
regarding   withdrawal   of   Martial 
Law would neutralise all opposition 
moves to comer the regime.. 

The Martial Law authorities 
could draw some consolation Iron) 
the Tact that a non-party House 
would scarcely produce a coherent 
and effective opposition. Tins 
explains how and why despite all 
the noise for the withdrawal of 
Martial Law, military rule slays on. 

There   is   consensus   that   Martial 
Law  should  go  immediately   but 
there    Ls   hardly   any   unanimity 
of views in the opposition regard- 
ing what should follow next.  Ihis 
has made the Opposition hesitant 
and   incapable   of  offering   alter- 
native    solution.     Hy     accepting' 
non partv     polls,    the    members, 
whether they belong to the official 
party or the opposition have accep- 
ted amendments in the Constitu- 
tion.  It  is now on the extent of 
these   amendments   that  the  .-Jur- 
dal    Law   authorities,    the   V\<-> 

and the Opposition appear to hold 
different views. This iian abnormal 
situation and explains the gravity of 
die constitutional crisis the country 
is faced with. 

UNWIELDY MAJORITY 

The biggest disadvantage of the 
partyless Mouse has  been  that  it 
has resulted in an unwieldy major- 
ity       group     and     a        feeble 
Opposition.   And   it   appear   that 
whatever measures the regime may 
take it has to live witli some of the 
drawbacks  of partyless elections. 
Interestingly, President Zia has so 
far  kept   himself aloof from  Mr. 
Junejo's efforts aimed at creating 
the King's    Party notwithstanding 
the  fact  that it is the President 
who needs to civilianise his rule. 
Most probably President Zia does 
not want to associate himscir with 
an exercise the outcome of which is 
not clear at the moment. As it is, 
any  setback   in the formation of 
the King's Party'will I« Mr. June- 
jo's failure- President Zia will be 
there to play another round accord- 
ing to his own lights. 

It has been repeatedly sajd that 
Martial Law could only be lilted 
when the National Assembly has 
stabilised its position. But if over 
50 per cent turnout in the polls 
could not give stability to the 
Assembly, none else could. Similar 
is the case with the Referendum 
leading to Gen. Zia's election as 
President. This is all due to our 
non-conventional approach towards, 
democracy- the non-party polls are 
an instance in point. The lilting of 
Martial Law will be a big step 
forward only if it is not replaced by 
a PCO! 
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PARTIES, POLITICS: PRIME MINISTER'S PREDICAMENT REVIEWED 

Islamabad THE MUSLIM in English 17 Aug 85 p 4 

[Text] 
III IS year Independence Day was somewhat dille- 
icnt from that of the last several years. After a long 
time, the government as well as opposition political 
parlies were allowed to hold public meetings in 
various parts of the country. In keeping with the 
thrust of participatory democracy, a semblance of 
which has been in evidence since the February 25 
polls, the government itself under the Prime Minis- 
ter's leadership held a big public meeting in Lahore, 
Pakistan's political capital. Cornmendably, the 
government allowed the MRD to hold an equally 
big public meeting also in Lahore. These two events, 
while being related, arc not without significance in 
that they mark the beginning of a new phase in 
Pakistan's politics-a phase in which politics will be 
allowed through political parties. 

Apart   from   the   fact   that   public   rallies   were 
allowed,  the importance of the August  14 meeting 
was that the Prime Minister gave a solemn commit- 
ment to the nation to lift Martial Law by January 1, 
1986. This reiterates his earlier resolve made before 
his maiden appearance in parliament that "Martial 
Law   and   Civijian   Government   cannot   co-exist". 
Lvcrsincc the induction of the Prime Minister and 
the new civilian government, there had been repeated 
demands made by members of parliament as well as 
the MRD for the full restoration of democracy, via 
lifting  of Martial  Law. Regrettably, an impression 
gained ground that  official quarters were deliberately 
filibustering on  this issue and that the decision to 
lift Martial Law had been shelved for the time being. 
Concurrently, the matter was bogged down in maze 
of procedures, committees, reports and debates. Now 
that an unambiguous commitment has been madcf by 
the Prime Minister in fairly categorical language, we 
would hope that the march towards January 1 will be 
unhindered M>y detours or zigzags       including oft 
repeated  arguments  regarding  "law  and  order"  or 
newly propounded theories of "political vacuum". 
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The important aspect in this regard is that civiliani- 
sation cannot be selective or piecemeal. The govern- 
ment cannot hope to have one set of rules for itself 
and different ones for others, particularly those in the 
opposition. Now that it is establishing an official 
parliamentary party, it should not be averse to oppo- 
sition within parliament as well as outside it. In any 
case, such a process will be a plus for the credibility 
of the new parliament and the government and help 
in consolidating the political process which has 
remained'retarded over the years through military 
intcrventionism and bureaucratic diktat. In fact, by 
allowing MRD to hold public meetings in Pakistan, 
the government has accepted the legitimacy of the 
opposition within our political structure. The Prime 
Minister's assurance will be welcome by all democra- 
tic minded people and they will be supportive of 
efforts being made by him in this direction. The 
Prime Minister can do no greater service to this 
country other than getting Martial Law lifted and 
ensuring a stable and smooth transition to a civilian 
parliamentary democracy. 
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POLITICAL PARTIES PROFILED 

Islamabad THE MUSLIM in English 11, 12, 13, 15, 18 Aug 85 

[Articles by Dr. Mohammad Waseem] 

[11 Aug 85 p 4] 

[Text] 

The current interest in revi- 
ving   political   parlies   and  in 
ways to limit their scope both 
struchnally   and  operationally 
invites comment on the present 
and future of political parties 
in  Pakistan.   Foremost among 
tliom  is the Pakistan Peoples' 
Parly   (PPP).  All  agree that it 
is the laigesl single party in the 
country.  Some maintain  that 
it   is   far  more   popular than 
all  other parties put together   , 
including   its   lesser   partners' 
within    the   MHD. .The   real ' 
controversy about th'e PPP is, 
however,  related  to'the kind 
of  politics   it    icpresents,   or 
should  represent,   both   inside 
and outside the party. 

Jlie ITP slilt enjoys tin- remark- 
able distinction of having been 
capable of «inning a majority of 
seats in (West) Pakistan within 
three years of its cxfctcncc, ic 
from 19Ö7 to 1970. It was not 
lust a simple Breakaway faction of 
»'c ruling party, as was the case 
with earner parties, rather. It einer- 
Red due to |,„|,|jc disenchantment 

II».   H'c   ITI-   „|   the   late   j%iis 
can IK compared with the Muslim 
.ague of middle 1940s. Uoth had 

two feiitntes j„ common: a stratum 
"I rural elite and a wide spectrum 
pf urban m(c!li>,cn!sia. The Muslim 
League  won over la.ge sections of 
landlords    in    Punjab    and    also 
enjoyed  the support ofa middle- 
class   urban   croup  of intellectuals  ■ 
und   professionals,   who  nave   the 
Party its organisation ami ideology 

CLASS BASF. 
| «lie:    PPP,   on    (he   other   hand, 
: could onlist the support of cmerg- 
; log  medium scale  farmers  as  well 

as   the   relatively   less   privileged 
urban intelligentsia geared towards 
progressive Metis. I lie former defea- 

, ted    (lie    exclusively    ruraj-based 
unionist   party   ns   well   as   such 
Mclusively  urban-based  parlies as 
Ktiaksar lehrik and Majlis c-Alirar 
llic latter defeated such cxcjiisivcly 
rural-based parties as  the  Muslim 
League (s; of 1970 and such exclu- 
sively   urban   parties   as   Jarnat-c- 
Islaml and other rctidous groups hi 
both eases, the rural' winy represen- 
ted the power base, along with the 
voter blocs, while the urban wing 
was   responsible  for  organisational 
work,  such  as  party  propaganda 
rationalisation   of  the   party   pro- 
pamriie,   image    building   of   the 
leader and  preparation  or Ideolo- 
gien! syntheses. «■ J 

When  in power from  197j   to 
1977, the PIT'S radical urban inte- 
lligentsia was increasingly alienated, 
while   their   crucial   organisational 
work was transfeiied to PIT confi- 
dants witliin the bureaucracy. On 
the   other  hand,   the  support   of 
landlords   was   cultivated   with   a 
renewed vigour.   Bhutto chose  to 
combat the PNA before and after 
the March 1977 elections with the 
Help of landlords and bureaucrats, 
flic much maligned intellectuals of 
his  parly  were no match for the 
stiong urban based intellectuals of 
PNA.    In    oilier    words.    Ilhutlo 
heavily relied on slate power and 
dispensed   with   his  street power, 

which   was   represented   by   partv 
cadres,    intellectuals    and   consti- 
tuency-level   workers.   With   most 
of  the   landlord elements staying 
Indoors   and partv  activists  Ircing 
thus  alienated,  the   1978-79 cam- 
paign to save Bhutto failed miserab- 
ly, despite his Immense popularity 

; with the masses at large. Realising 
Ills failure to mobilise the general 
jpublic,   the   ppp   high   command 
agreed   to   forge  a  bioad  alliance 
with   its   erstwhile   adversary,   the 

|l'NA, in 1981 and gave birth to the 
Movement     for    Restoration " of 
Democracy    (MltD).    I;.vcr   since, 
the PPP has played its role in the 
country's  politics   from   the  plat- 
form of the MRD, while its internal 
organisational   problems   continue 
ro produce unrest within. 

i 

CHANGING Ron; 
The  PPP has undergone more 

changes In its role and its personali- 
ty  than  any  other major party of 

'Pakistan   in   tjic  last   8  years   of 
martial   law.  There  arc   two main 
reasons   Tor this:   The  PPP, unlike 
any oilier party In the country, was 
a ruling party immediately before 
the    present    regime     took over, 
and it  went through considerable 

| tension in the process of adjusting 
as an ex-government party. Second 
it was the exclusive taiget of the 
ppwrnincnt, playing with flic life cf 
its    leader,    the   long   internment 
period   ol   iis   acting  chairpersons 

jartrl a variety of punishments for its 
leaders   and   workers   throughout 
the country. A bitter debate over 
the ends and means of the party's 
stnigglc   for  democracy  followed. 
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It  was  alleged   that active patty 
work   had   fallen   back   on   pro- 
gressive workers at the lease fine, 
while the top-level party leadership 
remained in   the hands  of power 
politicians.   The  latter   were   not : 
concerned   wilh   ideological  qucs-. ! 
lions   and   distrusted   tire   party \ 
workers     completely.     In     one 
author's words, Uiere were various 
groups of "ideologues" and "poli- 
ticals" in the PI'P, («longing to the 
"party cell" and "inner cell" res-1 
pectively,  which  fiercely opposed i 
one another botJi in Pakistan and | 
abroad.   To    these   factions   was 
added   a  small  group   of  Bhutto 
faithfuls,   such   as   Tikka   Khari, 
Rao   Rashid   and   Dr.   Nasir   A. 
Sheikh, who stood by him through 
the darkest period of his incarcera- 
tion. They, therefore, command the 

Bhutto ladies respect and trust to 
an extent which would otherwise 
be considered politically disastrous 
due to their subjective paternalistic 
vision In contrast with the original 
mass participatory vision of the 
PPP. 

In a way, all PPP-stylc "leftist" 
parties undergo change after coming 
to power. Trie social governments 
of President Mitterrand in France, 
Andreas Pappandrcou. in Greece 
Filipe Gonzales in Spain, Julius 
Nyeierc in Tanzania and the Baath 
Party in Iraq and Syria have sired 
some of their hardline positions on 
ideological or foreign policy issues 
after coming to power. The diffe- 
rence between the PPP and other 
"leftist" parties lies in the former's 
inability to regain its large consti- 
tuency lost after it was deposed. It 
was due mainly to the continua- 
tion of the party hierarchy of the 
lalter period. That means that the 
party is no longer capable of 
launching a mobilisation campaign 
effectively enough that the state 
would feel It necessary to open its 
doors to it once again. Nor is it 
likely to attain such capability in 
(lie near future. What it ■ badly 
lacks now is the urban intelligent- 
sia, which operated as a "trans- 
mission belt" between ,tlie rural 
elite and the ■ constituency-level 
parly workers. It is no surprise; 
therefore, that the organisa- 
tional and ideological work of the 
PI'P is in a shambles, and no clear 
thinking on domestic or foreign 
issues is coming forth from any 
quarter. 

The anomaly Is that the con- 
centration of party leadership in 
London has miserably failed to 
produce a consensus on the party's 
programme and future strategy. 
While the mantle of leadership is 
securely placed on the shoulders 
of Benazir Bhutto, a raping war of 
different factions is going on. It is 
basically    an   intra-elite   struggle, 

whcicin each" faction has been 
trying to wear an ideological 
face. Much has been said about 
Benazir's inability to integrate these 
factional groupings into a coherent 
whole. The problem, however, 
seems to be rooted in the dissipa- 
tion of party leadership in the face 
of the most devastating political 
vacuum in the country. 

PRESENT DILEMMA 

We can outline three aspects of 
the present dilemma of the PPP: 
First, the party is a serious conten- 
der for power, unlike most other 
parties in Pakistan. That means that 
it must be a "movement party" 
once again, because in Pakistan's 
non-democratic political framework 
the only way of entering the state 
system is through opening up the 
gates of constitutional nrle vja 
elections. Unfortunately, the PPP 
has yet to make a transition from a 
pro-status quo position to the one 
of a "movement party". The 
present factional squabbling -is 
rooted essentially in this status-quo 
orientation. 

Second, there is a sejious organi- 
sational gap between the leadership 
and the workers, resulting in the 
absence of guidelines for action, 
lack of opinion-making at the 
popular level and overall "psychic 
anarchy". This gap is a rcsultof the 
removal of the leadership from 
Pakistan, the ascendancy of a post- 
1971 generation of leadership with- 
in the ccuntry with whom party 
workers find it difficult to identify, 
uid, not the least, the reduced 
power of intellectuals in the party. 
The longer this gap continues, tire 
.Tiore difficult it becomes for 
Benazir Bhutto and her close 
issociatcs to weld disparate 
ilements in the party. 

NEW FORCES 

Third, the PPP has yet to come 
to grips with the fact of the 1985 
elections and the emergence of a 
parliament. The legislators, who 
claim to have mass popularity and 
who are engaged in a relatively 
uninterrupted process of putting 
institutional pressure on the overall 
framework of martial law with the 
end of removing It, arc an ambi- 
valent category of political leaders, 
quite a fdw of whom came from the 
PPP ranks.The political struggle for 
this party is thus becoming a 
morass of conflicting forces. 

A severe test of the PPP's 
maturity as a party is forthcoming 
in the form of a possibly condi- 
tional revival of parties. Being a 
non-registered party and the bearer 
of Bhutto's legacy, all efforts will 
perhaps be made to eliminate it 
from the political scene. Will, 

I then, the party leadership opt for a 
'more radical approach, or will it 
tag to seek an accommodation with 
the ruling elite on this issue? Will 
it scarcli for allies among the 
members of various assemblies'? Will 
it try to go it alone, or will it at no 
point abandon fellow members of 
the MRD? Lastly, what is its 
strategy vis-a-vis Asghar Khan's 
call for agitation from 14 August? 
Indications  are  that   Benazir will 
find it hard to change the existing 
balance between the radicals and 
conservatives. Also, bestowing legi- 
timacy on the elected members of 
assemblies will put it in a moral 
crisis and alienate it from the rest 
of the MRD. It seems the leader- 
ship, ideological orientation, or 
organisational structure of die PPP 
will continue unchanged for the 
foreseeable future. Perhaps its 
leadership is Contented to bid its 

. time, until destiny calls it. Mean- 
while, no big or small issue is likely 
to create a mass convulsion in its 
favour, not even tlic forthcoming 
burial of Shahnawaz Bhutto. 
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[12 Aug 85 p 4] 

[Text] 

The last decade has seen the 
Tehrik    attain    organisational 
maturity, at least in a formal 
way. It has produced written 
literature,   related   to  various 
aspects of national life. It has 
conducted elections of office- 
holders almost regularly, even 
though Asghar Khan has been 
able  to  manage to influence 
the outcome in one way or the 
other.   The   party   has   been 
gradually acknowledged among 
the articulate sections of the 
population as a viable political 
organisation, with a relatively 
stable leadership. Having been 
a  nongovernment party ever 
since its inception, its cultiva- 
tion   of  a   public   appeal   - 
geared towards clean   politics 
— is largely based on a moral 
vision of public life. In actual 
strength,  it claims  to be the 
second   largest   party   in   the 
country,    which    is    usually 
contested  by  other  aspirants 
for   that   position.   This   fact 
explains why the Tehrik leader- 
ship is constantly preoccupied 
with     the     PPP,    which    It 
considers to be the main hurdle 
in Its march to power. It also 

'. explains why  the Tehrik  has 
sometimes    used    the    PPP's 
leftist rhetoric and chosen to 
penetrate  its traditional cons- 
tituency  among  the  working 
class in a bid to beat it in an 
open political contest. 

While the PPPV nppcnl remains 
strong in rural areas and hns prog- 
ressively weakened in urban areas, 
with the lehrik the reverse Is »rue. 
Its appeal has gradually expanded 
among urban professionals and 
Intellectuals, while it has no base In 
the countryside. While projecting 
Itself as a 'Vropicssivc" anti-feudal 
paily, it has iched heavily on mere 
patty progiammc to win over 
political space in the countryside. 

DIVIDENDS 

hand, the Muslim League represents 
the feudal class of this country, 
with s sprinkling of urban profes- 
sionals here and there. On the other 
hand, the PPP still commands the 
support of the large poor peasant/ 
landless tenant class, which is 
embroiled In complex tcnurial 
relations. In this situation, the 
natural choice for the Tehrik'* rural 
constituency would have been the 
progressive middle-farmers. But It 
has failed to capture their imagina- 
tion. 'Iliis class is not represented 
among the party's higher ranks or 
middle-level cadres. 

URBAN BASE 

Naturally, that has not paid any 
dividends until now. Ihe rural 
population has tem;ilncd largely 
outside the orbit of the Tehrik's 
organisational work, despite its 
claims to the contraiy. On the one 

As far as the Tchilk's stronger 
urban base is concerned, it can be 
defined  In  terms of elite profes- 
sionals and ex-bureaucrats. Instead 
of creative intelligentsia, the party 
roues   on  prosperous  middle-class 
cadres    who   Initiate   plans    for 
development, ask for elimination of 
corruption  and bigotry  from the 
society and suggest constitutional 
democratic     solutions    Jo     tltc 
country > deepening political crisis. 

; 'Ihe Tehrik has a good infrastruc- 
j turc   to   opetatc   from   and   has 
! cultivated understanding with select 
! trade union leaderships, media men, 
university  intelligentsia and some 

; freelancers. What it has not been 
. able to do Is to create an Ideological 
i synthesis  which would give It an 
| identity and a personality. It has 

failed to speak the public language 
I for change. In fact, it lacks credit 
; for being a party for change at all. 
; lhat is a crucial failing in as much 

as a serious contender for power 
from outside the military-bureau- 
cratic   establishment   of  Pakistan 
must be seen to aim at structural 
change to capture people's imagina- 
tion, bi otlicr words, the  Tehrik. 
seen» to share the fate of so many 
Other political parties of Pakistan 
which promise to continue existing , 
on   the   periphery  of the power 
structure   of   this   country.    Ihe! 
difference lies in the fact that it has' 
seriously been preparing itself for > 
the government. 

One can ask: on what ground? 
With no mass base in the country, 
can the Tehrik's bid for power be 
taken seriously? 'Ihe apparent 
confidence of the party leadership 
can be rooted In its composition. It 
Is a party of ex-bureaucrats and 
ex-powcr-holdcrs. It is a party of 
the counter-elite, for whom power 
is there for the taking. But the 
tragedy is that Pakistan's state 
system    docs    not   provide    for 

circulation of elites" through 
regular elections. Instead, It co-opts 
the dissident elements, or, if that is 

i not possible, It just destroys them. 
] The only way to open up the doors 
of this state, at least In the past, 
has been through mass movements. 
The Tehrik Is not made of that 
stuff. It has neither power-hungry 
landlord politicians among its ranks 
who would be prepared to take 
political risks nor militant workers 
at the constituency-level who might 
become the cannon fodder in a 
mass campaign. "lhcrcforc, Tchrlk- 
e-Istiqlal's future as a mass party is 
far from settled and by no means 
bright. 

Hie Tehrik's jelf-same identity 
as a contender for power is 
manifested through its frustration 
with the MRD, which it considers a 
drag on its own capabilities. Its 
leadership has often shown dis- 
satisfaction with the MRU's lack of 
readiness to play the political game 
according to the new rules. It docs 
not believe in waiting endlessly for 
the opportune moment to strike 

I the government, unlike the lesser 
parlies of the MRU, which have 
shown such willingness. It is often 
alleged that Asghar Khan and other 
leaders of the Tehrik have been 
close to the corridors of power and 
arc therefore set for a solo flight 

. towards it. And yet the fact Is that 
these leaders, brought up as they 
were on stringent career Bncj 
spread over a lifetime of increases in 
their income  and  status,  are no 
f'olitical gamblers at all. llicy arc 
iistcul a cautious lot. Such 

'pragmatism" may be responsible 
for certain half decisions of the 
party at times of crisis and lack of 
vigour in pursuit of certain policies 
approved by its leadership. 

1'UBEIC CAUSES ' 

Ihe lehrik has more, leaders 
than workers, hi Pakistan, as else- 
where party workers are the 
product of public causes, which are 
usually identified with leaders, 
consolidating thereby their clientele 
networks. Ihe Tehrik's lack of 
Identity with an exclusive cause has 
kept its leadership less integrated 
with the political workers at the 
base line. A parly with a heavy 
overlay of leaders and a soft belly 
underneath is organisationally 
weak. We can consider the Ichrlk's 
performance in this light. Its leaders 
have often entered into public 
controversies with other parties 
and individuals over personal and 
ideological issues, from which they 
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have emerged in a less than enviable 
position. This can be partly 
explained in terms of lack of feed- 
back below. 

A related problem is the nature 
of Asghar Khan's leadership. At 
times of crisis in the country 
at large, he captured the 
public imagination"-' in 1969 and 
1977. He commanded a political 
following which far exceeded his 
narrow party base. His elevation to 
the position of ann alternative to 
Ayub and later Bhutto, unfortunat- 
ely, did not reflect in his organisa- 
tional strength. In other words, 
Asghar Khan's tall stature could hot 
be harnessed for popularisation of 
his party. One jeason can be the 
oppressive nature of Pakistan's 
political system, wldch does not 
allow any political leader to build 
his organisational base in the 
country. Another, more specific, 
reason seems to be the apparent 
disjunction between the urban- 
based .cosmopolitan leadersliip of 
the Tehrik and the factional base 
of rural power structure from 
which it is completely alienated. 

ELECTIONS 

lite  1985 elections have once 
again brought tills party to a point 

where if has~to review its political 
alignments, its socio-economic 
policies and its attitude towards 
martial law. In all probability, it 
will seek to expand its constituency 
in certain sectors of the society 
where it is less represented than 
necessary for its claims of being a 
national party. Similarly, it may 
not seek -to come to a broad- 
based understanding with the PPP, 
with wliich it shares a relatively 

.secular vision of politics, a 
irefomiist attitude towards national 
problems and a; commitment to 
elections under the  1973  Consti- 

:,' tution as the only way to demo- 
cracy. It seems both the parties will 
continue following parallel routes 

«to their cherished goal of winning a 
mass mandate. The big opportunity 
for the Tehrik might come with the 
promulgation of the new parties 
act, wliich would perhaps try to 
eliminate the PPPX role from 
politics. Whether the Tehrik fails 
for the temptation or not is an 
open question. But, one thing is 
certain: It has to go a long way to 
create a mass constituency wliich 
would put it safely on the seat of 
power. Perhaps alignment with its 
arch-adversary the PPP might be an 
answer, but that is neither here nor. 
there. ' 

[13 Aug 85 pp 4,  7] 

[Text] 

The Pakistan Muslim 
League, currently led by the 
Pir of Pagara, „is the king's 
party par excellence. It has 
served the purpose of the 
permanent ' establishment in 
Pakistan while in government 
or outside it. It can therefore 
be considered a permanent 
party, in the sense that, given 
the nature of electoral poli- 
tics in Pakistan, it has often 
managed to muster great 
strength in the legislative 
assemblies. It ceased to be a 
movement party at the time of 
independence and has since 
followed a policy of the 
status quo in most matters, 
be it land reform,' teriuriat 
relations, law-and-order, the 
bureaucracy's one-way flow 
of authority or foreign policy 
commitments. While the civil 
and military bureaucracies 
have championed the cause of 
agricultural arid industrial 
development, they have also 
tried to control its dysfunct- 

ional effects on society. That 
explains their keenness to rely 
ori the landed elite which, 
even more fervently, tries to 
keep the social f&biic intact. 
The feudal leadership of the 
Muslim League (s) therefore 
represents the Pakistan state's 
vested interest in 
backwardness. 

LANDED FACTIONS 

Strictly speaking the Muslim 
League b no party at all. It is 
a collection of landlord 
factions which have been float- 
in$_pn the sea  of national politics. 

:It has inherited this character from 
pre-independence days. For thirty 
years, i. e. from 1906 to 1936, it 
remained a party of nobles and 
professional elites. Froni 1937 to 
1947, it came under the influence 
of the urban middle classes led 
by the Qiiaid-i-Azam,-which lent 
it an ideological and organisational 

, maturity . However; this influence 
was rather temporary and super- 
ficial.   By   the       time   Pakistan 

.emerged' as an independent 
country,1    landlords   had   already 

managed to wean away the party's 
middle level leadership. After inde- 
pendence,  the factional groupings 
of landlords became the mainstay 
of    the   Muslim    League.    They 
entered into coalitions with each 
other; various groups were lured 
away by the bureaucracy to form 
strange alignments in the centre as 
well    as    provinces.   They    thus 
provided   the   main   excuse   for 
imposition of martial hw in 19.58. 
Once    the    urban    element   was 
sharply reduced due to its absor- 
ption  in  the    state bureaucracy, 

; Muslim League factions defined the 
; organisational    policies    at   will. 
! The   ^party    was    divided    and 
i redivided    into    many    Muslim 
'Leagues,  one  siding with Ayub's 
'government, the other languishing 

in the opposition hoping to make 
it by other means, and still another 

-representing       regional       power 
structures. 

The Muslim League, or for that 
matter any party in Pakistan, can 
survive only in an electoral framew- 

: ork of politics, because only then 
can their local influence be 
translated into real legislative 
power. . But the anomaly is that 
the Muslim League has never been 
able to win a nation-wide election. 
The      first      and       the      last 
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swelling electoral victory tel! to it 
in 19-16, which of course provided 
the  basis  for   establishment  of a 
separate    homeland    for    Indian 
Muslims,    in    Lost   Pakistan,    it 
'sought   to       postpone   elections 
constantly,   till     in   the      1954 
elections it was put to rout and 
could never     make it    again. In 
(hcPunjah and elsewhere, the party 
continued    depending    on   strong 
bureaucratic      links      and      all 
sorts   of   malparetlces   to   keen 
ahead ot other parties in    provin- 
cial  politics,  while at  the centre 
it played musical cliairs with other I 
parties and party factions. It needed 
a   controlled  system of  elections 
such as Ayub's 1 962 Constitution , 
which     again provided an outlet 
for the    landlords'    political 
ambitions.    They were too ready 

■to   accept  patronage   from    the 
Military rulers and thereby formed 
the (Convention)  Muslim League. 
However, once the necessary mech- 
anism keeping the  election system 
from becoming a free exercise of 
mass voting was gone in 1970, the 
Muslim    Leagues   or   all   shades 
crumbled badly. The same  perfor- 
mance was repented in 1977. That 
factor        explains    the    political 
approach of the   dominant Pagara 
faction of the Muslim League under 
the present    regime.    It struggled 
hard to achieve a certain type of 
elections    where    popular    forces 
including such a mass party as the 
ri'P   would   be excluded. Finally 
the 1985 elections provided exactly 
that type of voting pattern which 
could  be easily   tapped by land- 
lords. Absence of party organisa- 
tion and     elimination  of policy 
programmes   or  ideological issues 
from the   election almost ensured 
Muslim  League    victory. It thus 
shared the political vision of the 
state      bureaucracy   of  Pakistan, 
which abhorcs both well-organised 
fioliticjil parties and party-based 
deological movements. The Muslim 

League with its lowest institutional 
level, can participate in the power 
game only with the help of the 
state bureaucracy. No doubt, the 
present arrangement of enlisting the 
support of sitting legislators for the 
new parliamentary party under the 
name of the Muslim League Is a 
rehash of the old game. 

What are the political aims of 
the Muslim League now? It seems 
the. party leadership Is quite clear 
on the       issue    of    maintenance 
of the      status   quo,   which   is 

guaranteed under the leadership of | 
President Zia. In fact, it is clearer, 
on this issue now tlian under the 

. previous regimes because of the 
grim presence of a so-called 'party 
of change,' the PPP in the country - 
as understood by the regime and 
kirge sections of the public. Whit 
the Muslim League is not so clear 
about is how to sort out the 
structural issues in the new set-up. 
There is a triangular pattern of poli- 
tical interaction between the three 
forces of military, parliament and 
the old Muslim League, represented 
by President Zia, ^,\mt Minister 
Juncjoand the Fir of Pagara respec- 
tively. How far ran and should the 
military trust Junejo suppoiters in 
the parliament? Why should the 
newly elected members be stuck 
with a government whose bonafides 
are still largely suspect in the 
eyes of the grand alliance of the 
MR!). And what will be the 
attitude of old Muslim Leaguers of 
the Pagara group towards the new 
entrants into the party vh the 
assemblies, under the leadership 
of Prime Minister Junejo? 

I.KGITIAIACY 

Perhaps the answers to these 
questions lie in the peculiar nature 
of Pakistan's politics. Tor example 
the military regime is confident 
that the assemblage ot a set of 
ministers at the centre and prov-' 
inces will in all probability serve 
to legitimize the regime under: 
a civilian arrangement, tliat the, 
tatter will liave to bear therespon-l 
sibility for administration while 
It enjoys the retreats of power, 
and that it will take the air out 
of the sails of the MRD's 
opposition. No doubt the elected 
members of assemblies cannot but 
be a party to the new constitutional 
set-up which is the source of their 
present status and which they 
cannot wreck at any nrice. Tliat 
ensures a continued working 
relationship   between the military 

and parliament, both of whom arc 
distrusted by the MHO. Roth these 
facts arc rcllcctcd in the formation 

I of the new parliamentary Muslim 
I League party under the leadership 
:of. Wime Minister Junejo. The 
: Muslim League Is destined to play 
, its role as a king's party not because 
of a policy decision or a 
collective party approach or some 
kind of toadyism as alleged by Its 
opponents. Its loyalty to the reign- 
ing junta Is dictated by the landed 
.elite's complex rcbrjons with the 
local bureaucracy everywhere. The 
fact that there is no organisational 
unity or ideological fecundity only 
facilitates its adaption to most 
governments in power. In other 
words it is unable to survive on its 
own as a party and is thus forced 
to seek protection from the 

igovernment. The internal division, 
such as tliat between the I'ix of 
Pagara and S. M. Zafnr both repre- 
senting their factional following, 
are less related to Issues or po- 
licies and more to personal rival- 
ries. 

Will   the   Muslim   League   be 
able to handle the MRD agitation, 
if and when it Is   launched? It is 

! very   hard   to tell. That dilemma 
1 explains its continued dependence 

on   the    military and the latter's 
reluctance to lift martial bw. On 

j the   other   hand,   Prime   Minister 
i Juncjo's tightrope-walking 
| between   the  two personalities  of 
President Zia and the Pir of Pagara 
might   entail a   tense relationship 

, between  the various    factions of 
I the parliamentary Muslim  League 
in future. We can thus ohsave tliat 
the  logic  of events has    pushed 

.the   Muslim   League to open  its 
doors to a motley group of parli- 
amentarians  wlw  have only  one 

1 trait    in   common:   to   win   the 
maximum   political   mileage   out 

: of the military regime's need for 
legitimacy   through  accepting   its 
patronage and playing its broker's 
role In society. 
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[Text] 

Jamat-e-lslami (Jl), Jamiat-ul- 
Ulemn-n-lslam (JUI) and Jami- 
at-ul-UlRma-e-'Pakistan (JUP) 
ate three of the many religious 
parties which have sought 
a political role in Pakis- 
tan with a vigour and tenacity 
unmatched by others. All three 
have participated in Pakistan's 
politics through elections, 
constitutional debate* and 
mass movements. All are 
committed to the establish- 
ment of an Islamic polity. 
And yet none of them has 
succeeded in creating a mass 
constituency for itself during 
the last 38 years. While they 
represent an Islamic lobby of 
some consequence, -their 
mutual differences are rooted 
in sectarian conflicts, which 

, piecludc the possibility of 
foimnlion of a joint bout by, 
them. 

.11 is geatcd essentially to a 
': noli clc.ctoia! framework otpolitics. 

Its puritanical mode of thinking 
uml fundamentalist vision make it 

1 ton demanding in terms of per- 
i formancc of rituals. Wliile fallowing 
', a specific Ivpc'of politics, unattrac- 

tive to tlic public at large, this 
party lias not lieen able to translate 
iisntrssaj'c into the language of the 
masses. Especially in rural areas, its 
popularity has always been extieme- 
\y low. Its polilics is not based on 
people's day-to-day problems or on 
their individual or collective, 
identities. It rather propagate,; 
revivalistic dor nines. It cultivates 
ideological battles ai'.ainst commu- 
nism, secularism and this-worldli- 
ness in genctal. Its fundamentalism 
commits it to opposition to modem 
authority structures, especially to 
any mass participatory models ol 
polities which do not invest comp- 
lete authority In the hands of 
doctors of theology. On the other 
hand, its selective exposure to the 
West manifests itself in the usage 
of modem idioms from philosophy, 
social sciences and humanities in 
general to sponsor religious theses 
and justify authoritarian policies. 

RIGID APPROACH 

The .11's lack of sttess on demo- 
cracy, its commitment to harsh 
punishments for petty olfencesand 
its rigid -almost unimaginative- 
approach to regional aspirations in 

favour   of   a   strong,   centre  have 
attracted   the favourable attention 
of the military rulers of this coun- 
try.   Because .11  is not  an ulema 
party but an organisation based on 
leadership    by    educated   persons 
from    colleges,    universities    am! 
professions, it is alive to the cut rent 
issues of politics, especially as they 
impinge   on  religion. Jl has  thus 
been able to establish itself among 
orthodox   . sections    of    tertiary' 
classes.    It   addresses   its   consti- 
tuency   through  written literature, 
unlike JUI and JUP, which depend 
mainly   on an oral tirtdition. This 
way it lias sought to bridge the gap 
between state institutions and non- 
bureaucratic     groups    of    people 
through     providing     'Islamiciscd 
versions   of  capitalist   economics, 
democracy,     administration   .and 
education. Moreover, it has pene- 
trated the civil and military appara- 
tuses   of  the  state  itself  and  has 
somewhat oriented the thinking of 
inany oflicers towards anachronis- 
tic goals and ethnocentric apptoa- 

chrs to global politics. 

CA1CI1MKNT AREA 

I he   catchment   area    for   Jl 
mainly    comprises   lower   middle 
class elements from  big cities and 

Iniorc enterprising individuals from 
: smaller towns, who ate the general 
, bcneliclarics  of  the post-indepen- 
i den'-e    expansion    in    education. 
1 While still adhering to pre-modern 
I beliefs   and   rituals,   potential   Jl 

recruits   come   from   a   relatively 
underprivileged  section  and suffer 

.from the unstable career market lor : 
I the educated unemployed. They are j 
I usually   bitter  about   the privilege | 
j structures or society, monopolised j 
' by the feudal   and industrial elites i 
; and enjoying protection from  the 
i bureaucratic     elite.     They     thus 
i conceive the politics ol Pakistan in 
1 terms of corruption, domination by 

secularist elements, cultural influ- 
ence   or  the  West   and   need  lor 
resistance against 'alien' ideologies 
such    as   communism   and   secu- 
larism.    JI's   political    opponents 
on the. left in turn blame it tor 
supporting    centralisation    of   all 
power on  top,  thus promoting a 
fascist model for Pakistan. Similar- 
ly,    they   claim    that   the   lorces 
representing imperialism  and capi- 
talism subsidise JI's efforts against 
socialism and the working classes in 
general. 

The Jl usually operates with the 
assumption that a mass mandate is 
not a structural constant of Pakis- 
tan's politics. It has thcreiotc 
concentrated    on   penetration   ol 

educational institutions, professio- 
nal associations and media in 
general. It has a good subsidiary 
organisation in the form of the 
Islanii Jamiat Tulcba, which tries to 
captuie the imagination of students 
in colleges aiid universities. It 
sought a role in (lie trade union 
movement through the Pakistan 
National labour Federation. It also 
tried to influence ulema at thejevel 
of mosque and madrasah throtlgh its 
Aniuman lttehad-ulUlema. In the 
same way, .11 established "research" 
institutes both at home and abroad 
andi Increasingly participated in the 
international lorums of the Muslim 
world, making contacts with funda- 
mentalist groups in these countries. 
It has had considerable inllucnce on 
the Afghan refugees in recent years. 
All this, however, has not resolved 
the basic dilemma of the Jl i.e., 
how to win mass support. As no 
Sii'.h probability exists in the neat 
in nur, it will pcthaps continue 
Its qualified support for the present 
regime. 

lire   JUI,   on   the   other hand, 
■ semi   clearer   about   its   ideology. 
; political  aims and constituency. It 
i derives   its   inspiration   from    the 
i Deoband seminary in India, which 
; thrives on a    tradition ol rejection 

ol all thini'S Western, including the 
colonial   state,   modernist culture, 
secular     philosophy     and     even 
Fnglish-cducated     theologians    ol 
Islam. 

l'ROUD IIKRITAGK 

The Jtll has a proud heritage of 
ami imperialism, which is, however, 
accompanied     by     retreats     into 
medieval  theology.  After indepen- 
dence,     there    have     been     two 
dominant trends in Deobandi poli- 
tics: in Punjab, it gradually driftcc" 
to sectarian issues and was increa- 
singly hostile to the llrelvi school 
of thought and such non-madrasah 
ulema   as   Maulana Maudoodi.    It 
shied away from taking up political 
issues,    though     it    continued   a 
general lobbying for Islaihisation of 
the constitution. Or course,  there 
wete exceptions, such as the ami- 
Ahmadyia riots in 1953, 1974 and 
1984, and an oppositionist    stance 

j towards   the   196 2   Family   Ordi- 
i nance. On (lie other hand, the JUI 
i is an identifiable political force in 
■ selected areas of southern  NW1P, 

Mere,  the  tribal/ethnic  ties within 
the 'alien' administrative structure 
have    produced    tension,    which 
provides    the   dominant   political 

.idiom   of   Islam   in   an   electoral 
framework. Otherwise, these ulema 
continue     operating     in     society 
mainly     from    the pulpit   of    tlie 
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mosque, making little headway 
towards a permanent position in 
the local power structure. After 
Mufti Mahniood. the party's Inter-, 
nal division has weakened itconsi-' 
derahly. The Jill (I'azlur Rchntan 
group) Is currently aligned with die 
MRP, where it espouses the cause 
of democracy. Its hostility towards 
the Jl lias further increased, due to 
the latter's flirtation with the 
martial law regime. 

What is .IIII likely to do once 
the new Political Parties Act comes 
into operation? Perhaps It will 
seek a collective MRI) stand on the 
issue, because it has little chance 
of survival as a viable political 
organisation except under the 
hitter's umbrella. Its performance 
in any forthcoming elections is very 
unpredictable, but It promises to 
survive ns an organisational expre- 
ssion of the important Deo band 
school of Islamic theology. 

t]VV BASE 

While the Jill has its core area 
in southern NV/I P, the JUP has its 
base in urban Sind. It mainly rep- 
resents large sections or the Urdu- 
speaking population, which 
formally adhere to die teachings of 
Sufi   ulcma. especially diosc from 

Brclvi. '(his party is in ore relaxed 
on the issue olTdamlc politics than 
the fundamentalist Jl or the ortho- 
dox JUP. Ihis is mainly because It 
is less demanding of its religious 
followers in political martcrs. The 
JUP's leader, Shah Ahmad Noorani, 
balked over the issue of joining the 
MRI) while it was being formalised 
into an oppositionist alliance. Since 
then, the JUP's political identity 
has suffered greatly. It was neither 
pro-government like the PML 
(Pagata group) or the Jl, nor pro- 
MRP. It thuslost both die former's 
patronage and the latter's public 
legitimacy through its lack of clear 
vision and bold initiative. 

Hie JUP's religious attitudes 
seem to be more imaginative than 
those of the Jl and JUI. If seeks to 
reflect the mass interest in building 
a humanitarian society, unlike the 
latter, who arc committed to 
coercing the general populace into 
acceptance of their own rcvivalistic 
image of Islamic society. But Uie 
JUP's inherent limitations, such as 
its identity with Urdu-speaking 
people in Sind, its lack of a rural 
base and Its readiness to take up 
sectarian issues, might keep it at 
its present level of relative insigni- 
ficance in die larger political system 
of Pakistan. 

[18 Aug 85 p 4] 

[Text] 

Pakistan, like many Third 
World countries, has a plelhort 
of political parties operating or. 
the margins of national power 
structure. It is clear that these 
parties will never make it to 
the seat of Government, nor: 

Indeed will muster enough 
strength to influence the 
pattern of local politics In any 
significant way, And yet they 
continue being around for 
various reasons, often seeking 
to play a political role of some 
sort In pursuit of their ex- 
pressed goals. These reasons are 
deeply rooted in the nature of 
Pakistan's political system 
which provides a rationale for 
the existence of these parties 
and characterizes their role 
with various ends and means. 

Foremost among these smaller 
lardes  arc  NPP, PPP. PML and 
NP.Thcsc single lender parties arc 

the integrated factional groupings. 
E 

TARTY PLATFORMS 
Their leaders have sometimes 
In the past played a significant 
role possibly from other party 
platforms. NPP (formerly NAP) 
los Its roots In an earlier pliase 
of Pakistan politics, when the 
Punjabi Mujaliar domination of the 
state system led to formation of a 
fiarty by the provincial autonomists 
ed by the list Bengalis. Following 

the NAP split in 1 967, Wall Klun 
emerged as the leader of dominant 
West wing faction. He thus repre- 
sented the radical anti-conttist ele- 
ments   within   and   outside   the' 
National Assembly fot eight years, 
till  the party was finally banned 
In 1975. Most of the NAP tea der - 

i ship   was   arrested  and   subsequ- 
I ently tried by a special tribunal. In 
I a bold Initiative, Slier Baz Mazarl 
i formed   NPP   as   an   alternative 
organisation    for    NAP    workers 

I who    thus    flocked    to    it    in 
! great enthusiasm. But the däriiage' 
to   Wall   Klian's   leadership   was 
already done. Serious policy issues 
were raised by the Ibluch leader- 
ship on   the one hand and leftist 
Intelligentsia of all regions on the 
other. From 1975  to 1985, Wall 
Khan's        following    has    been 
constantly    shrinking.    His   rigid 

opposition to PPP, Ids adventur- 
ous offers of co-operation with 
the present Martial law regime, 
and his alienation of Mazarl group 
within the NDP on the Issue of 
revival of 1973 Constitution 
combine with his overall fack of 
exposure to contemporary global 
politics to make him progressively 

a part of Ids tor y. NPP under his 
leadership now promises to retain 
only a marginal support poup In 
the central NWFP. 

POLITICAL OUTLOOK 

PI)P   under   the   Icadprship  of 
: Nawabzadn   Nusrullah   presents  a 

worse  scenario. PPP was formed 
out   of  four   political  parties   viz 
NPF of NurulAmln, Justice Party 

I of   Asghar   Klian,   fllzam-e-lslam 
I Party   of  Chaudhary   Mohammad 

All   and   the  Awaml   League   (8 
points).  It thus claimed to be the 
strongest   party  on  the     eve of 
1970   elections.   Yet   the   party's 
fortunes    have   always   been   In 
doldrums.  For   the last  15  years, 
the  party  Ins   had one •rational 
leader    but   nothing   else   -   no 
organisation, noldcology.no cadres, 
no   workers   Nawabzadä   himself 
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emerged on (lie rational scene 
almost by default, I. e. as a com- 
promise figure at the head of DAC 
in 1968-69 and tiler as a master 
negotiator in PNA's movement in 
1977. The reason why PDP failed 
to move ahead Is rooted in its very 
asset 1. e. Nawabzada. who was 
groomed by politicians or a by-gone 
age and whose political outlook 
remains innocent of national 
and international realities in various 
fields of social lire. 

I'ML  (Klulruddln   group) Is a 
patchwork    of       the   breakaway 
(action  or Pagata Muslim League. 
No factional grouping has ever been 
aide  to  phy a significant role In 
Pakistan politics, especially in terms 
ol   electoral activity. I'ML's only 
leader Malik Qasim Is If not exactly 
a    m.nctity,    a remnant    of old 
Muslim League Party workers who 
clung   to   the  original   leadership, 
patterns for  too long. If sincerity 
and simplicity could help restore 
democracy   in   the   country,   he 
would liavc made It long ago. We 
CTn_ describe  the late  of PNP in 
similar terms. Bizenjo has been in 
politics for more than (our decades. 
From   the   days   of  Qaht   Stale 
National Party In 1930s through 
NAP/NDP   In   1960s and  1970s 
to PNP In 1980s, Ms career lias 
shown perseverance in pursuit of 
secular goals within the framework 
of cthno linguistic nationalism. 
Such a career pattern is In direct 
contrast with the national politi- 
cal culture of Pakistan, with its 
stress on two nation theory, Islam- 
Izatlon, centralization of all power 
in the hinds of federation, and 
dispensation with the need for 
constitutional rule In the country. 
As a politician, he shares with the 
loaders of NOP, PDP and I'ML a 
vision of party :politics which Is 
less innovative and more restri- 
ctive than would otherwise lie 
needed In an era of rapid economic 
and political cliangc. PNP lias 
recently made inroads into the 
traditional NAP constituency, but 
with no promising results, 

NATIONAL STATURE 

Other smaller parlies arc less 
fortunate In as much their leaders 
are far from attaining a national 
stature. However, these parties arc 
also petty organisational networks 
around individual Intellectuals, who 
chose to take their respective 
groups of workers out of their 
parents parties, and sought an 
independent role for themselves in ! 
the larger body-politic. Ma Ira i 
Mohammad Khan's Qauml Mahaz- 

e-Azadl,   Khurshld   Hassan   Mir's 
Awaml Jamhoori Party and llanlf 
Ramay's Mnsawat Partv are clear 
examples of these so-called worker 
parties. To this list can be   added 
Various socialist parties which are 
also  characterized  by   clusters or 
close     followers     of    dominant 
opinion makers within the parent 
party  intelligentsia. For  example, 
MKP separated from the NAP in  i 
late 1960s under the leadership of 
Major'Ishanue. Within a few years 
the second line Intellectuals such' 
as Sher Ali Haclu,,Afzal Bangash, 
Iniliaz Ahm and l'a tchyal AUK han 
could   formulate   their   respective 
factional   groupings,   and   looked 
lorward founding separate parties 
of their own. Likewise, the other 
important   breakaway   faction   ol' 
NAP,  the Pakistan Socialist Party 
(CR     Aslam     group)    continues 
operating In selected constituencies 
of rural and urban workers. These 
and   other    'worker'   parties  are 
essentially      the     product      of 
ideological    differences    between 
various   leftist  Intellectuals. Tliey 
share   two   things   In   common: 
their Ideological debates are mostly 
uninformed,      personalistlc     and 
somewhat    Irrelcrant;   and   their 
understanding   of   the  politics  of 
Pakistan kicks appreciation of the 
need  for larger and hrger organi- 
sational   entities   from   the   non- 
bureaucra tic sector. 

CONSTRAINTS 

Apart from these one-man 
parties, there are other organised 
groups which operate under various 
«*"*, £<* «ample, Sind! 
Awaml lelirüc or Rasool BUN 
Paleejo which mobilized brge 
sect.ons   ol    population   in    Sind 

I yj.i 1ms had a constituency which 
is overlapping with the catchment 
area ol bigger parties such as PPP 
or   which   opposes   the   comhlneci 
?,J*g Ttf bl,reauc«cy and land- 
ords There arc other parties with 

United aitises, such as Kisan 
Committee lor the rights or 
peasants, Dehl Mchnat. Kash Mahaz 
or those or agricultural labourers 

lehrik-e-Nafaz-riqh-eJararia for 
enactment  0r  Shia laws, Majlis 

Amedis, and various trade unicu« 
»seel on pohtical groups seeking 

i voice in the system. 
Will these and other smaller 

parties continue existing on the 
margins or Pakistan's political 
system? Most probably, Yes. 
There Is a virtual monopoly of civil 
and military bureaucracies over the 

f 

state   system  of  Pakistan, which 
his   in   turn   disallowed   political 
enterprisers   In   general   to   seek 
party careers within a   parliamen- 
tary rramework. While, theadmlnis- 
tration snubs all orgarlisation based 
activity, it tends to take it seriously 
whenever and    wherever it succ- 

!ceds in making noise. In such an 
atmosphere,  political groups take 
up the role of pressure groups and 
lobby   with   the   bureaucracy  for 
their       specific      constituencies. 
Certain   other   workers   cling   to 
biß leaders in a desperate  attempt 
to  retain a   political  identity   of 
some sort. A  whole spectrum of 
opinion ranging from left   to right 
as   well   as   from ■ secularism   to 
religious politics is represented by 
a host of smaller parties, in addit- 
ion to bigger parties, which indi- 
cates    differential    exposure    of 
groups and  classes to contempor-j 
ary   processes   of   modernisation,; 
urbanization,    media    expansion, 
education and national integration. 
(CONCLUDI-D) 
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CONCERN EXPRESSED OVER 'DEEPENING EXPORT CRISIS» 

Islamabad THE MUSLIM in English 16 Aug 85 p 4 

[Text] FINAL figures of exports in 1984-85 just released by 
the State Bank of Pakistan show a deepening crisis 
in this critical sector with vast ramifications. The fall 
in exports compared to the previous year was not the 
1 3 per cent anticipated by the Economic Survey 
during the budget, but 12 per cent. Exports have 
dropped from 2,763.1 million dollars in 1983-84 to 
2 399.7 million. That means the fall was not 21 per 
cent below the target of 3,313 million dollars set, but 
around 30 per cent. 

What is far worse, this fall in exports is a continu- 
ing process, despite all the varied concessions given to 
exporters since exports reached 3 billion dollars in 
1980-81. The situation might not have been so 
alarming if home remittances, too, were not falling, 
and last year had not ended with a staggering deficit 
in the current account in balance of payments of 
1,635 million dollars, leaving a foreign exchange 
reserve enough to pay for six weeks import. And that 
reserve is now reported to have dropped further, 
necessitating determined efforts by the Government 
to borrow money from a consortium of foreign 
banks as well as the Islamic Development Bank. 

Why has this Tall of 12 per cent in exports (compa- 
red to the poor preceding year) come about when 
India's exports increased in the same period by 24 
per cent? The Economic Survey spoke of the still 
competition to Pakistan's exports from India and 
even Thailand. Thus it is time an earnest and quiet 
critical study of the reasons why Pakistan is not 
able to compete with India is made, instead of hold- 
ing frequent conferences and meetings with a battery 
of VIPs attending them. The need of the moment is a 
detailed scientific study of the problem, and not 
endless exhortations to exporters at expensively 
organised conferences. 

WhV despite the steady devaluation of the rupee 
which makes a dollar fetch 60 per cent more 
Pakistani goods, the varied export rebates, provision 
of export finance at vastly reduced interest rates 
despite the recent revision, and a variety or tax relict, 
exports have gone down by a clear 20 per cent during 
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the last three years instead of rising by 60 per cent? 
Clearly, despite the glib talk of rapid industrialisation 
of the country the economy is overridingly agricul- 
tural. And despite the claims of steady rise in the 
value added in our exports, the bulk of the exports 
are raw produces like rice, cotton and fish or margi- 
nally processed ones like cotton yarn, coarse textile 
and leather exports. Earnings crashed last year as 
the export price of rice came tumbling down. The rise 
in cotton output to six million bales was accompa- 
nied by a crash in export prices. Earnings from 
cotton cloth as well as synthetic textiles also fell. 

Aggravating the situation further were unethical 
export practices and inefficient commercial opera- 
tions. Too many businessmen want to make millions 
overnight and do not bother to meet the exacting 
demands of quality exports. As a result, exports to 
Iran, which fetched Rs. 5.94 billion in 1983-84, 
dropped to below Rs. 1.4 billion last year. What is 
needed is qualitative improvement in all these direc- 
tions, and not.the proverbial hope for the better or 
high targets set up thoughtlessly with scant suppor- 
tive measures. 

CSO:    4600/617 
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ECONOMIC COMMENTARY VIEWS »NEW PAYMENT CRISIS1 

Islamabad THE MUSLIM in English 17 Aug 85 p 4 

[Article by Aslam Sheikh] 

[Text] _    An    ,MF ; 
mission is due here early next 
month for a fresh round of 
on-going discussions on Pakis- 
tan's current balance of pay- 
ments difficulties. This is said 
to be the follow-up of talks 
held recently in Washington, 
whore some of our top offi-: 
cials did not succeed in nego- 
tiating either the compensatory 
[relief for decline in exports or 
quick disbursement of soft 
World Bank sector loans 
against the backdrop of rapidly 
dwindling foreign exchange re- 
serves. 

By now it is clear that, not- 
withstanding the rosy economic 
scenario projected in the current 
year's budget last May, the actual 
situation on the ground is far from 
satisfactory. Falling exports for the 
tlürd successive year, declining! 

remittances for the past two years, 
and a new pressure on imports 
because of a big gap in wheat 
production have resulted in a big 
draw-down of the reserves in the 
last six months. With imports 
maintaining roughly a monthly 
average of 500 million dollars, a 
jcrisiS-joJUscrious proportions con- 
fronts the country as far as 
financing immediate and pressing 
import requirements are concerned. 
A huge pllcd-up project aid is of 
little value in this situation because 
what we need Is quick -disbursing 
commodity assistance and some 
urgent cash flows. 

Some insiders say the situation 
may have been somewhat less dis- 
turbing if some concerned people 
in the Ministry of Finance had 
been more vigilant in monitoring 
the declining exports some months 
ago and approached the IMF for 
an immediate compensatory faci- 
lity within the framework of IMF' 
rules.    Apparently,    the   delayed 

approach led to the lapsing of some 
of our previous claims relating to 
the period when the fall in exports 
because of international (actors was 
the steepest. The IMF is now 
apparently haggling over the precise 
quantum of relief Pakistan is qua- 
lified to receive. It is understood 
while our calculations are around 
300 million dollars, the other 
side's estimate is much lower. 

But this is only part of the 
story. While new pressures conti- 
nue to build up on our balance of 
payments budget, the IMF, in 
concert with the World Dank, is 
dragging its lect on disbursement of 
funds because of sharp differences 
with Islamabad on some critical 
policy issues. Even Dr. llaq's new 
liberal policy drive is not entirely 
to the satisfaction of those in 
Washington who have come »n 
acquire considerable say in our 
economic policies, particularly 
since 1979-80 when we chose to 
surrender a good deal of our eco- 
nomic sovereignty in exchange for 
a massive stand-by arrangement to 
avert a major financial disaster. 

Reliable reports indicate that 
both the IMF and World Hank arc 
considerably alarmed at thci conti- 
nuing disequilibrium between our 
tardily rising revenues and gallop- 
ing cxpentliture. Obviously, they 
arc not impressed with our efforts 
In the latest budget to generate new 
real resources. May be they will 
like to wait and watch the response 
to the new budgetary moves to 
mop up 'black' money. The timing 
of the IMF" mission next month is 
significant because by then the 
picture on that front is expected to 
become clearer. 

Doth the IMF and the World 
Bank have their reservations on 

' some other policy issues too. 
While we have gone a long way In 
liberalising our import policy over 
the past six years, as well as adjust- 
ing our exchange rate system, we 
arc still heavily protectionists by 
their Standards. We arc still pressed 
foi a wide-ranging tariff reform to 
•open up our economy to the un- 
ending   demands   of   the   multi- 

nationals. Simultaneously, our pace 
of privatisation, decontrol measures 
as well as phasing out of subsidies 
arc apparently not up to the 
donors' expectations. Some say Dr. 
llaq's modest experiment with 
indexation has also not gone down 
well with the Western watchers of 
our economy as it tends to inter- 
fere with the lice How of market 
forces. 

Not very long ago, wo trium- 
phantly announced that the World 
Bank annual commitment to our 
development needs would be rising 
to 850 million dollars. Hut it seems 
the disbursement of relatively soft 
sector loans of 400 million dollar? 
is still a big question mark because 
we seem reluctant to pay the heavy 
price or qualifying for it. Unless 
IMF gives us an early certificate 
of good behaviour, the World Dank 
will not oblige. In the meantime, 
our balance of payments situation 
is heading towards a dangerous 
point. It is clear the next two or 
three months are crucial in our 
economic decision-making. 

It is true that the complicated 
situation we have trapped ourselves 
In today is the result or many years 
of our dependence on external re- 
sources and consequent dictation of 
our economic policies from out- 
side. We can now get out of It gra- 
dually, by drawing more and more 
on our Internal reserves of strength. 
But one wonders if out elites accus- 
tomed to easy ways out of crises 
really want to opt for the hard 
but respectable path of 
independent development? From 
many indications, it looks we are 
preparing for a new •massive stand- 
bv to salvage us from our present 
difficulties. 

CSO:    4600/618 
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[Text] The 
Government wei today eccuied 
of adopting coercive method! 
to float an Official Parliamen- 
tary Party on the third day of 
the National' Assembly debate 
on the regulation of political 
parties. On the whole the 
debate was heavily tilted 
against the recommendations 
of the 29-member Special 
Committee whose report Is 
being discussed. 

The outstanding contributions 
of the day came from a former 
Minister, Uahi Baksh Soomrö, and 
Syeda Ablda Hussain. While the 
former emphasised that the forma-, 
tJon of t party by the Government 
was an unnatural process,' the 
latter called for full freedom of 
political expression and participa- 
tion, declaring that there was hard- 
ly any linkage between the withdra- 
wal of Martial Law and the passage 
of a law regulating political parties. 

Yet another lady speaker - 
Begüm Durre Shahwar Mazari - 
called for automatlo registration of 
parties, criticising the protracted 
procedure provided In the Special 
Committee Report, and asked If 
Joint stock companies were entitled 
to registration without any detail- 
ed scrutiny, why should parties be , 
treated discriminatingly? ; 

Syeda Abida Hussein, complain- 
ed that since the February elections 
there had been no worthwhile 
movement towards a democratic 
dispensation. She repudiated the 
contention that a political vacuum 
would be created in the country in 
the event of withdrawal of Martial 
Law. If the, implication was that 
political parties outside the Parlia- 
ment were very«powerful, then 
those ijhsidevthe House had no 
moral right to adopt restrictive 
laws on the registration of parties.; 
She, however, felt that It was a 
debatable whether outside political 

parties would go on a rampage 
after the Martial Law is lifted, or 
that they were really so powerful as 
to pose a threat to the members 
of the House;.She also criticised 
the process of settling political is- 
sues artificially. She took parti- 
cular exception to what she called 
the 'loyalty clause" In the Commit- 
tee's Report and argued that those 
ejected on non-party basil hid no 
moral right to prescribe such res- 
trictions, ' 

The Assembly today went into a 
four-day recess for Independence 
anniversary celebrations to reassert 
ble on August 17, \ 

AGENCIES ADD: Syeda Ablda 
Hussain (Jhang) was of the opinion 
that the events following the 1970 
elections   when  power   was   not 
transferred to the elected people 
- leading to the severing of East 
Pakistan - and the circumstances 
following the February, 1985, elec- 
tions, betray some similarities, al- 
though the two situations do hot 

> duplicates   of   each   other.   She 
.thought. the   military  authorities 
^perhaps have some reservations re- 
.; garding the capacity and calibre of 

the elected people, which Is Why 
they are withholding transfer of 
power to them. '■,".- 

"In spite of passage of four 
months after the elections, Instead 
of sharing power between the mili- 
tary and the elected representatives, 
there seems to be no movement for- 
ward," she said. -.'. 

The member thought that the 
Senate, the National arid Provincial 
Assemblies, the Prime Minister, the 
provincial Chief Ministers and their 
Cabinets seem to be performing 
"decorative functions" while "the 
decision-making stays where it was 
before 1985". She said tills may 
not be the Prime Minister's percep- 
tion, but she believes it. 

Syeda Abida Hussain said con- 
trary to what the 29-member Com- 
mittee feels, "there Is no linkage 
between the lifting of Martial Law 
and the Political Parties Act" or the 
restoration of democracy. 
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She »aid when President Zh 
.poke of "Witiak-e-lqtldnr" wme 
months ago. "there was no 
Kation ".at die Political Parti« 
Act will be the link between the 
lifting of Martial Law and restora- 
tion of political parties 

Abida Hussain said "no political 
vacuum will be created when the 
Assemblies have been elected and 
are operative." To claim that such 
a tiling can happen amounts to de- 
roS the capacity, skill and 
cafibre of the elected parlla- 
mentarians, slic saldt , 

She urged the Biting of Martial 
Law while the Assembly can go on 
debating a new Political Parties 
AcVwhich should enjoy the support 
of not only the majority of the 
House but that or the hearts and 
minds of the people of Pakistan as 
well aHer which tW new Icgislanon 

can be enacted. »„.«in 
Sahibzada        Nur        Hussain 

said it is unfortunate that 38 
Z>n after the establishment of an 
dependent Pakistan, the nation »' 
"till 'debating what course of life 
and political system should be 
adopted. He said it is all the more 
painful because the country has 
passed through various tragedies 
and crises since its establishment. 

Mrs. Dune Shawar Mazari (Pun- 
Inb), die first lady member in three 
dnvs to participate in the debate, 
S of the v|cwPthat a political par- 
ty should not be restrained from 
operating for one year after It has 
applied For registration to the Elec- 
ton Commission. Even a joint 
stock company can start opera ng 
Immediately without going through 
the official procedure, she said. 

She thought dmt no government 
should be empowered to suspend or 
ban a political party because past 
experience shows that certain 
Sical parties were victimised by 
.the rulers. Such power.should vest 
.only in the Supreme Court 

Mrs.  Mazart  said   hat Martial 
Law should be lifted immediately, 
without waiting for the passage of 
tfJe proposed Political Parties Act 
because such a legislation may take 
some time to be enacted, bi e auo 
asked the Government to set a de- 
finite  date   for  lifting of Martial 
Law. because "Martial Law frustra-; 
tes the people and destroys   he 
country/besides being un-lslamic. 
She urged  restoration  of human 
rights, giving judiciary the suspend- 
Xpowers, and adopting a civilised 
form of government, 

Mir Nawar. Khan Marwat (Kara- 
chi), said existence of Pakistan is 
linked with democracy _and not 
with Martial Law. He said the 29- 
member Committee held 18 

Sessions in 17 days but failed to 
produce anything original on the 
subject." The report has plagiaris- 
ed the Political Parties Act of 
1962" and copied its provisions ex- 

tensively. The member alleged and 
read out excerpts from the old Act 
to substantiate his point. 

Mr.  Marwat said  die country 
»hould have political parties but no 
mushroom     organisations.     Nor ( 
should they be foreign-aided or prc- 

i oaaate confederation. He said each 
I contesting party should have a spc- 
! clued  percentage of votes from 

each of die four provinces ■- a 
mechanism which wfil ensure estab- 
lishment and growth of political 
parties with a national stature. 

Mr. Marwat also advocated the 
necessity of a free Press which 
should build up institutions and 
not a handful of people. Trie Press, 
he said, should also guide the 
nation towards a better future. 

Mr. Uahl Bakhsh Soomro (Shl- 
karpur), the first speaker of the 
day, reminded the members tliat 
they were elected in February this 
year to ensure restoration of demo- 
cracy and lifting of Martial Law to 
enforce Nizam-^-lsIam and to cater 
to die development needs of tue 
people,   besides   eradicating   cor- 
WP& Minister Mohammad 
Khan Junejo he said, was unani- 
mously elected as Leader of U e 
TCfe. But efforts are current^ 
being made to form an Official 
Parliamentary Croup (OPt.) o 
estaUsh a political party. He «Id 
he had nothing against forming 
n nartv but asked which Muslim 
L«gueyis sought to be estabüshed? 
He said the members are being 
asked in a hush-hush manner to 
ioin die official party and some 
ire being coerced to do so. Politi- 
cal parties and political activities 
are Iw banned in the country and 
the efforts to woo the members to 
join the official party, he «aid, ate' 
"illegal." . 

He said there seems to be no 
need to do so at the moment be- 
cause  no  section   of  the House 
oppose,  the Prime Mlnbtcr who 
should take all the members along 
In a spirit of consensus. It U always 
.a party which forms a government, 
but In the present case a govern- 
ment Is trying to fonn a party, 
which could meet die same fate as 
the Republican Party In the 1950 s 
and the Convention Muslim League 
Inthe 1960's. 

The Prime Minister in his very 
first   speech   to  the  House  had 
declared   that  "Martlat Law tnd 
democracy   cannot   coexist     but 
even   after   the   passage   or  five 
months since this statement, what 
is preventing the Government from 
taking a decision  to lift Martial 
Law, the member.asked. 
.    He termed the report of the 29- 
member Committee as "disappoint- 
C" because instead of laying down 
7e procedure and urging the HMni 
of Martial Law, it has i sposed oT 
the subject in the last two and a 
half lines. He said the Commit ce 

•     his  not  gone beyond suggesting 
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that "urgent steps should be 
initiated to lift Martial Law" as 
soon as the Political Parties Act is 

;'passed.-; ';■ ■' ■■'':'■'■'■ ■ '''• 
' Me termed the new Government 
as "a cage" after entering which 
the members will lose their free- 
dom of action. 
Mr. Soomro said if the Government 
is keen to form groups, it should be 
done but without "crushing the op- 
position." He stressed the need forl 
the Government and the House to 
work with a consensus. 
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ASSEMBLY MEMBERS CRITICIZE MOVE FOR OFFICIAL PARTY REGISTRATION 
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[Text] The 
move for the registration of 
political parties was bitterly 
opposed by some members as 
the National Assembly resum- 
ed its debate on the special 
committee report on the coun- 
try's future political structure 
after a four-day recess. 

While one lady member said the 
attempt to regulate political parties 
before the withdrawal of Martial 
Law and the lestoration of funda- 
mental rights was like putting the 
cart before the horse, another 
lady member denounced the con- 
cept of a guided or regulated de- 
mocracy. Yet another member des- 
cribed the report as a negation of 
democracy and reminded the 
House that neither the- Quaid-e- 
Azam nor the first Prime Minister 
Liaquat Ali Khan envisaged any 
registration measure for political 
parties. He said registration of 
parties would amount to political 
victimisation and would be count- 
er productive. Those likely to be 
debarred would not register them- 
selves in any case and those refused 
registration would win the people s 
sympathy and this would en- 
hanced their popularity. 

One   critic   opposed   the   pro- 
tracted   procedure   envisaged   for 
processing   application»    for   re- 
gistration, and suggested that the 
Election   Commission  should  not 
take more than one month to de- 
cide   registration of a party, add- 
ing also that the report had not 
specified any time-limit. The pro- 
vision vesting the government with 
the      power     to      dissolve     a 
party    on ideological grounds was 
also attacked by a member who 
said this right should be given only 
to the Election Commission. 

The recommendation regard- 
ing the unseating of members 
wanting to abstain from voting on 
an issue against a party's whip was 
also vehemently criticised by some 
who said such a provision could be 
misused by a ruling party. They 
emphasised that on important issu- 
es members should have the right 

to vote according to their con- 
science. ' 
AGENCIES ADD: Begum Rafia 
Tariq was the first to speak 
at today's session. She 
criticised continuation of Martial 
Law and said that Martial Law is no 
law. 

She, however, welcomed the 
announcement of the Prime Min- 
ister, Mohammad Khan Junejo in 
Lahore, setting January 1 next be- 
fore which the Martial Law would 
be lifted. She asserted that the 
announcement should have been 
made in the House rather than at a 
public meeting in Lahore. Such a 
course would have vindicated the 
honour and prestige of the House, 
she said. ' 

Referring to various proposals 
made by the special committee, 
Begum Rafia Tariq said that no one 
in Pakistan could think of forming 
a political party against the Islamic 
Ideology of Pakistan. The reco- 
mmendation, therefore was neither 
necessary nor proper. 

About the recommendation in 
respect of vesting of power in the 
government for dissolution of 
political parties, she termed it as 1 
negation of norms of justice. The 
proposal would provide totalitarian' 
powert to the government to which 
she took strong exception. Begum 
Rafia suggested that a tribunal 
consisting of judges from the 
Supreme Court and the HighCourts 
in the country, should deal with the 
question. 

Criticising the committee re-, 
commendation about the crossing 
of floor, she said that these were 
not just and threatened the liberty 
of the members, contrary to the 
Islamic tenets. 

Speaking next Mohammad Arif 
Khan(Jhang) criticised the commit- 
tee recommendation about the regis- 
tration of political parties. He 
traced the political history of 
Pakistan and noted that right from 
the Quaid-e-Azam, down upto Mr. 
Bhutto, none of the leaders opted 
for the reastration of the poli- 
tical parties." They had not resorted 
to any such measure because they 
were   convinced   that   the   regis-. 
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tration of parties negated the tier 
mocratic principles. Insistence on 
registration of parties would un- 
necessarily incite the defunct MRD 
and other parties to agitation. He 
described the recommendation as ■■■ 
an oppressive provision as it was 
fraught with vesting unlimited 
powers with the government. He 
said he had no illusion that the 
political parties for whom the law 
of registration was being proposed 
would never register themselves. 

About   the   lifting   of  Martial 
Law,  Mr.   Arif said he  did  not 
doubt the intentions of the Prime 
Minister.  But he questioned the 
justification for prolonging it so 
long.  Martial  Law, he  said, had 
done   tremendous   harm   to   the 
nation   politically,   morally,   and 
culturally. As long as Martial Law , 
will persist, the nation will con-' 
tinue  to suffer", he said adding 
that the amount of oppression and ' 
suppression,   during  Martial  Law, 
was unparalleled in any era in the 
country. 

Mr. Arif also disagreed with the 
assertions that the country would 
be confronted with vacuum with 
the lifting of martial law and said 
that this was just an excuse to 
prolong nu:iü law. 

Mr. Art: also questioned the 
formation of the parliamentary 
group and asserted that it was an 
attempt to split the House. 

Begum   Sauna   Ahmed, taking 
part in  the debate expressed her 
dissatisfaction over the committee 
report   regarding   future  political 
set   up  for  the country.  In  her 
view the committee report was not 
a compact structure   to run  the 
state  affairs  but  to regulate the 
political! parties in the country. She 
said it was unfortunate that even 
after a lapse of 38 years we have , 
been in the process of evolving a 
suitable'  political   structure.    Ex- i 
plaining the reasons for this set- i 
back she said democratic institut- ! 
ions   ^ere   hot   established   and : 
particularly   the  Press which was : 
the fourth pillar of democracy was 
not freed in the country. 

Begum Salma said the purpose 
of the Assembly was not to give a 
regularised democracy to the 
country. Democracy was a right of 
the nation which should be pro- 
vided. 

Begum Salma criticised that ex- 
act time for fulfilling certain for- 
malities was not fixed in the report. 
She suggested that the process for 
scrutinising the applications for 
registration of political parties and I 
the registration process itself should j 
hot take more than one month, 
Begum Salma said. 

Begum Salma said that in 1973 
a provincial government was dis- i 
solved on the pretext of being 
'traitor, but the same politic.-)! 
party was released honourably by 
the next government and given a 
certificate of being patriots. 

She said that in case of an appeal '■ 
with the Supreme Court the de- 
cision should be announced within 
three months. 

Regarding crossing of floor she 
said it was not fair to loose the 
seat in case of abstaining from 
voting. Vote is linked to ones con- 
science. Therefore nobody should 
be compelled to cast vote against 
it. 

Dr. Sher Afghan (Mianwali eom- 
Bhakkar) said that the separation of I 
East   Pakistan   was  the   result  of 
military rule. 

He said the 29-mcmber report 
has presented a political skeleton 
without any flesh, not a political 
structure which it was asked to 
provide'. Dr. Sher Afghan said the 
report has, at length dwelt on the -.. 
political Parties Act of 1962, 
which itself has been defeated and 
had opened the way for repeated 
imposition of Martial Law in 
Pakistan. 

He criticised the government 
for adopting various excuses to 
prolong the martial law. Each 
sentence in the report is deplorable* 
said the member. The House then 
adjourned to meet again on Sunday. 
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COMMENTARY DISCUSSES FLOOR CROSSING BY ASSEMBLY MEMBERS 

Islamabad THE MUSLIM in English 16 Aug 85 p 4 

[Text] ^e   third   session   of  the 
National Assembly, though not 
as stormy as the earlier one/ias 
one thing special to offer to the 
eager watchers of the country's 
political developments. The 
long awaited report on the 
future political structure has 
been presented and is being 
currently debated. There is 
nothing startling in the reco- 

Immendations, and most of the 
'proposals are exactly what was 
{being speculated. But one 
apparently harmless provision 
seems to have caused a major 
upset in the scheme of things 
envisaged by the treasury 
benches. The ruling party is 
not content with the oaths 
of loyalty signed by the legis-; 
lators and wants a legal safe-; 
guard against desertions. Cross- 
ing of floor will not be allowed, 
and if you want to change your 
party affiliation you must 
resign your seat, says the 
Khattak committee report. 

the proposed restriction on 
floor crossing is not an extra- 
ordinary demand and has been 
considered a legitimate device to 
make individual legislators adliere 
to a code of ethical political beha- 
viour. In a parliamentary demo- 
cracy the noils are contested on a 
party basis, and the choice of the 
electoiate is primarily determined 
by the party plank and not by the 
individual candidates. Thus a party 
may claim the right to discipline Its 
members, enforce the party man- 
date and ask conscientious 
objectors to resign and seek re- 
election. From a moral perspective 
this measure may be perceived as 
a necessary check against political 
opportunem. In a multi-party 
system repeated floor crossings by, 
ambitious power seekers may create 
a situation of political instaMllty 
tint warrants a curb on switching 
of parties. 

In India the ruling party had 
smooth sailing at the centre, and 
except for two brief periods It had 
• decisive majority in the Lok 
Sablia, but constant desertions In 
many Pradesh assemblies had a 
disastrous effect on the functioning 
of fiaglle state governments. lite 

But an anti-desertion law is a double-edged sword. On 
the on» hand, it helps a ruling party to maintain its 
majority, but on the other its also rules out the possibility 
of alluring ^.opposition members to the government camp. 
Representative governments     with     authoritarian 
dispositions are inclined to muffle the opposition by 
splitting its ranks and winning over the weaklings either by 
coercion or bribery. Hence, a device which initially may 
seem to help a ruling party strengthen its hold and ensure 
stability may ultimately become a serious obstacle in its 
quest for total control— ofcourse,if the electoral process is 
not rigged and the opposition is given a fair chance to reach 
the legislatures. 
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malaise of floor crossing became 
so rampant that the making or 
unmaking of many ministries was in 
the hands of a few double crossers 
who would often get the price they 
would ask for. Thus a vicious circle 
of corruption, blackmail and 
intrigue was set, which induced 
Rajiv Gandhi ' to get the 
antl-dcsertlon law enacted. 

Hut    an anti-desertion law Is a 
dou!)lc-cdged sword. On the   one 
hand, It helps a ruling party to 
maintain Its majority, but on the 
other    it    also   rules   out   the 
possibility of alluring »opposition 
members to the government camp. 
Representative    governments with 
authoritarian      disposition      are 
Inclined lo muffle the opposition 
by splitting Its ranks and winning 
over    the   weaklings   either   by 
coercion or bribery. Hence, a device 
which Initially may seem to hep 
a ruling party strengthen is hod 
and ensure stability may u timatcly 
become a serious obstacle In its 
quest for total control - of course.if 
the electoral process is not rigged 
and the opposition  Is given a fair 
chance to teach the legislatures. 

Crossing the floor may be 
unethical and opportunistic but all 
adhetcnts to democratic norms do 
not approve or Its eradication by 
legislation.     There     are     strong 
advocates of a «Presen'at,v^ 
primary accountability to his 
constituency who do not want the 
ordinary members to wcome 
victims of the "tyranny of the 
majority" or "arbitrariness of party 
bosses". They argue that If the 
initiative of ordinary members to 
make decisions »fording to their, 
conscience is curbed, and If they! 
do not possess the leverage to defy 
the Icadcrslilp, It would tend to 
encourage ejttrao dinary 
centralisation   of   authority   and 

; undemocratic   functioning  among 
the parties. 

While the debate on the merits 
and demerits of the anti-desertion 
law has yet to crystallise in the 
National Assembly, the initial 
reaction among the MNAs who 
have pledged support to Ui».» 
Is one    of anxiety and concern. 

They consider the proposed curb 
unfair and Illogical and maintain 
that since they were not elected on 
a   party   ticket  they  cannot   be 
subjected to such discipline. Tire 
reasoning Is sound and is likely to 
have a wider appeal. There have 
been      suggestions      that      the I 
enforcement of the law may be i 
postponed until the"hext  elections ! 
arc held on    a party basis. But ; 
apparently the OPG leaders are not 
Inclined to accept this compromise 
solution since this does not serve 
the puTbose for which the exercise 
of creating a new political structure 
has been undertaken. 

A conflict of interests has arisen 
between the leaders and adherents 

of the OPG, which has the potential 
of creating a crisis and further 
delaying the process of restoration 
of political parties. Whereas the 
MNAs are reluctant to forego their 
claim as public representatives in 
their own right, the treasury 
benches want legal safeguards to 
ensure a secure position before the 
field is thrown open to rival 
contenders. The timing Is crucial In 
both, since the proposed measure is 
not being perceived as a question of 
ethical political behaviour, but as a 
mattet of political survival. The 
ruling party, unlike a mass party 
created from the grass roots, does 
not Have either the leadership or 
the apparatus necessary to accept 
the challenge of open competition. 

If martial law*has to go, there 
must be other safeguards to hold 
the heterogeneous elements 
together, and. obviously political 
patronage is not enough to satisfy 
all the ambitious aspirants^ for 
political power. Unscrupulous 
change of political affiliations Is not 
alien to oUr political culture, and 
we have seen in the past how the 
Muslim League Republican 
contention for power in the West 
Pakistan legislature made a 
mockery of parliamentary 
democracy. 

The fears and apprehensions of! 
the leaders of the OPG are well 
founded, but one can only 
sympathise with them because their 
predicament is their own creation. 
Polities is a game of ruthless 
competition, and politicians who 
want tö make the mark cannot 
afford to behave like over-protected 
children of the elite. If the 
legislators are not willing to become 
hostages of the ruling party, they 
cannot be accused of disloyalty 
because they haven't changed the 
rules of the game. They are the 
product of a non-party system and 
don't owe their electoral success to 
any external patrons. It seems that 
most legislators would prefer to 
keep their options open and would 
not like to become political 
non-entities. However, the 
controversy over the proposed 
measures to curb floor crossing can 
perhaps be resolved by working out 
a mutually acceptable formula. 
Otherwise, the task of the 
recruitment of the OPG would not 
be as smooth as it appeared 
Initially.. 
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[Article by Saeed Qureshi] 

[Text] The 

Federal Finance Minister, Dr. 
Mahbubul Haq, who also holds 
the portfolio of Establish- 
ment Division, told the 
National Assembly today that 
208 commissioned army offi- 
cers had been Inducted Into 
civil services In the last eight 
years. Of these, he said, 111 
were re-employed on contract 
basis. The Minister, however, 
could not furnish details of the 
non-commissioned officers in- 
ducted into civil departments, 
as according to him, the requir- 
ed figures were not readily 
available from the Ministries 
and Divisions where they were 
employed. 

There was a barrage of supple- 
mentary questions about the 
justification behind absorbing the 
army officers in the civil ranks. The 
central theme of all the supple- 
mental put by Begum Abicla 
Hussain, Mrs. Mazari, Sheikh 
Rashid and Abdul Hamid Jatoi, 
was that there was a large number 
of talented and outstanding civil- 
ian officers who could take the 
.place of the army oftlcers working 
in civil services. Abdul Hamid Jatoi 
argued that if army officers could 
work In the civilian cadres, why 
were the civilian officers not allow- 
ed to occupy prestigious posts In 
the army. 

The Establishment Minister 
came out with an elaborate 
explanation laying special stress on 
the sense of patriotism of the army 
personnel like any other citizen of 
the country. He said that by serving 
the army, these officers do not 
cease to be the citizens of the 
country.   Moreover, he explained, 
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that some of the technical posts 
could be filled only by the army 
officers who had the required 
knowJiow and proficiency in those 
special fields. 

Intensive debate took place ön 
the appointment of Qadianls on 
key posts In various government 
departments and divisions in Pakis- 
tan. A list of 57 top ranking offi- 
cers was produced before the mem- 
bers. In response to a supplemen- 
tary question by Llaquat Buloch as 
to whether the list presented In the 
House was exhaustive and final, the 
Establishment Minister conceded 
that names from 14 Ministries were 
still awaited. Maulana Gohar 
Rchman, and Dr. Shafiq together 
with the principal questioner 
Llaquat Baloch questioned the 
appointment of Qadianls on sensi- 
tive posts apprehending that they 
were the enemies of Pakistan and 
Islam and, therefore, cannot project 
the national cause in the right 
spirit. Marshalling his argument, 
based   on article  27  of the 
Constltution.Dr. Mahbubul Haq 
said that the minorities enjoyed full 
protection of life and earn liveli- 
hood under the constitution. The 
constitution of Pakistan he argued 
does not discriminate the citizens 
on the basis of their sex, religion, 
caste, creed or race. Additionally, 
he. pleaded, that the quotas in 
government services was never fixed 
according to religious Inclinations 
of citizens. 

Dr. Shafiq alleged that Pakis- 
tan's Ambassador in Geneva, Qazl 
Mansoor Ahmed, had acted against 
the ' decision of the Pakistan 
Government to declare the Qadianls 
a minority and had opposed this 
decision in an application. Maulana 
Gohar Rehman argued that while 
the protection of the rights of 
minority was a national obligation, 
the appointment of Qadianls on 
important   posts  was  against   the 
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injunctions of Islam and Sunnah. 
Dr. Mahbub said that while he will 
verify the veracity of complaints 
against the Ambassador he would 
bring It to the attention of worthy 
members that protection of mino- 
rity was. a sacred duty of all citi- 
zen« because we have a white 
segment on our flag which calls for 
giving the minorities what Is due to 
thorn. | 

Dr. Mahbubul Haq told the Ass- 
embly that 57 officers under the 
administrative control of Establish- 
ment Division were sent to the USA 
for training during the last six 
years. The entire expenses on their 
training were borne by the Interna- 
tional agencies as well as the US 
Government. 

Hamid   Nasser   Chatta" assured 
the House that the  rovival  of the 
union activity In Pakistan Televi- 
sion was under the active considera- 
tion of the Government but lie ex- 
pressed  his inability  to give any    ' 
timeframe for lifting the ban. To 
another question Mr. Chatta said 
that as soon as Martial Law is lifted, 
which he hoped, in the near future, 
the opposition would also be allow- 
ed to project their programme and 
point of view  on the television. 
when  asked  whether  Mr. Chatta 
considered  the present Incumbent   •"■ 
government as a Martial Law or the   ; 

civilian set-up, Mr. Chatta replied 
"the honourable  member is well  ' 
aware   of  the   correct   position." 

The   Railway   Minister,  Abdul 
Ghafoor Khan Hoti  informed the   \ 
House that microwave system to 
be Installed by the Pakistan Rail- 
way   will  be  completed  by  Jan. 
1987.   The   contract   for jnstalla- 
tion has been awarded afre.sh to a 
firm   from   Republic      of ' South 
Korea after an American firm LTV 
abandoned it. He said that a total 
of   Rs.778.665   million   will   be 
spent on the entire project. 

The re-tendering, he claimed, 
has saved 70 million rupees in 
addition to 10 million dollars 
paid by the defaulting company 
as compensation. 
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[Article by N. Z. Jugan] 

[Text] 

«SffjaShe   clashes   that   have 
H  > taken    place   between 
II     Pakistani* and    Indian 

■"■*     face?    in.   Hie   snow- 
bound   north     have  brought 
into   international  limelight a 
not   so   widely  known  geog- 
raphical    feature   called   the 
Siachin   glacier.   This   second 
largest glacier in the world is 
located   in  the  Baltistan  dis- 
trict  of  Pakistan along    the 
cease-fire  Jino   close   to   the 
border of China. 

The glacier has been under 
Pakistani control ever since the 
cease-fire (now called the line 
of actual control) between 
Pakistan and India In Jammu 
and Kashmir state on January 1, 
1949. Since tiien the Glacier has 
been considered a part of what is 
now known as the Northern Areas 
of Pakistan. The glacier itself is 
an ill-defined snowbound land- 
scape. 

Recently India has staked a 
chim to it and sent ite forces to 
occupy portions of the glacier, 
resulting in several clashes bet- 
ween the forces of either side. It 
is still not clear on what basis 
India has suddenly decided that 
the .Glacier is on it's side of die 
cease-fire line, as it -lias never 
raised the issue during the last 
36 years. Even during die Indo- 
Pak wars of 1965 and 1971, 
India had concentrated its efforts 
on occupying territory at other 
points along the cease-fire line, 
leaving the Siachin glacier un- 
touched. India*? present claim lias, 
therefore, come as a surprise, 
not only to Pakistan but to other 

countries also. It would-appear 
that the sudden Indian interest 
in tliat piece of frozen real estate 
is inspired by strategic motives. 

To understand . whatever 
strategic value Siachin glacier has, 
it is necessary to get an idea of the 
geographical and historical back- 
groundof the glacier.-V 

HISTORY 
The Siachin glacier has a 

fascinating history. In''1889 Francis 
Yöunghusband ventured on 
its slopes leading to what he 
thought was the Saltbr. pass but 
was actually the Indira Col (5760 
meters) at the head of the then 
undiscovered Siachen glacier. 

Young husband failed to gain 
what he thought was the • Saltoro 
pass "{now called Bilafond La). 
When '.; his Survey. results .were 
scrutlmsed, it was found that his 
Saltoro pass was 35 Kilometers 
NNW of the position fixed by the 
Survey of India from the South. 
After twenty years tills discrepancy 
was cleared up .Dr. T. G. Long-* 
staff, Dr. A. M. Nave and A. M. 
Slingsby made their way across the 
Bilafond La (5,550 meters) and 
sighted a huge unknown glacier 
flowing from northwest to 
South-East. This was the Stachen 
glacier* 72 kilometers from head to 
snout, Only the 77 Kilometre 
long Fedchenko glacier s;in the 
*Pamirs exceeds it in length. In 
comparison, the longest Haina- 
layari glaciers, the Zemii and 
Gangötri, are only about 26 
kilometres. 

the Siachen and the glaciers 
East of It'..were   explored  and; 
rrhppcd by mountain travellers and 

Surveyors during tlie next two de- 
cades, and the blanks on the map 
got filled in The focus of mount- 
aineering attention was largely 
upon the neighbouring Baltoro 
glacier complex, which con- 
tained all four of the 8,000' 
metres giants of the Karakoram. 
Only once did a serious moun- 
taineering expedition venture to- 
wards the Siachen: in 1935, John 
Waller led a British team to 
Saltoro Kangri; fliey reached with- 
in 275 meters of the top in June 
beforeretreating. 

Exactly fifty years later, in 
1985, the curtain has risen again 
in the Karakoram. The once remote 
and seemingly profitless Siachin 
basin las suddenly gained in 
prominence. Strategically wedged 
between Pakistan, India and China, 
Siachin glacier in the Karakoram 
wasteland lias been the scene of a 
bizarre and undeclared armed 
conflict largely unknown to the 
public in recent months. 

A NOVEL GAME 
During the last few years, 

India has played the novel 
game of using mountaineering 
expeditions to establish terr- 
itorial rights. It is hell bent on 
securing control of the Siachin 
glacier unmindful of the price. 

'. -'."liiere are many factors which 
have prompted India to covet the 
about 20,000-feet Wgh glacier. 
Firstly, it is after a precious piece 
of real estate two-thirds the size of 
Sikkim. Secondly, India fears that* 
with Pakistan in control of Siachin, 
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the security of the whole of iti 
Nubra wlley, and through it Lad- 
akh, will be jeopardised. Once on 
high ground, the Pakistani post» 
will overlook all. the Indian out- 
posts in the Nubra valley. Thkdly, 
India does not want to lose 
access to the Karakoram territory 
under its occupation; to which 
the best access route lies through 
Üe*Nu£* ,v*Uey- Al the location 
of Skchin is like a wedge between 

"the Aksai Chin area of China and 
Pakistan's Northern Areas, India 
is desperate to giin a foothold 
there for g ecu trat egic reasons, 
control of Siachin in the Nubra 
valley will expose the dis- 
affected Muslim population in 
Ladakh. It is no secret that the 
Indians have always considered the 
simmering discontent among 
Kashmiri Muslims as a potent 
threat to its illegal occupation 
of the valley. 

Pakistan's claim to Siachin is 
based on strong and irrefutable 
considerations. Since partition in 
1947, the glacier basin has been 
fkmly under the control of 
Pakistan. It demonstrated its 
control   on   numerous  occasions 

by granting permission to 
mountaineering expeditions to 
climb peaks Ike Sia, Saltoro, Taren 
Kangri, Apsara and Bashbum in the 
vicinity of Siachin glacier. Way 
back in 1957, an Imperial College 
expedition under the famous 
mountain-explorer and climber 
Eric Shipton was permitted 
access to the Siachin glacier 
by Pakistan fa moun- 
taineering and scientific res- 
earch. The fact that the 
British expedition made its way 
to the Siachin across the Saltoro 
Rass, and reconnoitred Saltoro 

angri without hindrance, was 
enough evidence of Pakistan's 
control of the gkcier. More such 
expeditions followed, lending 
further credence to the 
Pakistani claim. An* international 
expedition in 1960, followed by an 
Austrian in 1961 and at least three 
.ipanese in 1962, 1975 and 1576. 

It k ho Wonder then that in 
most of the foreign maps, including 
American, British and Chinese, 
Siachin k shown as belonging to 
Pakktan. The American Alpine 
Journal wrote that the Skchin 
glacier and several of the peaks 
now chimed by India belonged 
to Pakistan. 

India resorted to oropolitici as 
it kunched its campaign for the 
wnttol   of   Skchin   in   the  kte 
1970s   (oröpolitics   is   the   poli- 
tical'aspect and use of mountains 
»J»d   mountaineering   to   stake a 
ckim  m    mountainous territory) 
efforts  were  made   to  send  ex- 
peditions to .climb in and around 
the  SBchin. . Tho first  such  ex- 
pedition   was  mounted  in   1978 
another   in   1980 and   the  third 
and the most ambitious in   1981 
But it must be noted that all these 
expeditions   were   solely   Indian 
army af&ks  comprising soldiers. 
1 he fact that these were indigenous 
Indkn expeditions and that not 
»   foreign   expedition   has   been 
mounted  from   the   Indkn   side 
J° Skchin did not quite enhance 
Indk s ckim. 

Indk    soon   realised   that   it 
will  haye   to go a  step  beyond 
oröpolitics   and    use   force   to 
dislodge   the   Pakistani   posts   in 
Skchin. The Indkn attack came in 
November, 1983 when it airlifted 
a   full   battalion   to   the   snowy 
heights of Karakoram. Since that 
provocative    intrusion    by     the 
Kumaon regiment of Indian army, 
the Skchin has witnessed frequent! 
and inconclusive skirmishes. As one! 

of the coldest regions in the world I 
.   e teJRP«3«""» 6U at time to 

minus   5D degrees centigrade and! 
freezing   winds   and   scarcity   of I 
oxygen make life difficult, Skchin' 
seems  an   impossible  pkee as a' 
battlefield.   But    thanks   to   the 
aggressiveness of the   Indians, this 
cold front has been turned into a 
hot one. 

Pakistan indeed has an ad- 
vantage as far as its claim 
to Siachin is concerned. Way 
back In the 1960's American 
and Bntish maps had depicted the 
cease-fire line in the northern 
extremity of Kashmir as stretching 
far eastwards and ending right 
at the Karakoram pass. India 
never objected to these maps, 
not even in the wake of the 
1965 and the 1971 .wars nor when 
anew line of control was drawn up 
on the maps in December 1972, 
after protracted negotiations 

. "^ween India and Pakistan in 
which the former clearly enjoyed a 
position      of     strength. 

But since the bekted realis- 
ation In New Delhi, India lias 
moved swiftly to augment Its 
otherwise weak case regarding 
Skchin. In August, 1984, India 
published a mischievous map which 
gatently r departs from former 

idkn foreign minister Sardar 
Swam Singh's description of the 
northern extremity after,the accord 
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with Pakistan on the line of control 
was signed.; India purposely 
tried to accentuate its imaginative 
fears of Pakistan linking up with 
China in the north. Itraised an alarm 
over the alleged Pakistani designs in 
order to justify its own aggressive! 
motives. . ! 

While categorically rejecting the 
Indian claim to Siachin, Pakistan 
had made it clear that it would do 
its best to protect its rights in the 
best possible manner without 
resort to use of force. Foreign 
Minister Sahibzada Yaqub Khan 
has asserted that Siachin is part 
of the Northern Areas of Pakistan. 
Although Pakistan has said it would 
'not resort to the use of force, Indian 
intransigence has resulted in a 
number of armed clashes in the 
recent past. But despite its 
preparedness.    ■■   to employ 
military means to capture Siachin, 
India is well aware that its claim 
to Siachin lack both legal and moral 
backing., 
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JPRS-NEA-85-121 
20 September 1985 

PAKISTAN 

BRIEFS 

PUBLICATIONS PROSCRIBED—Lahore, 16 Aug—The Government of the Punjab has 
proscribed following publications for containing objectionable material within 
the meaning of the West Pakistan Press and Publications Ordinance, 1963. The 
book entitled'Pakistan mein Island inqilab ki zaroorat aur uss ka laia amal' 
written by Kalim Siddiqui and published by the Muslim Institute, 6 Endsleigh 
Street London. The book entitled 'Tauq-o-Dar Ka Ma usam1 written by Saeeda 
Gazder published by Pakistani Adab Publications Karachi. The booklet entitled 
'Tarbiati Mazameen' published by Ghulam Hussain office Majlis Ansarullah 
Markazia, Rabwa. All copies of the above mentioned publications have been 
forfeited by the government with immediate effect.—APP [Text] [Islamabad 
THE MUSLIM in English 17 Aug 85 p 6] 

CSO: 4600/617 END 
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